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It is a common complaint that, in many primary co-operatives, the 
standard of book-keeping is poor. The need has long been 
recognised for a basic, simplified system of book-keeping, for use in 
primary co-operatives in developing countries, in order to help 
improve that situation. The system described in this manual has 
been specially designed to meet that need. It makes no claim to be 
revolutionary, nor to advocate new techniques. On the co.1trary, it 
is based on customary double-entry practice; its only claim is that it 
is simple and that it works, and can easily be adapted to meet 
particular locai requirements. 

The system was originally introduced in Botswana, where it has 
been extensively field-tested and used l.ur many years, with 
considerable success. In 1970, the British Ministry of Overseas 
Development, in association with the Intermediate Technology 
Development Group (ITDG), published three manuals based on the 
system (one each for Consumer, Marketing, and Thrift and Credit 
Ca-operatives), which have been widely distributed and used in 
sc·.:eral countries. The ILO International Centre fr., Advanced 
Technical and Vocational Training at Turin used these manuals for 
the book-keeping sections of their Co-operative Management 
Training Courses. The original manuals have now been substantially 
revised, to make them more suitable for training_purposes, and 
reissued as CEMAS/ICA publications. A fourth manual, for 
Industrial Co-operatives, has been added to the original series. 

The purpose of book-keeping is three-fold: 

1 to mJ.intain an accurate financial picture of the business, in such 
a way, that the state of its finances can be simply, clearly and 
accurately revealed at any time; 

2 to make it possible for the accuracy of the accounts to be 
quickly checked, to avoid errors or fraud; 

3 to serve as a management tool by providing the information 
required for decision-making and for planj1i.ng future activities. 

This system satisfies those criteria and, in doing so, takes account of 
the circumstances within which it has to be used, and of the essential 
need for the book-keeper to know what he is doing and why he is 
doing it. The intention is to provide a system which, while fully 
adequate, in terms of good book-keeping practice, does not make 
unnecessary demands on thf' user's time, ability and comprehension. 

T~1e manual;, L1ave been so designed as to serve both t:--.:tining and 
operating purposes. They may be used as handbooks for co-operative 
teachers, as textbooks for students attending training courses, and 
as working manuals for on-thejob guidance of secretaries and 
book-keepers. They will be found of most value wherever training 
courses, based upon them, are provided, and where, after the courses, 
students are encouraged to use them on return to work. 

~-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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NOTE FOR TEACHERS 

This manual describes a book-keeping system concerned with the 
maintenance of ledger accounts up to trial balance stage. In the 
fmal sections, a brief description of control systems and preparation 
of final accounts is given in order to complete the sequence of 
operations up to that stage, but these are deliberately not described 
in detail. 

As a follow-up to the present series, CEMAS/ICA is producing a 
more advanced manual on Co-operative Accountancy, which extends 
the system to the stage of preparation of final accounts and 
budgets, to meet the needs of larger co-operatives. 

When the manual is used for training purposes, it will normally be 
desirable for the teacher to prepare and use his own exercises 
(additional to the three in chapter 7, on page 48), and panicularly 
so when it is necessary to adapt these to the specific requirements of 
local practice. 
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1 OntroJ~ctiotLJ 
1.1 The marketing co-operative book-keeping system 

Th::: book-keeping system d~scribed in this manual has been 
prepared for use by agriculture marketing co-operative societies, or 
other primary societies conducting similar trading activities. This 
system uses the double-entry method of book-keeping applied to the 
columnar form of accounts. All the entries for the financial 
transactions involving the society are posted into a working ledger 
and all the accounts are controlled in the main ledger. The system is 
illustrate .... by practical examples of the typical transactions, forms, 
accounts and records with which a co-operative society of this type 
will be involved. 

1.2 Objectives of marketing co-operatives 

The objectives of agricultural marketing co-operatives will be stated 
in their by-laws. G~nerally, they operate for the better marketing of 
members' agriculture produce or livestock. They can also arrange 
for the supply to members of farm inputs, such as seeds, fertilizers, 
and implements. Sometimes they even operate small consumer 
trading outlets as well. Where funds are available, agriculture loans 
are sometimes made to members. 

1.3 Operations of marketing co-operatives 

Marketing 

There are two main ways of conducting the marketing operations: 

1 The society makes an outright purchase of the produce from its 
members. The price paid to the member will be that which the 
committee of the society estimates the produce will fetch in the 
market, less (at least) an amount to cover the costs of running the 
society, including the costs of transporting the goods to the market. 

When the society operates in this way, as the owner of the 
produce, it takes the risks of loss, or damage. If the produce is 
sold for less than the estimated price, the society will lose money. 

2 

This type of operation require~ that there is a reasonably certain 
market for the produce and that the society has considerable 
amounts of cash available to finance the rtJrchase of the produce. 

2 In view of the risk of loss and the need for large sums of money 
involved with the ou L,·ight. p 1Jrs;J!~.s.e of produce, an alternative 
method of conducting the marketin-g upt:?.;:iQ11S.i? for the society 
to act as an agent for its members. When the society operates in 
this way, the member hands his produce to the society and is 
given a receipt. 

Sometimes an t:tdVt11ZCC P•lyment, based on an agreed percentage of 
the expected proceeds of the sale of the produce received, is made 
to the member. This again depends upon funds being available. 

In any case, the main payment can only be made to the member 
after the society has obtained the proceeds of the sale of the 
produce. The society sells the produce for the best price that can 

· be obtained. An agreed percentage to cove-r at least the cost of 
running the society is then deducted as a commission, or levy, 
from the proceeds of sale and the balance belongs to the member. 

Farm inputs and consumer goods 

These are purchased from wholesale suppliers, usually on credit 
terms, and sold for immediate cash to members. Where the society 
is able to offer loan facilities to members, sometimes loans are 
advanced in farm inputs rather than as cash. 

Loans 

Some marketing co-operatives are able to_advance loans to their 
members. This enables the members to bridge the gap between the 
sowing season, when they need funds to buy seeds, fertilizers and 
t:quipment, and the time when the produce has been marketed and 
the proceeds have been received. 

Loans are generally advanced on the security of the expected crop, 
which the members undertake to market through their society. In 
this case the society deducts the amount of the loan advanced, 
together with any interest due, as well as the commission and any 



advance, from the money it receives for the produce, and pays the 
balance to the member. 

Loans can, of course, only be available to members when the society 
itself can obtain the funds for these. Where there is, for example, a 
co-operative bank or other development bank providing the society 
with these funds the society can in turn provide this service to 
members. 

General 

The business operations are financed from funds obtained from 
members, from funds borrowed from outsiders, and by making use 
of credit facilities available from wholesale suppliers. The society 
trades as efficiently as possible to cover at least the costs of the 
operations and to provide for reserves to give financial stability to 
their independent co-operative enterprise. 

When any net surplus remains, rebates are usually made to members 
in the form of a limited interest on shares and as a bonus on their 
trade with their society. As the society builds up funds and business 
skills, so it will develop and expand to provide a wide range of 
services, farm inputs and other goods to the members. These 
developments stem from good co-operative business, recorded and 
controlled by good book-keeping systems. 

1.4 The book-keeper's job 

This manual is about the work of the book-keeper and how this work 
can be used in the control of the co-operative business enterprise. 
The duties of the book-keeper will include: 

(a) keeping complete and accurate records of every financial 
transaction in which the society is involved 

(b) checking the accuracy of these records at regular intervals 

(c) preparing fmal accounts and a balance sheet at the end of every 
financial year, ready for audit and later consideration by the 
committee and the members 

1.5 Importance of book-keeping 

The members ::tre the owners of the society. They need to know how 
their business is doing and how their funds are being used. The 
members elc::::t a committee to direct and control the affairs of their 
business and a manager is appointed to run the day to day operations. 
This committee and the manager need information on the operations 
of the society to be able to make decisions and to take managerial 
action. Members, committees and managers require that the 
information they get is wmplete, accurate and up to date. The 
book-keeping system in use must therefore show: 

(a) How much the society owes. These are its liabilities and 
indicate the source of the funds in use in the society. 

(b) How much the society owns. These are its assets and show the 
use being made of th<ese funds. 

(c) Whether the society has financial stability and is able to pay its 
debts as they arise. 

(d) Whether the society is operating efficiently, covering its costs 
and providing a net surplus. 

In most countries there are laws which require that co-operatives 
keep proper books and records. This underlines the importance of a 
good book-keeping system. In this manual, the system described 
will meet the needs of members, committees, managers and the 
main requirements of most co-operative laws. 

The examples in this manual will be related to a society marketing the 
produce of members on an agency basis. The society also supplies 
farm inputs w members and has a small consumer outlet. Agricul
tural loans are made to members. The basic book-keeping system, 
using the working ledger and the main ledger, can be expanded or 
adapted to meet the needs of societies having several trading units or 
several separate trading activities. In many cases these expansions or 
adaptations will merely involve the opening of more columns in 
the working ledger and more pages in the main ledger. 



2.1 Double-entry system 

Book-keeping is concerned with correctly entering permanent written 
records of financial transactions into the books of account of the society. 

A .(i1z.:mcial transaction arises in the course of the business when there is a 
transfer of money, or something having a money value. 

These two se.ntences give a clear definition of what book-keeping is, 
and it is useful to have them in mind. Examples will be considered 
later when the working ledger is examined. 

In every financial transaction there are two aspects. There is the 
imparting (giving) of the benefit transferred and there is the 
receiving of this benefit. This imparting and receiving takes place 
between the accounts in the books of the society. The double-entry 
system of book-keeping is used to record this transfer between the 
imparting account and the receiving account. 

In this system details of the money, or money value, of the benefit 
transferred are recorded ~vVice into the accounts of the society. l~he 
account which imparts or provides is credited (CR) and the account 
which receives is debited (DR). For every credit entry there must 
h,::a t'l .... nrr~c."nn.nrl;nfY r1Ph;t- &.&~1-..-,r., ,...__rl ,,;ror::a ,,r::a,...con .;,....,.. ,g.,r~rw.r ,.-l,g.h~f" Pnt'r·•1 
U.._. U. ""''-'.LL-..:J.t''-'.&..1.-&&•o .......... L.JI' .. ._ "'.L.IILJ.] Q.J.J.U) YJ.'-'"" Y\,.L.;)Q.' .1.'-IL '-'Y'-1.] ~"-'II.J&'- "-11.1."-LJ 

there must be a corresponding credit entry. 

When there has been corresponding postings made into the books of 
account they will balance. The debits will equal the credits. In this 
way the balancing of tJie boo~:s is similar to tJie balancing of a beam= 
scale. When the goods in one pan of the scale are the same weight as 
the metal weights in the other pan, the scale will balance. 

2.2 Trial balances 

The book-keeper can check that the books balance by the preparation 
of a trial balance. These are statements prepared after the posting 
of the debit and credit entries have been completed for a given 
period. They show the list and total of all debits and a list and 
total of all credits. Since all entries of any financial <:ransactions are 
recorded twice, once as a debit then correspondingly as a credit, the 
total of all debits on the trial balance must be the same as the total 
of all the credits. If these totals do not agree with one another then 
an error has been made. The book-keeper then must check aii the 
additions, then all the postings, for a trial balance must balance. 

The book-keeper will be concerned w1th two trial balances: 

1 Working ledger trial balance 

The working ledger, shown in Example 1, contains the de Lit and 
corresponding credit entries for all thf~ financial transactions. These 
entries are made as they arise into the records of 01 iginal entry' then 
at the end of every \Veek they are posted from these records into 

4 

the working ledger. The working ledger is closed off and balanced 
at the end of every week after these postings have been completed. 
rrh;co ~co l"''ha,...l.r..a~ h·u ~h..a T"t,....OT"tr'),...f')f";,....,...., r..f"., +,.,.;~"11 J,,..,}/'I'II'Jrn f'\.f .,11 t-h..a 

.1. l.J.,I.~ .l..:J ""'J,.l ......... .l"\o. .... lro.&. UJ L.L.l'-' t-''-'-'t'U.J.U.LJ.\JJ.J. \JJ._ U. "' """'" j'\"-li"Jf/1,'-'._. \J.L U..l.l LJ..l ..... 

debit and credit totals of entries to be made from the working ledger 
into the main ledger. This trial balance is shown in the working 
ledger in Example 1. 

2 Main ledger trial balance 

The main ledger shown in Example 2 contains the balances on the 
various accounts of the societv. After the debit and credit entries 
have been made from thew c1 

· ·ledger, the new balances on these 
accounts in the main ledger a · a~L .... ~:;.ined. Then a trial balance of 
all the debit and credit balances in the main ledger will be prepared 
to check that the main ledger balancf:s. This trial balance is shown 
in Example 23, page 38. 



2.3 Records of original entry 

The essential books and records used in this book-keeping system 
are outlined in the sections which follow. The entries to be made in 
them tlow from the initial entries made into the records of original 
entry. These entries are made immediately tht> financial transactions 
occur. They become the source of postings to the ledgers. In the 
marketing co-operative the following documents are used to record 
the original entries (see list of examples). 

(a) receipts and payment vouchers 

(b) produce receipts and proceeds forms 

(c) invoices and credit notes 

(d) cheque books, bank paying-in books, and the bank statement 
for bank charges 

(e) cash sales receipts 

These original documents can either be specially printed, or standard 
forms, available from most stationers, can be purchased and adapted 
to the specific needs of a society. All unused original documents 
should be kept safely locked away and be consecutively numbered 
to assist in their control. 

The forms and records shown as examples in this manual include 
entries obtained from the exercises on page 48. 

In a societv. details of individual transactions are alwavs oosted 
into the re~~rds of original entry on the date on which they occur. 

·--······-·······-~~--~-~-----------~---

2.4 Working ledger: Example 1 

5 

This ledger combines the functions of the traditional cash book and 
the journals. It is a summary ledger. Details of all the financial 
transactions of the society :ll'e posted from the records of original 
entry into the working ledger. This is kept on rhe double-entry system, 
so that for every debit entry (DR) there is a corresponding credit 
entry (CR). 

This ledger is a columnar cash analysis book which is usually available 
from a local bookshop and the columns are headed by the book
keeper as required. Two separate cash ruled columns, one for debit 
entries, the other for credit entries, are kept for each type of account. 
The number and type of separate accounts kept by a society will 
depend Lpon its O\Vn particular needs and circ·umstances. 

This book shows the typical accounts which need to be kept. To 
avoid this ledger containing many columns for accounts which are 
not used frequently, two columns headed 'Other Accounts' can be 
opened. Then debit, or credit entries concerning these accounts can 
be posted into these columns, but are posted into their separate 
accounts in the main ledger. 

As entries are made into the working ledger from the original records, 
they show the dLlte of the transaction, the details and any reference 
number from the original record. Then the appropriate debit and 
credit entries are made into the columns provided. All of this 
information is sho\vn on the same line for each transaction. ~A .. t the 
end of every week the working ledger is closed off and balanced. The 
totals of the debit and credit entries then to be posted to the main 
lPrlO'F-r <lrP fir<:t' rhPrkPrl hu t'hP nrPn<lr<lt'ion nf" 1'ri<l1 h<ll<lnrP 'PP ·--b-· -·- ···~- -··------ -J ... _ ··-·-·----·· -·- --·-· --·-··--· ---

the working ledger (Example 1, page 6). 

The working ledger, shown in Example 1, has been posted from the 
summary of the financial transactions for the whale of 1 97 5, and all 
of these entries are dated as December 31 (see Exercises~ page 48). 
When used in a society, the working ledger will have daily postings, 
and it will be closed off, totalled and balanced every week. 
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2.5 Main ledger: Example 2 

For the purpose of this manual Example 2 shows the accounts of the 
society together. In the main ledger of a society a separate page is 
kept for each account as shown in Example 2(a). This example shows 
the cash account, included within Example 2, as it would appear on 
its separate page in the main ledger of the society. 

Since they are posted from the working ledger, these accounts will 
be kept in the same order as they are kept in the cash ruled columns of 
the working ledger The pages kept for each account are numbered 
consecutively and contain columns for the date, the details, the 
reference number and then three cash ruled columns. In the first cash 
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ruled column, debit (DR) entries are posted. In the second the 
credit (CR) entries are posted. The third colun. ·1 contains the 
running balance, prefixed to show whether it is IJH. or CR. 

At the end of every four weeks the DR and CR balances in the main 
ledger are separately listed on a trial balance, Example 2 3 (page 3 8) 
This checks that the main ledger balances. Also at the end of every 
four weeks, after this trial balance is prepared, the mcnthly report 
to the committee in Example 26 (page 41) is prepared. At the end 
of the financial year the trading account for the year together with 
the surplus disposable account and b::dance sheet, Example 29 
(page 46), will be prepared. 

I 

2.6 Members' share and deposit ledger: Example 3 (page 10) 

Within this ledger a separate page is kept in share number order, for 
each member. These records can be kept in a loosE"-leaf ledger or on 
a card system \\'ith separate accounts for each n1cn1hcr. ·rhc share 
and deposit transactions are posted to this ledger from the details of 
their original entries .1fter these have !Jeen posted to the working 
ledger. At the end of every four weeks the individual balances for 
shares, then deposits, are separately add-listed. The resulting share 
total then has to be agreed with the CR balance for shares in the trial 
balance of the main ledger. The resulting balance for deposits is 
agreed with the CR balance for these in this trial balance. Sometimes 
a separate loclll ledger will also be kept for members; this will depend 
on the volume of loan transactions of the society. 
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2.7 Members' trade ledger: Example 4 

Within this ledger a separate page or card is kept in share number 
order, for each member. Sometimes the members' trade records can 
be kept within the share and deposit ledger so all the transactions of 
each member are shown on their own separate page or card. The 
purpose of this record is to enable all the trade transactions made by 
the member with the society to be summarised. This enables the 
trade of a member for a financial period to be totalled for each class 
of trade (Example 4, page 12). 

This will enable the calculations and distributions of any net surplus 
as a bonus to be properly made. Postings to this ledger for produce 
sold through the society are made from the produce proceeds forms 
(Example 12, page 21) after their details have been posted to the 

working ledger. All entries for farm inputs or consumer goods 
bought from the ~ociety are made from the cash saLes receipts 
(Example 17, page 24) made out as these items are sold. 

At the end of every financial period all the columns in the trade 
ledger are added to show the trade of each member. These totals are 
summarised using the members' tra<le summary, (Example 21, 
page 32) which has similar column headings as in the trade ledger, 
except that the 'date' column will be used for the member's name 
and share number and columns for the bonus are included. Totals 
should be agreed with the main ledger totals of trade -- shown in 
the trial balance and the trading account. 
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2.8 Creditors' ledger (accounts payable): Example 5 

Creditors are suppliers who are owed money by the socier; for farm 
inputs, consumer goods or services supplied on credit terms to the 
society. In this ledger a record of the transactions of the society 
with these individual suppliers will be kept. 

A separate page will be opened for each of these suppliers. These 
pages will be kept in surname alphabetical order. These pages contain 
columns for the date of the transaction, the details and the 
reference number. 

There are also three cash ruled columns. The first column is used 
for debit entries (DR) for cash paid, discounts allowed to the society 
and credit notes. The second is used for credit (CR) entries for 
invoices. The third column shows the running balance, prefixed DR 
when there is a balance due to the society, or CR when there is a 
balance due to the supplier. Postings are made to this ledger from 
the original records after their details have been posted to the 
working ledger. 

At the end of every tour weeks the balances in this ledger will be 
add-listed to prulluce the net credit (CR) balance due to suppliers. 
This total is then agreed with the CR balance for creditors shown 
in the trial balance of the main ledger at that date. 
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2.9 Debtors' ledger (accounts receivable): Example 6 

12 

Debtors are customers of the society who owe money to the society 
for goods or services supplied to them on credit. Generally, they will 
be the purchasers of the produce, for in the main the · .embers will 
pay immediate cash for the farm inputs or consumer goods they buy 
from the society. The balances due from debtors will be kept as low 
as possible and the society should try to obtain immediate cash even 
for the sale of produce. 

The debtor:i' ledger contains separate pages for each customer who is 
given credit by the society. Each page contains columns for the date, 
details and reference number. There are also three cash ruled columns. 
The first column is used for debit (DR) entries for invoices issued by 
the society. The second is used for credit (CR) entries for cash 
received or credit notes issued. The third column shows the running 
balance, prefixed DR or, where the society owes money to the 
customer, prefixed CR. 

Postings are made to the accounts in this ledger from the original 
records after their details have been posted to the working ledger. 



At the end of every four weeks, the balances in this ledger are add
listed to produce the net debit (DR) balance due to the society. This 
is agreed with the (DR) balance for debtors, shown in the trial 
balance of the main ledger at that date. 

Example 6 
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2.1 0 Other books and records 
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There are other books and records in use in the society in which are 
entered the many details connected with the business operations and 
controls. These will be described one by one as the accounts are 
considered from section 3 onwards. 

2.11 Other book-keeping terms 

13 

Book-keeping is a technical subject. Technical book-keeping terms 
are used in this manual as follows: 

(a) Financial, or accounting, period 

This is the period of time covered by the final accounts. This 
period is often of one year ending on a date stated in the by
laws of the society. 

(b) Final accounts 

These are prepared at the end of the financial period. This 
marketing co-operative uses two final accounts. 

(c) Trading account 

This is one of the final accounts. It is a summary of all the 
income and expenditure for the financial period. This summary 
reveals the surplus or loss. 

(d) Surplus disposal account 

This account shows the proposed disposal of any net surplus . 
It contains the recommendations of the committee on the 
allocations for reserves, education, share interest and bonus. 

(e) Balance sbeet 

This is a list of the liabilities and of the assets on a given date. 
A balance sheet is prepared after the final accounts have been 
completed at the end of the financial period. 

(f) Surplus and loss 

The income of the society is earned from the sale of produce 
on behalf of members and from the sale of farm inputs and 
consumer goods to members. The expenditure includes the 
payments made to the members for their produce and the 
costs of purchasing and selling the inputs and goods. There is a 
net surplus when income is greater than expenditure. There is 
a net loss when expenditure is greater than income. 



(g) Liabilities and assets 

Liabilities show what the- society owes. They include members' 
shares and deposits, reserve funds, surplus not distributed and 
balances owed to creditors. They indicate the source of the 
funds in use in the society. 

Assets show what the society owns. They include land, buildings, 
fiXtures, equipment, stocks, investments, cash and baiances 
owed bv debtors. They show the use being made of the funds 
of the s~ciety. · -

Fixed assets are held permanently to be used to earn income 
and include land, buildings, fixtures and equipment. 

(h) Interest and bonus 

Interest is the distribution of net surplus that is based on the 
share capitaL In some by-iaws this is cailed dividend. 

Bonus is the distribution of any net surplus based on the trade 
of the members. In some places this is called 'patronage refund'. 

(i) Auditors 

The auditor is a skilled accountant whose responsibility it is to 
check and verify the accounts of the society at the end of the 
financial year and at any other time as the registrar of co
operatives may consider necessary. The auditor is independent 
of the society and reports to the registrar and the members. 

Internal auditors are elected under some Ly-laws by the 
members at their annual general meeting. They are elected to 
conduct regular checks for the members on the books, assets 
and activities of their society. They report to the members at 
t..he annual g'eneral mec, ing. 

14 



The working ledger is shown in Example 1 (page 6). This ledger is 
posted at the end of every week from original records which are 
prepared immediately the financial transactions occur. The entries 
to be posted into this ledger are outlined as follows: 

3.1 Cash account 

(a) Security 

Cash must be handled with the utmost care and wherever 
possible only one person should be responsible for receiving 
and paying all cash. This person should not be the book-keeper. 
At all times cash, other than that which is in use in the cash 
register (till), must be placed in the safe. The safe must be kept 
locked and only the person so instructed by the committee 
should hold the key. 

The cash in hand should be checked from time to time by the 
committee and the internal auditors appointed by the members. 
The auditor appointed by the registrar of co-operatives will 
also check this on his visits to the society. 

Apart from the cash float, or other cash held to make expected 
payments, all cash should be banked as soon after receipt as 
possible. The cash float is a set sum held back in the society for 
change. 

(b) Cheques received 

For book-keeping purposes all cheques, postal orders or money
orders received by the society are treated as cash. Cheques 
should only be accepted if prior arrangements have been made 
with the manager of the society. Generally, post-dated cheques 
(cheques with a date in the future) should not be accepted. 

15 

(c) Casb receipts 

A receipt as shown in Example 7 must be issued whenever cash 
is received. 

F.x·ample 7 

CASH RECEIPT -:l Number: ........ . 

RECEIVED FROM: ..... $.: . .$.~ .................................... . 

........ Qn& ............... dollars and ...... ~~Lt:f:, ...... cents $1:.9.:?. ...................... . 

IN PAYMENT OF: .... $.~ .. ~':.0..~ .. !.!/<::.~.7..? 

DATE: .??. .. !.:;J;:.]~ ... FOR: MARKETING CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY 
LTD 

Signed: .... /{1~ .......... 9.:<?::?~ .................... . 
Posted to working ledger page no ..... :?.9 ............... . 

The receipt will show the following details: 

1 Cash receipt number 

2 Name of co-operative society 

3 Name of person paying the cash 

4 Purpose for which cash received 

5 Amount of cash received in words and figures 

6 Date cash received 

7 Signature of person receiving the cash 



Usually the receipt is made out in duplicate usi~g a carbon 
paper. The top copy is issued to the_person paymg the cas~ .. 
The bottom copy is kept by the soe1ety as the record of ongmal 
entry from which the working ledger will be posted as follows: 

Date .. .. .. . ..... received 

Detail ....... .. . . from receipt book 

Ref no ..... .. . . receipt number 

DR ............... cash account - with amount recc:.:ved 

CR ............... imparting account e.g. debtors, shares 

(d) Cash payments 

or other imparting account with amount 
received. 

A receint. similar to Examnle 7 must be obtained, or a 
payme~t; voucher be mad~ out, in support of all cash paid out. 
On the receipt, or payment!' voucher, the person receiving the 
cash from the society will sign his name. From the rL:eipt, or 
payments voucher, which forms the record of original entry, 
the working ledger is posted as follows: 

Date ............. paid 

Detail........... from receipt or voucher obtained 

Ref no ......... receipt or voucher number 

DR ............... receiving account ie bank, expenses or 
other receiving account with amount paid 

CR ............... cash account- with amount paid 

3.2 Bank account 

(a) Current account 

A current account should be opened at the nearest bank. The 
bank will issue a paying-in book and a cheque book after they 
have received a copy of the resolution of the committee to open 
the account. The committee will also inform the bank of the 
officers authorised to sign cheques on behalf of the society. The 
bank will require specimen signatures from these officers. The 
person appointed to handle the cash of the society will make 
the deposits to this current account at the bank. 

(b) 

(c) 

16 

Bank deposits 

Pages in the bank paying-in book are made out in duplicate and 
the cash is taken to the bank. The bank will keep the top copy 
and will stamp the bottom copy as the receipt for the S'"lciety. 
From this record of original entry, entries to be made into the 
working ledger are: 

Date............. taken to bank 

Detail........... from the paying-in slip, stamped and 
receipted by the bank 

Ref no.......... number of paying-in slip 

DR ............... bank - with amount deposited 

CR ............... cash- with amount deposited 

Bank fJavments 
' of 

Payments will be made using cheques from the cheque book 
which should be kept locked in the safe. The book-keeper will 
present the bills to be paid by cheque to the manager. 
The manager should make out the cheques. The officers 
of the society authorised to sign the cheques should only do 
so after they have compared the cheques with the bills 
for payment. The cheques are sent off to the creditors 
concerned. The working ledger is posted from the cheque book 
stubs: 

Date . of cheque as shown in the stub retained 
in the cheque book 

Detail........... name of creditor (payee) from the stub 

Ref no.......... number of cheque 

DR................ payee- creditor or other receiving 
account with amount of cheque 

CR................ bank --with amount of cheque 



(d) Bank statements and reconciliation statement 

From time to time the bank will send a statement showing all 
the transactions posted to the account of the society by them, 
with the used cheques. When these are received the following 
procedure is undertaken: 

1 The balance to begin on the statement is checked to ensure 
that it is the same amount as shown on the previous 
statement as the balance to end. 

2 The cheque entries on the statement are ticked (v) to 
ensure that all cheques posteu on the statement have been 
enclosed. 

3 Items then remaining as withdrawals on the bank statement 
are for such items as commission, interest, or cheque books, 
as will be seen by checkinE the prefix number of the posting 
with the number code shown at the bottom of the statement. 

4 These bank charges are added and the total is posted to the 
working ledger as follows: 

Date ............. posted to working ledger 

Detail ............ bank statement- charges 

Ref no ........... number of bank statement 

CR ................ bank 

DR ............... expenses- bank charges 

5 When this entry and all entries in the working ledger have 
been posted to the main ledger, the last balance shown on 
the bank statement has to be reconciled with the last 
balance shown on the bank account in the main ledger. 

6 Cheques are sorted into their numerical order and ticked 
against the entries which were made in the working ledger 
when the cheques were drawn. 

7 Deposits as shown on the statement are ticked against the 
entries which were made in the working ledger when the 
deposit was made. 

8 The bank columns of DR- Deposits, and CR- Payments, 
now show ticked entries indicating they have been posted 
by the bank to the statement. 
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9 The reconciliation is then prepared as follows: 

Example 8 
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10 Where an overdraft (red) is shown as the balance on the 
statement, cheques not presented are added and deposits 
in transit are deducted to produce the balance on the bank 
account in the main ledger. 

11 Overdrafts arise when cheques have been paid from the 
account with the bank in excess of the funds held in the 
account. The bank has then in fact made a loan to the 
society. Overdrafts should first be arranged with the bank 
manager. They should only be used for short periods, since 
the rate of interest charged by the bank for an overdraft is 
very high. 



~--~~------------ -----~----~------- -----

1 3.3 Produce account 

I This acccunt is concerned with the transactions arising from the 
sale by the society as an agent of the members for their produce. 

(a) Receipt of produce 

A produce receipt must be issued as the society takes 
possession of the produce being sold after this has been checked, 
graded and weighed. 

Exampie 9 

PRODUCE RECEIPT 

Date: ............................................................. Receipt no: ... .!P..'f: ......... . 
Name of member: ......................................... Membership no: ............ . 

Number Description Grade Advance Total 
of per advanced 

bags bag 

I I 1000 1 ;oo 11000 oo I I 

1000 Bags total TOTAL $ 1000·00 

R.t::u· .. ciuon• Tho !:!ihnuo nr-nr4ttro· rinncrl• 
...... ~ ... "" ............ u ... .., ...... ,... • ..,""' ........... ~·~ ........................................ . 

Manager 

Received: The above advance: signed: ........................... . 
Member 

Members must be fully advised by the committee on the terms 
of agency salt- before they hanu possession of their crops to the 
society. The terms must in any case be in accordance with the 
by-laws of the society. 

Where the society has the funds and is making advance 
payments, these are also shown on the produce receipt. See 
Example 9. These receipts are made out in duplicate. The top 
copy is issued to the member. From the bottom copy; the 
book-keeper posts the working ledger with the details of the 
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advance: DR produce ,1ccount, CR casb with amount advanced. 
Then the book-keeper enters the detaiis from the produce 
receipt to the produce sumn~tny, as shown in Example 10. 

The entries in the produce summary are made as follows: 

1 The numuer and name of every meml>er are entered from 
the membership records. 

2 The numuer of the receipt issued to each member is 
recorded from the produce receipt. 

3 The amount of produce received is recorded from the same 
receipt. 

4 The price per bag will have been agreed with the buyer of 
the produce and the proceeds per bag will be calculated when 
the total proceeds are received. 

5 The amount of money owing to each member can now be 
calculated and wiii be distributed when the saie proceeds have 
been received. 

6 From this amount commission is deducted at an agreed rate. 

7 Any balance on loans owing to the co-operative are entered 
from the loan ledger or. record. 

8 Any advances made to the member are entered from the 
produce receipt. 

9 The balance owing to the member is calculated. This is the 
proceeds of the produce he has marketed through the 
co-operative, less commission, less any loan balance owing 
and less any advances made. 

10 On the appointed day the member will bring his produce 
receipt to the co-operative. Tbe details are checked on the 
produce summary and the member is paid. 

11 The member sie:ns the produce proceeds form, acknowlede:inl! 
that he has rec~ived hi~ money (Example 12, page 21 ). ~ ~ 



Example 10 

PRO])UCE SUMMAR 'I 

Nu.m.be,.. P~cu.d-1, 
s~ NIJ.I'r4A. at R.~ t!fJ ~ tiC m.amb~ 11.0 bar ~ 

I A Ma.A~e 4 10 7 

.2 L w4'11S 10 

3 z Si~/ei. lb 

4 C Snt.i:tJ.... ll! 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

I 

I ! 

I TOTAL 

I 
I /000 7 I I 

i I I 

(b) Sale of produce 

When the society sells the produce, the instructions 
given by the buyer as to delivery must be rigidly followed. 

In all cases of sale an invoice in duplicate, from an invoice book 
kept by the society, is made out to show the following details 
as in Example 11, page 20: 

Tota..L 

6!A.lr'~ to 
~ 

70 

(an~ 

7000 

So 

I 

' 

i 

Leu Le..u 

~SS1'dlot.. l.o£~H...t 

ar sA: O'Vr..,_, 

3 so IO 50 

~) 

i 
I 

350 1030 

Name and address of society 

Date 

Buyer and address 

Description of produce 

Weight: number of bags 

i:JtJU.: '31· 12·/S 

I 

Lu& NeJ:: ca..ot... 

aA...la.MLe-1 dt.uz. -f:.p 

(JW/"';J h-UI.nt be-\. 

10 46 

! 

I 

: 

l 1000 4620 

I 



Example 11 

INVOICE 
No: &2 

BOUGHT FROM: MARKETING CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD 
THE STREET 
ANYTOWN Telephone number: 246 

SOLD TO: Co-o~ ~-t!M. 
71vz. ~QALJ..ou..u. 

.l.J:tj_ 

R1vt~ 
Date: .§.:.!:.-:!.~ ....................... 

f---
Description Weight or number Price Total value 

Al Sar-.9Nu...- IOO~bo ~-· ;20 5 !oo _loo __ [~a 1------------------- ---- ------ ---- -- -- -- -+ --

. 

I 

J 
Total due: 100 :oo 

Terms: CC1.4l.. wittu:-.,_ 14- d~ 4 W..uo iCA.-

The top copy is sent to the buyer for payment. From the 
bottom copy the book-keeper posts the working ledger to show: 

Date .. .. .. ....... of invoice 

Details.......... name of buyer 

Ref no.......... invoice number 

DR ............... debtors - with total of invoice 

CR ............... produce account- with total of invoice 

The details of the invoice will also be posted to the individual 
account for the buyer kept in the debtors' ledger (Example 6, 
page 13). 
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(c) Receipt of proceeds of produce 

(d) 

As soon as the payment for the produce has ueen obtained 
from the buyer, the proceeds are banked. Entries in the working 
ledger are: 

Date .... .. ....... of receipt of proceeds 

Details.......... name of buyer 

Ref no.......... receipt number 

DR................ b,mk -- with amount of proceeds received 
and banked 

CR ................ debtor- with amount of proceeds 
received and banked 

The details of the payment are also entered in the account of 
the buyer, kept in the debtors' ledger. 

Payment to members 

As soon as the proceeds have been received, the produce 
summary is completed by the book-keeper. From this summary, 
produce proceeds forms (shown in Example 12) are made out 
for the members concerned and arrangements are made for 
payments to be made to IT',embers. Cash is obtained from the 
bank for these payments to be made. 

The produce proceeds forms are made out in duplicate. The 
members take the top copies with their cash. From the bottom 
copies the book-keeper posts the working ledger as follows: 

Date .. .. . ........ of payment 

Details.......... name of member 

Ref no.......... produce proceeds form number 

DR ..... .......... produce account - with net cash paid to 
member 

CR ................ cash- with net cash paid to member 



Example 12 

PRODUCE PROCEEDS FORM 
No: qJ 

Name of member: ............................................ Share no: ................... 

Number of Weight/ Description Unit Total 
bags grade proceeds proceeds 

1000 I 00 /oooloo 
I 

; l 
l 

GROSS TOTAL ""1000! 00 
LESS DEDUCTIONS: i 

Commission at 5% 3~0 I 

Loan repayment& I 030 I 
I 

Advance repayments 1000 

TOTAL DEDUCTIONS .23 g-o 00 

NET CASH tw:JO I oo 

CASH RECEIVED BY: .................................... ..... 
Member Date: .................... 

Any loan balance owing is cleared by posting the working 
ledger from the produce proceeds form as follows: 

Date............. of payment 

Details.......... name of member 

Ref no.......... produce proceeds form 

DR ............... produce account - with amount of loan 
repayment deducted 

CR ............... members' loans- with amount of loan 
repayment deducted 

The detail of the repayment will also be posted to the account 
for the member concerned in the members' loan record shown 
in Example 22 (page 34). The members' trade ledger (Example 
4, page 12) is posted with the details of the sale of the individual 
members of their produce through the society. 

(e) Balance in tbe produce account 

After all the proceeds have been received and all the payments 
made to members, the credit balance on this account in the 
main ledger should equal the commission charged to members 
by the society. See calculation below referring to Example 12. 

CR l~'ntries =income from sales of produce 

LESS: 

DR Fntries = Advances 

Loan repayments tr:•nsferred 

Net cash to members 

= C R balance = commission charged by society 

iOrJO 

1030 

46::!.0 

/000 

3£"0 

3.4 Farm inputs account 

(a) 
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Ordering inputs 

These can include seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, empty bags, 
twine, etc and farm implements. The advice of the agricultural 
department officers should be obtained to ensure that the most 
suitable inputs are available for sale to members at the time 
required. The demand for most of the inputs will be seasonal. 
Before the appropriate season begins, the manager should try 
to obtain firm orders for, or reasonable estimates of, the inputs 
required by members. The manager in consultation with the 
committee must decide: 

1 What is to be ordered 

2 When the order should be made 

3 Where the inputs should be purchased 

4 The price range of the inputs. 

After these decisions have been made, the manager writes out 
the order for the inputs in duplicate in the order book in 
Example 13 (page 22). After he has signed the order, the top 
copy is sent to the supplier by the manager. 



Example 13 

ORDER BOOK 
Order no: 5"1 

From: Name: .1!!~ .. ~~.-.~F.~~ .. ~:.r:,~ .. l:--J:d... 

Address: .~ .. :~.~'·····~··········································· 
To: Name: .. c;'?.:f?.P.~ ... ~:tf.t:!-.... Y.r!.: ....... . 

Address:.~ ... ~~~!:.~., .... ~~··································· 
Please supply: 

Quantity 

40 
;;Jo 

32 

Description 

Special delivery instructions: -~ 

Catalogue Cost price $ 
no r-o-n;!· ·· Total -- --

41 /0 00 4oo,oo 
[q /;2 00 2/fo: oo 
:21 5 oo lbo joo 

TOTAL $ 800 'CO 

F~ ~ 3f"' 

Date: ... ?.::!:.!:?:.?~................ s;gned: ..... f!:.f'!!(J!o!;.~ .............. Manager 

Date received: ... ~~:.~~:7.<§..... Dehv<:r'i note no: .... !ff:~ .......... . 

(b) Receipt of inputs 

Whe~ the inputs are received from the supplier, they are 
checked against their delivery note at Example 14 and against 
the bottom copy of the order which is then marked to 
indicate that the order has been completed. Any claims against 
the supplier for short delivery or damage are made immediately 
in the claim for credit book in Ex2mple 15. A copy of the 
claim is sent to the supplier. After the inputs delivered have 
been checked, their details are entered in the goods received 
book kept in the farm inputs section as shown in Example 16. 
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Example 14 

DELIVERY NOTE 
Number: /47 

' . om: Name: .. (q.J?.[!.~ .. f!r:!.'!':! .. W... Date of despatch: .3.!..'.~ .. ?.:? .. 

Address: .74 .. J.~.).q0,!?):·~~., .... ~~ .................................. . 

To: Name: .. f-j._~ .. r:P.:9.p.do.~ 3ou:efj Jl:cL 

Address: .. !k .... ~f.~ ...... .f!.':¢1..~~ .......................................... . 
Please receive order number: 59 

Quantity Descriptio!l Catalogue Cost price $ 
no -·-onii . ·fatal . -

41 

I"' 
..;:;_, 

10 'OO 

1.:2 :00 

5 ioa 

4-00!DO 

~4-o 1 oo 
JbO' 00 

TOTAL$ !tOO ; 00 

Received in good order and condition 
t.;J(CPf>l:: IOX.SO ~ b"'f ~y>-- 'ttJp<Z.b O-f'f8LI- 1;., be,~ 

Date: ... 1.'.:!.9-.:']f................ Signed: ...... ~: .. 0.~~ .................... Manager 

Signed: ...... P.:.0.~~L ..................... Driver 

ANY CLAIMS FOR SHORT DELIVERY, DAMAGES ETC TO BE 
MADE WITHIN 3 DAYS OF DELIVERY 



Eu11nple 15 (c) Ch,1r_'{e fur inputs 

CLAIM FOR CREDIT BOOK 

Claim number: 16 

M~ .... ~.-.t?.f.f';.~ .. §.~~:f-l;y ucL 

Address: .""JM: .. .$.¢Md.., .. /!.¥j.~ .............................................. . 
To: Name: .. fd?.:t?.p.~ .... ~~ ... #tf ...... .. 

Address: .. !h& ... !J:!.~.~, .... f0J~ ................................... . 
Delivery Details of claim 

I 
Amount 

note no I claimed$ j 
IJJ-7 I 10x5o ~ baiJ-1 ~ja ~fe 6 

I 
S'C 00 

I ~ ~d_ 4/i-- ~""'-
cJ.w.~ 4-~ 

Date: .}U?.?.!?...................... Signed: .. 8.:~ .................. Manager 

Example 16 

The supplier will send his invoice for the despatched goods. 
This will be consecutively numbered by the book-keeper. The 
invoice will show details of the inputs sent, together with their 
cost prices and their total cost value charged by the supplier. 
These details will be check~d against the entry made in the 
'goods received' book when the inputs were received. The entry 
in the goods received book will be marked-off to show the 
invoice number and details of the entry made for the invoice in 
the working ledger. 

When o·edit notes are received they too will be given a separate 
consecutive number. Their details \&Jill be checked against the 
bottom copy of the claim for credit which will be marked-off 
to show that the credit note has been received. From the 
accepted invoices, or credit notes, the working ledger will be 
posted as follows: 

(i) Charges from invoices 

Date .. .. ..... of invoice 

(ii) Credits from credit notes 

Date ... .... .. of invoice 

Details ..... name of supplier Details ..... name of supplier 

Ref no ...... invoice number Ref no ...... credit note number 

DR ........... farm inputs -with total JJR ........... creditors - cost value 
cost from invoice of credit note 

CR ........... creditors- with total 
cost from invoice 

C R ........... farm inputs - cost 
value of credit note 

" ' r"-je o I GOo.DS RECEiVED BOoic. 

~ 

.u.azt:u-ed... ' 
ll:f7S 

J>e.c. 31 

i 
i 

Co-o~~ 4-o 

:be&ctip-u;,-l'l 

65 gavd..! 

.2o ~ 60-ffS s~ t:J;e 3 

loo ~ " ieW liJe.r " 4 

5of<s ,, 
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Cost 

800 

WOJI..Ie.L"'j' 'I 
~ell. I 
l>~i fdtlt:LJ 

I l 
I 

I I 

I qoo I I'+? I 67 



After these entries have been made in the working ledger, their 
details will be posted into the individual account of the 
supplier, kept in the creditors' ledger. The invoices and credit 
notes will then be separately filed in their society number 
order ready for audit. 

Later when a creditor is paid, the entries from the cheque sent 
to him will be posted into the working ledger as a DR to 
creditors and a CR to bank. The details of the payment will 
also be posted to the supplier's account in the creditors' ledger. 

Should the supplier allow any cash discounts, these will be 
deducted from the amount owed to him and the cheque will be 
made out for the net amount. Entries for cash discount in the 
working iedger wiii be DR creditor, CR expenses with the cash 
discount taken. The details of the cash discount would also be 
posted to the supplier's account in the creditors' ledger. 

(d) Pricing of inputs 

To calc-ulate the selling price of u~e inputs, a ;nark-up is added 
w their cost prices. This mark-up is usually expressed as a 
percentage rate of the cost price. The rates of mark-up to be 
applied to cost prices will depend upon at least the following: 

1 Pricing policy of the society 

2 Local prices set by competitors 

3 Estimated expenses of the society 

4 The ty-pe of goods - quick selling items like seeds vv-ill have 
a lower mark-up than higher priced, slower selling items like 
plough parts. 

'T'1..- _..., ______ .... ...!11 .-,.1 ........ 1 ..... .,. +\.....,. .... -11:-- _._:,"" ...... -A .. 'L..,., ... ..,., .... ..:tt h.a. 
.lUC JUc:LJICI.b'l;l Wlll \..cU.\..Uli:1l.tt;;; LU~ ;)t;;;;:UJ.llO }'11\..~;) c:tUU un:;;)\,.. YYl.U U\.. 

marked on the inputs or displayed on a notice to members. 

(e) Sale of inputs 

Cash control. One person should receive and control the cash 
for the sale of inputs. Sales are recorded using sales receipt 
books. Receipts will be made out in duplicate to show the 
following as in Exam pie i 7: 
_ r'h&~o ni'3I'T"'P ".::nA c:'h'l.rP n11n-thPr nf 1"hP TT1PrnhP1" 

~ ... ...,. .a.aa....a&"" _ ... .,_ oli&J.~&"W ...... - ........ ...,_ ... _ ............ "" ..................... LJ .... ... 

- the date of the sale 

- description and quantity of inputs sold 
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- selling prices of inputs 

- total value of the sale. 

Example 17 

CASH SALES RECEIPT 
No: J,.tJ 

SOLD TO: .... 8.-.f!f!fj.QP.~ .................................... Share no: ... fl:~ ........ 

Quantity Description Unit price 

5 FRJ..b.l..Ja (t~pe-) ~ Joo 

TOTAL 

Received .. ~ .... dollars and ... !!!?. ..... cents 

Date ... J~:!.~.:]!F....... FOR MARKETING CO-OPERATIVE 
SOCIETY LTD 

Value 

ID Joo 

00 

.... :f!.JI~ ........... ~~ .................................. . 

The member pays the cash, takes the inputs, and is given the 
top copy of the sales receipt. 

i~·~t the end of the day the total sales are obtained by add-listing 
the total value of each sale as shown on the bottom copies of 
the sales receipts. The cash is counted, agreed with this total 
and paid over to the manager. The entries to be made in the 
working ledger are: 

DR: Casb- with toral cash 
CR: Farm inputs- with total sales. 

Loan advances. Where loans are advanced as inputs, instead of 
cash, the manager will authorise this. A sales receipt will be 
used but will be marked to show 'loan advanced'. The member 
will sign a loan agreement form acknowledging receipt of the 
loan in this way. The contents of these forms will depend upon 
local needs and conditions. 



The entries to the working ledger for these items will be: 

DR: members' loans- with selling value of these items 
CR: farm inputs - with selling value of these items. 

Details will also be posted to the loan record of the member 
concerned. 

Members' trade record. After the daily sales have been 
balanced, details of the sales made to the members concerned 
will be posted to their records in the members' trade ledger. 
The value of inputs advanced as loans will be treated as sales. 

(f) Control 

Management. As far as possible one member of the staff will 
be in charge of the farm inputs section under the direction and 
control of the manager. 

Stock control. Details of receipts of inputs will be posted from 
the goods received book to the weekly stock control record 
o;hown under section 5.3 Stock control accounts (page 42). 
Details of sales of inputs are posted to this control record from 
the cash sales receipts. 

(g) Stocks 

The total cost value of stocks to begin the financial period is 
shown as a debit in the farm inputs account in the main ledger. 
After stock to end has been listed and valued at the end of the 
financial period, this account will be credited on the last day 
of the financial period with the total cost value of stock to end. 
The corresponding debit will be: shown in this account on the 
first day of the new financial period. This value will also be 
shown under 'stocks' in the balance sheet as an asset. 

(h) Balance on account 

The credit balance on the account for farm inputs in the main 
ledger at the end of the financial period will be the gross surplus 
on this trade as follows: 

Credit entries 

Sales 
+ Stock to end 

LESS 
Debit entries 

Stock to begin 
Purchases ( -any credit notes) 

Credit balance being gross surplus 

1000 
200 

300 
750 

1200 

_1050 
150 

3.5 Consumer trade 
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(a) Records 

(b) 

The purchase, pricing and sales records used in this trading 
section are similar to those used in the farm input section. 

Book-keeping records are kept in a similar manner as well: 

Debits to this account are made for stock to begin and 
purchases. 
Credits to this account generally are made for sales and 
stock to end. 
Credit balance remaining will be the gross surplus. 

Stock controls 

Where the leakage control account is kept as shown under 
section 5.3, Stock control accounts, a separate record would 
need to be kept of all consumer goods purchased at their 
selling values as well as their cost. Stocks would also be valued 
at their selling value for leakage control purposes and reduced 
to cost for the trading account and balance sheet. 



(c) Goods used in the society 

Whenever any goods are taken from stock for authorised use in 
the society, a record of them will be kept. These goods are 
usually cleaning materials and similar items. The entry for them 
in the working ledger will be made as follows: 

DR: expenses - with the cost value of these goods. 
CR: consumer trade - with the cost value of these goods. 

3.6 Expenses account 

(a) Analysis 

Expenses are incurred in operating the society. They include 
wages, transport charges, property expenses, insurance, repairs, 
stationery, stamps, interest charges, etc. A separate account is 
shown in the main ledger, and separate columns are kept in 
the working ledger for expenses in the examples shown. Debit 
entries will be made for charges made for expenses from invoices 
or cash receipts. Some credits are made to 'expenses' for 
interest received on members' loans, interest on investments 
and entrance fees received, unless these fees are credited 
direct to the reserve fund. 

To enable some control over expenses, some system of analysis 
is essential. For example, expenses could be grouped as follows: 

Wages ................... .. 

PrDperty expenses .. . 

Transport .............. .. 

payments to employees 

repairs, insurance, rates 

hire of transport 

Interest.................... interest charges less interest received 

Other expenses .. ..... all other expenses 

The analysis could then be obtained by opening separate 
columns in the working ledger and separate pages in the main 
ledger for each of these groups. 

Example 18 shows another method of keeping an anaiysis of 
expenses. Separate columns are kept in the working ledger for 
'expenses'. All charges concerned with expenses would be 
debited in the DR column, and any credits would be entered 
in the CR column. 
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The analysis would be kept in the main ledger for 'expenses'. 
On the left hand page of the open main ledger the normal 
record is kept, showing the debit and credit entries posted from 
the working ledger together with the running debit or credit 
balance. Then, on the right hand page, columns are ruled and 
headed with the groups within which expenses are to be 
analysed. 

Details of the financial transactions concerning expenses are 
posted to the working ledger from their records of original 
entry: 

Charges DR: expenses CR: cash, bank or creditors 
Credits DR: receiving account CR: expenses 

These details would then be posted to the main ledger in the 
normal way and analysed within the columns provided. 



Example 18 

EXPENSES No 6 ANf:lL YSI S 
(~ hA..ul.. p~) ( n."'j/J: Aand..- po...Je.) 

I I ' i I 

J)tJA-
:De.t.o..t.L ;ReJ CR.. : Tata.L WO-Ja &p(!Ati.:J I 

T nlhi.Apart J~ Ot:hv.-])fl.. I 

tq-,s . no €.!)( pUlSe! €!/xf'&UV.. 
I 

JllA.- I 8o..kutCR.. a.ccrl.(Jlc/.... ; bfl CR. ::z.o -20 : 

:bee. 31 . In.vot'c.tU 52 too I>R 80 + IOO 

.. 
131 ~J.. d.i..&Uluni:! 5:2. Jfo ::pe lfo 

I - '+0 
• 31 . BeutR. ~~ bo 

I 

! 5-l :20 ,:PIZ +::J.O 
! 

" 31 'JYUJ€4t tWVJ; liLC"Al?IL : 52. 12. ;J)£ lj.g I -/:]_ : 

• ?I llt!pos;):; ~ 1:-
i 

40 II>e +40 : S:l ~g I 
I 

" 31 C-r:ul..., S":l .260 Jl£ 34~ +:2.00 +60 i 

• 31 c.~ 52 100 .:Pt 44-g 
i 

+100 

• ~I Mbr1il&l I l-ocu... c+..t~ S.2 ~ 50 ,l)e. 3'1& -50 I ! 
,, 

31 !OGl#:.'i:J ~ .... ~~~ .s'":l. 4-o lz>g 43i +40 i 

,, I 

.JI .. Mewtb03' I loans -bat/. ct4t f:J. :zo ~t 4-·H ! I I +2o 
I I . 

31:~~~-p~Q so ;z>~ 40~ 
i 

-60 

, 31 ,Pro~ ~f6Ne.A-/'..U.,J. <.:>2 

I I i ,, 
50 ~ 35& -so i I i 

., 31 j,tJ:l!.V4J.l:: ~ I "5".::2 2 l>R 360 I i +!l i 
! I ,, 

31 Tr121>Ud& Ia ~"!) A/.:- i - .360 ISO 50 
I 

60 I 

20 I 50 -- I 
: ; : I I I 

i. 
I 

! 

I ! I 
' ! I 

1'11b I i 
i I I 

1 &J.,.cu : p~cL i b/fj. 
I I 

.TCllt. I 100 fb~ 100 +50 +50 
I 

~IZ 
I 

~ ~bfr: !l qg 
! 

-2 

I 

i 

I 

I I 

I 
! 

l i 
i 

I I 
I 
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(b) Wages 

The payments to employees usually form the greatest part of 
the total expenses. There should be a written contract of 
employment for each employee. A page will be kept for each 
employee in the wages book in Example 19 showing their 
personal and their wages details. 

The manager should pay the cash due to each employee on the 
agreed dates at the agrt"ed rates of pay. Receipts should be 
obtained from the employees by their signing in the columns 
provided in the wages book. Deductions made from the gross 
wages for tax, etc should be paid over to the authorities as these 
will instruct. 

Example 19 

Wll~£5 Book. 

J)afL .st<Ml.·e.d_ .· 

1~,~ 
' Grou loXIQ<!J Lw '~ 

J ; dtl..k~n.r 

I 
~c 31 .:Joo IO 5 I 

I 
-

! 
f 

I 
I 

I 
i 

I i 

(c) Apportionment of expenses 

At the end of each financial period the expenses should be 
apportioned over the various trading sections of the society. As 
far as possible, expenses should be charged direct to the section 
for which the expense was incurred. 

For example, the analysis column for wages kept in the expenses 
account in the main ledger would be examined. The wages for 
the consumer trade section staff could be extracted and charged 
direct to this section by a debit to their trading account. 
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Those expenses which cannot be directly charged to a 
particular section of the business will need to be ,zpportioned 
over the sections. This spreading of the expenses can be done 
on the trade ratio basis, as in this example: 

Manager's wages $500 

Section Trade Tot<1/ Apportionment 
$ trade of wages 

% $ 

Produce 7000 70 350 

Farm inputs 1000 10 50 

Consumer trade 2000 20 100 

TOTALS 10000 100 500 

This apportionment was based on the relationship of the trade 
of each section to the total trade, then this ratio was applied to 
the expenses to be apportioned, ie produce 70%, farm inputs 
10%, consumer trade 20%. 

The actual basis of apportionment in a society for the total, or 
each, expense will depend upon particular circumstances. For 
example, depreciation of buildings and other property could be 
apportioned based on the floor space used by each section. 

Whatever basis is decided upon should be fair and be applied 
consistently. 

After the apportionment of expenses has been completed, using 
the agreed basis of apportionment, the details of the charges to 
be made to each trading section are shown in the columns of 
the sections concerned in the trading account at the end of the 
financial period (CR: expenses, DR: trading account). 



3. 7 Fixed assets and depreciation 

(a) Pure base o ffixed ,1ssets 

Fixed assets are acquired and held permanently for the 
purpose of earning income and include land, buildings, fittings, 
fixtures, equipment and machinery. This is called capital 
expend iturc and acquires these fixed assets for use by the 
society in more than one financial period. From the invoices 
obtained when the items were purclused, the following entries 
will be made into the working ledger: 

D<ltc . . . . . . .. .. . . . of purchase 

Oet,lil . . ... ... . . . supplier/fixed assets 

Ref no.......... invoice number 

DR ............... fixed assets ·with cost (capital expenditure) 

CR ............... creditor- with cost 

Details of all fixed assets are also entered into the fixed ,1s.1cts 
inventory ,md scbedulc of depreciation in Example 20 (page 30). 
This inventory can also be kept on a card system in which the 
details of each fixed asset are kept on a separate card. 

An inventory should also be kept of all brooms, brushes, 
buckets and similar items purchased. These are usually small 
items and their cost would have been charged to expenses. 
However, a check should be kept on them and their 
whereabouts always be known to the manager. 

(b) Depreciation 

Cash has to be paid for wages, property expenses and similar 
expense items. Depreciation is called a non-cash expense, since 
charges made for depreciation in the accounts of the society 
are internal entries, representing the allocation of the cost of 
the fixed asset over its estimated working life. The years of 
useful working life will depend upon the type of asset and 
local conditions. The charge for depreciation is made each 
financial year. These depreciation charges are aggregated year 
by year so that the book value of the fixed asset is correspon
dingly reduced by the total charge for depreciation. 
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The eq1wf instalm::nt met bod of depreciation is recommended 
here. ·1 his method spreads the cost of the fixed asset equally 
over its years of useful working life. The annual charge for 
depreciation will be calculated as follows: 

cost of fixed asset 
----· ---- = annual charge 
estimated yc::ars of useful working life 

As a guide the cost ot buildings could be depreciated over 20 
years and the cost of fixtures, fittings, etc over 5 years. In 
some societies land is not considered to be a wasting asset and 
no depreciation charge is made; however in this manual 
depreciation has been charged at the same rate as for buildings. 

After the calculations of the charges have been made, at the 
end of the financial year, the details are posted into their 
inventory. The working ledger is posted: 

JJate ............. last day of financial year 

IJetai/ .. .. .. .. . . . depreciation fixed assets 

Ref no.......... inventory page number 

DR ............... depreciation provision - with annual charge 
for depreciation from inventory to be 
included in the trading account 

CR ....... .. .. . . . . depreciation provision - with annual charge 

(c) Insurance 

for depreciation from inventory to be 
shown in the balance sheet 

There are many risks of loss or damage to the property of the 
society. The society can be covered against some of these risks 
by taking out insurance cover with reputable companies. The 
full replacement value of the fixed assets rather than their 
cost or book value should be covered. The society will pay an 
annual premium, and receive a policy. These premiums are 
charged as property expenses and the policies are safely kept 
in a separate file. 
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3.8 Shares and deposits 

(a) Entrance fees 

An application for membership fonn should be completed by 
applicants wishing to join the society. After acceptance into 
membership the applicant pays an entrance fee to the society 
as may be required by the by-laws. A receipt for the fee is 
issued. 

A new member is issued with a pass-book showing the member's 
share number. These numbers run consecutively. The details 
of the new member are entered into the share and deposit 
ledger shown in Example 3 (page 10) and the members' trade 
ledger in Example 4 (page 12). 

The pass-book will be held by the member. It will cont:tin pages 
ruled in the same way as the members' share and deposit 
ledger in Example 3. The pass-book can also contain pages on 
which details of the trade of the member can be recorded. 
These pages will be ruled in the same way as the pages of the 
members' trade ledger in Example 4. Entries will be made on 
these pages as the share, deposit or trade transactions occur. 

From the copy of the receipt issued for the entrance fee, the 
working ledger is posted: 

Date . ............ of receipt of fee 

Detail ... .. . . . .. . name of member 

Ref no.......... share number 

DR .............. cash -with amount of entrance fee 

CR ............... expenses (or reserve fund if so stated in 
the by-laws) - with amount of entrance fee 

The membership register consists of the completed and 
accepted application for membership forms, duly filed in 
surname alphabetical order. 
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(b) Share contributions 

Contributions of at least the minimum share holding shown in 
the by-laws should be paid in by each member. Receipt;; as 
shown in Example 7 (page 15) are issued and the details will be 
posted to the working ledger as follows: 

Date . . . .. .. . .. . . . of receipt 

Detail........... name of member 

Ref no.......... share no/receipt no 

DR............... cash- with amount of contribution 

CR ............... shares -with amount of contribution 

Entries are also made for share contributions into the pass-book 
of the member and the share and deposit ledger account for 
that member. 

(c) Share withdrawals 

Share capib. is in the nature of the permanent capital of the 
society. Withdrawals can only be made in accordance with the 
provisions in the by-laws. When withdrawals are paid, the 
entries into the working ledger will be made from the cheque 
drawn or receipt obtained. The bank account will be credited 
(CR) and the share account will be debited (DR). Entries will 
also be made into the member's pass-book and share and 
deposit ledger account. 

(d) Share interest 

At the end of the financial year, should there be any net 
surplus and an interest on shares be declared, it can be 
distributed by credit to the share accounts of the members. 
After the annual general meeting the interest due to each 
member will be calculated based on the lowest ba':ance of 
shares held by the member for each complete thr('e months. 

After a separate calculation has been made for each account, 
the total interest due is ascertained by add-listing the amount 
calculated for each member. The individual share accounts 
will be posted and the total interest entered into the working 
1~...1---- --- J .... l-:..A. 1"-n\. ... _ --·&·--'--- --...1 _____ J..: .... I~T"\\ ..__ -'---·--
H::U);<Ol d:O d r..<t:UH \VI\. I LU ~Uf}'£U~ d11U d LTt:r..<H \~I\. I LU ~IJUTt:~. 

The entries to be made into the pass-books will be made when 
the members bring these in for audit. 
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(e) Bonus 

Should there be any net surplus at the end of the financial year, 
and a bonus be declared, it will be distributed in relation to the 
trade of the members during the period in which the surplus 
was earned. The trade record of each member kept in the 
members' trade ledger (Example 4, page 12) will be totalled. 
Then the members' trade summary, Example 21, will be 
prepared. This is the summary of the total trade of the 
members with each of the separate sections of the business. 

at one rate on all the trade, or at different rates for each trading 
section based on their results. For example: 

Where separate trading accounts are prepared, the trading 
results of each of the separate sections will be revealed. The 
society will then be able to decide whether to distribute a bonus 
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Net surplus for bonus: 
Trade: from members' 

trade ledger 

Rates of bonus 
net surplus x I 00 

trade 

1 otal 

500 

11000 

say 4.5% 

Produce Farm Consumer 
inputs goods 

400 20 80 

8000 1000 2000 

5% 2% 4% 



The society could in this case, either distribute bonus at an 
overall rate of 4.5%, or at 5% on produce trade, 2% on farm 
inputs and 4% on consumer goods trade. 

The amount of surplus available to be distributed as a bonus 
will be divided by the amount of trade on which the bonus is 
to be distributed. This result will be multiplied by 100 to 
produce the percentage rate of distribution. Individual members 
will receive their bonus calculated as follows: 

trade of member x % rate of bonus = bonus to that member 
100 

The members' trade summary (Example 21) will be used to 
calculate and distribute the bonus. The distribution can be 
made by transfer to the share accounts of the members. The 
entries to be made in the working ledger would be: 

Date............. of transfer 

Detail ........ .. bonus 

Ref no . ...... .. trade summary page no 

DR ............... surplus account -with total bonus 
transferred 

CR ............... shares account- with total bonus 
transferred 

Entries would be also made in the individual share ledger pages 
and pass-books of the members. Any later c:1sh withdrawals 
of bonus, or interest, will be treated in the same way as any 
other withdrawals of shares. 

(f) Deposit accounts 

Since share holdings are not easy to withdraw, members could 
be encouraged to invest with their society in deposit accounts. 
Withdrawals are easier, and interest on deposits is at a rate 
agreed when the deposit is accepted. Such interest is treated as 
an expense rather than as an allocation of surplus. 

As an expense the interest is calculated and distributed by 
credit to the deposit accounts before the final accounts are 
closed. The deposit columns in the working ledger are credited 
(CR) when deposits are received and debited (DR) when 
withdrawals are paid. When the interest has been calculated, the 
total is credited (CR) to deposits and debited (DR") to expenses. 

3.9 Members' loans account 
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(a) Loans to members 

When a co-operative makes a loan to a member to buy seeds 
or fertilizers, pesticides or farm implements, the member 
enters into an agreement with the co-operative, promising to 
repay the loan plus interest. This agreement or bond has to be 
carefully prepared to ensure that it is a legal and binding 
document and its contents will depend upon local needs and 
conditions. In agricultural co-operatives it is normal to grant 
loans in the planting season and to receive the repayment when 
the produce proceeds are distributed. Loans can be repaid at 
any time before the repayment date if the member wishes. 

(b) Maki11g loans 

1 The member applies for a loan to the co-operative committee. 

2 The committee will consider the application. 

3 A loan will be granted only if the committee think that the 
member will be able to repay the amount within a 
stipulated period. 

4 The member enters into a bond (or written agreement) to 
repay the loan. 

5 The member undertakes to market his produce through the 
society. This acts as the security for the loan. 

6 The loan is made to the member, it might be in cash or in the 
form of seeds or fertilizer supplied by the co-operative 
(in kind). 

7 The advance of the loan is recorded in the working ledger and 
in the member's loan reco;d, kept on the back of the loan 
agreement, or in a separate loan ledger. 

8 Interest is added to the loan at an agreed rate. The interest is 
recorded in the working ledger and added to the member's 
loan record, 

9 The member may repay part or all of the loan at any time. 

10 In practice the loan will probably be repaid on an agreed date. 
This will usually be when the member's crop has been 
marketed and the proceeds are distributed. The loan will be 
repaid including any interest added. 



When a loan is made to a member, the working ledger entries 
are: 

DR........ members' loans account - with the amount of loan 
advanced 

CR ........ casb or bank account - with tht:: amount of loan 
advanced in cash 

or 

CR ........ farm inputs- when the loan is advanced in farm 
inputs (in kind) 

When loan repayments are made, the reverse entries are made 
to members' loans account: 

DR ........ cash - with the amount of loan and interest 
repaid in cash 

or 

DR ........ produce account- where the repayment is made 
by deduction from produce proceeds 

CR ........ members' loans account 

(c) Loan interest 

When a loan is advanced, a charge is made by way of an interest 
at the rate agreed in the loan agreement or bond. Interest is 
added at regular intervals to the amount owing. This will 
probably be done monthly and will be calculated on the balance 
outstanding of the amount advanced. The working ledger 
entries are: 

DR ........ members' loans account -with interest 

CR . . . . . . .. expenses 

(d) Members' loans records 

Where the number of loan accounts so justifies, a separate 
members' loans ledger will be opened and kept. Otherwise this 
record can be kept on the reverse side of the loan agreement 
or bond. These forms should bt" kept safely on a separate file. 
The separate page for the member in th~ loan ledger or the 
account kept on the back of the loan agreement would be 
as shown in Example 22. 
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Details of loans advanced, interest charged and repayments 
received will be posted from the original entry records to the 
working ledger, and then to the individual accounts of the 
members concerned. At the end of every four weeks the 
balances in the members' loans records will be add-listed and 
their total agreed with the DR control total for members' loans 
kept in the main ledger. 

(e) Bad debts 

When loans are made, there are unfortunately sometimes people 
who do not repay the money they owe. This might be because 
they have wasted the money, because their crop has failed, they 
could be dishonest or they might have died. This means that 
the co-operative can be owed money which it knows that it 
will nev'er receive. 

In the balance sheet money owed by debtors, including 
members with loans, appears as an asset. This can be misleading 
if the co-operative knows that the money will never be 
recovered. When it is quite certain that a loan is not going to be 
repaid, it is written out of the books. The working ledger 
entries are: 



DR: expenses 
CR: members' loans 

with the amount of the loan, including the interest, written 
off. The members' loans record is also entered to show the 
details of this transaction. 

3.10 Creditors and debtors 

(a) Creditors 

Entries concerning creditors are made in these columns in the 
working ledger, and then into the creditors' ledger. When 
goods or services are obtained by the society on credit, the 
creditors accounts are credited (CR). When the creditors are 
paid, their accounts are debited (DR). 

Should the society obtain a cash discount from the creditor, 
the entries to be made in the working ledger are: 

DR: creditors -with discount 
CR: expenses - with discount. 

When statements are received from creditors, the entries they 
contain are checked against the entries in the account kept for 
the creditor concerned in the creditors' ledger. In some cases a 
reconciliation statement has to be prepared in a similar way as 
is done when the bank statement is received. 

(b) Debtors 

Entries concerning debtors are made in these columns in the 
working ledger, and then into the debtors' ledger. Any bad 
debts written off are debited (DR) to expenses and credited 
(CR) to debtors, and the details are shown in the debtors' 
ledger. 

3. 11 I riYestment5 

(a) Approved investments 

Generally all the funds of the society will be used within the 
business in providing the inputs, goods and sevices required 
by the members. Sometimes there may be fm~ds available not 
immediately required for the trading or development needs of 
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the society. These funds should not be left idle in the bank 
current account but should be put to work as investments in 
other co-operative organisations, banks or other bodies approved 
by the registrar and authorised under the by-laws, to earn 
interest income for the society. 

The society could be a member of a co-operative union. l'n 
accordance with the requirements of the by-laws of such a 
secondary co-operative, the society would be required to invest 
some funds in this union as share capital. The union would then 
be able to provide the inputs, goods and services required by its 
member primary co-operatives financed by these investments. 

As an added safeguard to the financial stability of the society, 
funds representing the reserve funds, if not being used in trade, 
should be invested outside the society. 

Funds invested outside the society should be invested with care 
to give security, interest income and ease of withdrawal. 
Usually the longer the initial period for which the funds can be 
invested, the higher the rate of interest which can be earned. 
For example, banks may be offering interest at 4% on 
investments which can be withdrawn at short notice and 8% for 
investments made for a complete year. The book-keeper should 
make known to the committee the amounts which may be 
available for investment and indicate the periods for which these 
funds could be invested. Wherever possible, investments should 
be made in other co-operative organisations. In any case, places 
of investment must be approved and authorised. 

(b) Deposit of investments 

When funds are deposited as investments in approved 
organisations, deposit slips issued by these bodies are completed, 
usually in duplicate. The funds are paid ove:r and the society 
is issued with a receipt which is usually the bottom copy of the 
deposit slip. The society may also be issued with an investment 
pass-book or certificate showing details of the investment. 



(c) 

(d) 

These pass-books, or certificates, will be kept in the safe of the 
society. From the receipt the book-keeper will post the entries 
into the working ledger: 

Date............. of deposit 

Detail........... name of approved organisation 

Ref no ......... receipt number 

DR............... investments - with amount of deposit 

CR ............... cash- with amount of deposit 

A society will not have many separate investments. Where there 
is more than one, a separate page for each investment will be 
kept in the main ledger. These pages will be headed to show the 
name of the approved organisation together with the interest 
nnes, wimarawai anci the other terms of the investment. 

Withdrawal of investments 

Withdrawals can only be made in accordance with the terms 
agreed when the investment was made. Proper notice would 
need to be given to the approved organisation. Details of the 
withdrawal would be shown in the investment pass book. When 
the cheque for the withdrawal is received by the society, entries 
would be made into the working le<;lger as follows: 

Date............. cheque received 

Detail........... name of approved organisation 

Ref no.......... cheque number 

DR ............... cash - with' amount of withdrawal 

CR ............... investmems- with amount of withdrawal 

Interest on investmentsj · 

Generally interest on investments is a minor source of income 
to the society. Since interest charged to the society for over
drafts and interest paid by the society on members' deposits 
are debited to expenses, interest income will be credited to 
expenses. 

Interest paid to the society is posted into the working ledger by 
debit (DR) to casb and a credit (CR) to expenses with the 
amount of the interest received. Where the interest is distributed 
by being added to the investment account by the approved 
organisation, the entries are posted from the details in the 
investment pass book to the working ledger as follows: 

DR: investments account - with interest earned 
CR: expenses - with the interest earned. 

3. 12 Society loans account 

For some developments, and to be able to make loans to members, 
the society may need to borrow funds from outside sources. These 
may be from other co-operative organisations, agricultural 
development banks or even commercial banks. The society will enter 
into an agreement with these lending organisations for any loans 
obtained. 

Separate columns are opened in the working ledger and separate 
accounts are opened in the main ledger for each loan obtained. 

When the loan is received, the society loan columns in the working 
ledger and the account in the main ledger will be credited (CR). 
When repayments are made, the society loan columns and account 
will be debited (DR). Interest charges on loans owed by the society 
will be posted as a credit (CR) to society loans and as a debit (DR) 
to expenses. 

At the end of the financial year the lender will be requested by the 
society to send a statement of the loan account, showing the balance, 
including interest, due at that time. 

3.13 Surplus account 
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At the end of the financial year any net surplus from the trading 
account would be transferred as a credit to this account. 



After the annual general meeting, the allocations from surplus to 
reserves, education or for share interest or bonus would be made, 
in accordance with the co-operative law, the by-laws and the resolu
tions of members, by debit (DR) to the surplus account and 
credit (CR) to the reserve fund, education fund, share or other 
account concerned. 

3.14 Heserve fund 

The reservt.: fund is created, held and used in accordance with the 
by-laws of the society. Allocations are made to reserves (CR) from 
surplus (DR). The society should build up its reserves to provide a 
c:nnrrf' nf nnPr~tincr fnnch: ~ncl tn criuf' crrP~tPr fin~nri~l c:t!'lhilitv tn ------ -- -,----····o ------ ---- -- o--- o·----- ----------- --------J --
the society. 

3.15 Education fund 

Allocations are made to this fund (CR) from surplus (DR). These 
funds should be increased from year to year so that eventually 
the society can take a more active part in member and staff training 
and education. 

3.16 Balancing 

At the end of every week t.h.e working ledger is ruled off and 
balanced. The entries in each of the columns are separately totalled 
and shown at the bottom of each column. This is checked by the 
preparation of a trial balance of these totals, (see working ledger, 
Example 1, page 7). When this balances, the main ledger is posted. 
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4.1 Posting 

The main ledger is kept as a control record of all the accounts of the 
society. It contains separate pages for each of the accounts for 
which columns are kept in the working ledger. An example of the 
accounts of the main ledger is shown (Example 2, page 8). The 
opening balances in the main ledger will be the assets and liabilities 
brought down from the previous financial year and shown in the last 
balance sheet of the society. 

At the end of every week the debit and credit entries in the working 
ledger are posted to the main ledger. The number of each account so 
posted is entered into the working ledger underneath the total of 
entries posted to facilitate checking and ease of reference. The new 
running balance of each account posted in the main ledger will be 
ascertained and prefixed DR or CR as the case may be. 

4.2 Balancing 

At the end of every four weeks a trial balance will be prepared from 
the balances in the main ledger. An example is shown (Example 23). 
The cash balance vlill be checked with the actual cash-in-hand. The 
bank balance will be checked with the bank statement. The share 
balance, the members' loan balance, the deposit balance, the debtors' 
balance and the creditors' balance shown on the trial balance will 
be checked with the totals of lists made from the individual accounts 
for these kept in the various ledgers and so on. The actual results of 
the trading activities will be ascertained and compared with the 
forecasted results shown in the annual budget. 

This trial balance shows the balances on each of the accounts in the 
main ledger. Where, for example, the total income from consumer 
trade is required to be known for the preparation of reports or 
final accounts all the relevant credit entries on the consumer trade 
account will be added together. In a similar manner other debit, or 
credit, entries on other accounts can be 'grossed up' in this way to 
give other totals rather than balances, eg total purchases of farm 
inputs, total share contributions. 
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Exput.sl!..d 

Fix~ GU~e;t& 

J>~;..Ui4.:/i..4n p.Jtour·~,·I'YI. 

s~uu.u 

J)i!.('o.sil::r 

m9tM.b et:t • wQ.M 
C-u-di tars 
J)eJ:,t~ 

j I'UH!..&t ma.J;.s 

Soeiel!:J loa.n..~ 

St.tAflJ..u 

l<.et.(AW!. ~ 
Eck..L~ ~oL 

TOTAL 

t 

MAIN LEDG-ER. o.J.; 31· 1:2· 7S 

iR~ '])R. CR.. 
1 no 
! 

I 
I 55 

I 
:2 !l04-0 

i a i 350 

I 4 100 
I 

6 300 
i 

b I 4-~~ 
I I 
I 

7 3.:wo 
8' boo 
'I .!l4q'6 

i 
10 JO 00 

II .- --
12 etas 

/3 30 

/If :lb.:l 

16 5'40 

16 :l 

11 4-70 

l'l 16o 

b 4Lf5'' b4-LJ.5 



5 Controf_s;'Stems ml~{ina( aaounts 
The uusiness operations of the society need to be controlled and 
summarised. The sections which follow outline some control systems, 
as well as the preparation of the final accounts and balance sheet. 
These are explained in greater detail in the next manual in this series: 
:\ccountinx jiJr consunn'r ,znd m<lrkt'flllX co-opcr,Itnws. 

5.1 Annual budget 

The annual bw 1get is a forecast of what the committee hopes to 

achieve from its management of the society. It is prepared by the 
manager in consultation with the book-keeper and the committee at 
least one month before the beginning of the financial year to which 
it relates. The annual budget is prepared in two parts. Th<: first part 
is the operating lJudget; the second is the cash budget. 

(a) Opl'r,JtillX hudgct Fxamplt' 24 

This part contains the forecasts of the income and expenditure 
of the society. The expected allocations of net surplus are also 
showu. The books and ledgers will reveal the actual current 
results, which will be measured against the results anticipated 
in the budget. The book-keeper, by keeping the records of the 
financial transactions up to date, takes a full and active part in 
the preparation and use of the budget. 

(b) C1sb bwiJ;et Fxumple 25 (page 40) 

The forecasts made of the income and expenditure in the 
operating budget must be related to the funds available to 
finance the operations of the society. A forecast is then made 
of the t1ow of casb in and of cash out. This will enable the 
committee to be prepared to seek loans, or overdrafts, when 
required or to invest funds revealed as not being immediately 
required for the operations of the society. 

Both the operating and cash budgets can be prepared for 
shorter periods than a complete financial year. In particular, 
the cash budget is made for often only one month ahead. 
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OPERATING BUDGET 

tor financial year ending ....................... . 

Detail 

Number of bags of produce 

Sales of farm inputs 

Sales of consumer goods 

INCOME 
CommiSSion on produce 
Gross surplus on farm inputs 
Gross surplus on consumer goods 

-- ---- ---

Budget Actual 
this year this year 

Actual 
last year 

------- -- -------

----------~------~--~-----1 
~ % $ % $ '% 

- ---- ---- -- --1------------

TOTALGROSSSURPLUS ,~ 

EXPENDITURE 
Wagt'S 
Property expenses 
Transport 
Interest 
Other expenses 

TOTAL <..ASH EXPENSES 

Depreciation 
TOTAL EXPENSES 

NET TRADING SURPLUS 

ADD· Balance brought forward 

TOTAL SURPLUS FOR DISPOSAL 

PROPOSFD ALLOCATIONS 
Reserve fund 
Education fund 
Interest on shares 
Bonus on trade 

Balance carried forward 

TOTAL 

---------+---------- ----------

I I 

I I I 

= =- -- --"-0= 

---- ' 

= 



Example 25 

CASH BUDGET FOR PERIOD ENDING .................... 

Detail Budget 
this period 

FUNDS AVAILABLE b/f 

ADD Share contributions 
Deposits 

Produce proceeds from buyers 
Sales: Farm inputs 

Consumer goods 

Investment withdrawals 

Loans: Society {received) 

Members' {repayments) 

TOTAL (1) 

LESS SharE: withdrawals 

Deposit withdrawals 

Produce proceeds to members 

Creditors (purchases) 

"' 

New fixed assets 

Expenses {excluding non-cash 
. 

items eg depreciation) 
Investment deposits 

Loans: Society (repayments: 
Members' (granted) 

TOTAL (2) 
~ 

FUNDS AVAILABLE c/f (1- 2) 

Actual 
this period 

5.2 Monthly report to committee 
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The members are the owners of their co-operative society. At their 
annual general meeting they elect a committee who shall conduct 
the business and be responsible for the general direction and control 
of the affairs of the society. A manager is appointed to run the day
to-day business under their direction. The manager is often required 
to submit his report to the committee at the end of every four weeks, 
when the trial balance of the main ledger has been prepared by the 
book-keeper. This report is shown in Example 26. In a society 
which may do most of its trade in a few months of the year and for 
the rest is not very active, these reports could be prepared quarterly. 



Example 26 

MONTHLY REPORT OF MANAGER TO COMMITTEE 

.................... weeks ended ................... . 

1 Membership 
To date this year 

To date last year 

Increase or decrease 

2 Share capital balance 
To date this year 

To date last year 

Increase or decrease 

Page 1 

$ ___ _ 

$ ___ _ 

$ ___ _ 

This · Last 1 Tl1!:1-e-aseT+r 
V~lue ($) ___ ---1 

_period_ perJ()d +Qilcre~se_(::::l 

, I 

I 
! 
! 

I 
< 

: 

( I 
~----~---+---------+---~----r-------~ 

~==±===±======k===±i'===dl=======/ 
4 Estimated net surplus to date 

Commission on produce 

Gross surplus: on farm inputs 
on consumer goods 

LESS: Wages 
Property expenses 
Transport 
Other expenses 
Depreciation 

TOTAL GROSS SURPLUS 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

$ % 

ESTIMATED NET SURPLUS$ % 
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MONTHLY REPORT (continued) 

5 Cash balances 

Cash in hand 

Cash at bank 

TOTAL$ 

Creditors due for payment$ -------

6 Members' loans 

Advanced this month 

Balances outstanding 

Loans overdue for repayment 

$---
$---

$----

Page 2 

$ 

7 Report on staff matters including average trade per employee 

8 Report on action taken on committee instructions 

9 Report on educational activities 

10 Other matters requiring attention of committee 

11 Trial balance of main ledger attached 

Date . ... ... . ... .. .. . ...... .. .. ... . Signed ........................................................... . 
Manager 



5.3 Stock control accounts 

(a) Produce and farm inputs 

The range of produce and farm inputs handled by the society 
is not very wide. Therefore their stock control system is based 
on the recording and controlling ::>f separate units, eg bags of 
produce, packets of seeds. 

The control system in use must clearly show that the stock to 
begin the week (balance brought forward) plus stock received 
(total of produce received •x total inputs from goods received 
book) less sold (total of invoices or cash sales receipts) equals 
the stock to end the week. Checking of the actual stock is 
done at the end of every week, and where possible, during the 
week as weU. Any differences between the actual stock and the 
book stock must be located and a weekly stock control record 
must be kept (Example 27). 

Example 27 

WEEK.LY STOCK CONTI<OL RECORD 

wea.k ~ 

N....,..b.eJ,. df tu~i..b. (bo.gl, p~) 

FARM INPUTS 

PAocJA.c..CJl. s~ F e!di l.:. 3 ,z.rr 
I 

Stock. tD ~;., ('trtm-. ~1: I<IULsCD,.trel) - 30 I iO 

+ fe=t.IM!d.. ( ~ p.A-OcL....u. 

t-e.a.:.p/:;s; goocU. ~,_/_ hmrk) 1000 ~50 130 

i"OTAL 1000 3'6-o 140 

-· r • I· 
;::.cuv., 1.. IM.I)Oie,U 6Y cot... solA.! 

~e:.s) 1000 3bO 1:25 

Stock fA> en.d eft (to /Je CIJ~ 

""'tJ.. a.c:.t:..u.L ~tack) - I Qo 15 
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(b) Consumer goods 

The stock control system in use in the consumer goods section 
would depend upon the size of the operations. 

1 Where this section is selling a limited range of basic goods 
(tea, sugar, flour, rice) generally only one rate of mark-up 
will be applied to their cost price to calculate their selling 
price. In this case some control is possible by comparing the 
actual rate of gross surplus earned from their sale with the 
expected rate of gross surplus expected from their sale. 

The rate of gross surplus expected on sales would be calcu
lated from the rate of mark-up i.Jeing applied to cost. The 
actual rate of gross surplus eamerl, as revealed for this section 
in the trading account, would be compared with the 
expected rate, and any differences explained. For example: 

Rate of mark-up on cost= 12.5% 
Therefore where cost price is $100 the selling price will be 

$100 + 
12·5 

X 
100 = $112.50 

100 

Selling price - cost price = gross surplus 
$112.50- $100.00 = $12.50 

Rate <)f gross surplus on sales 

= gross surplus x 100 

sales 

1_2_. 5_0_x_1_0_0 = 11. 1 o/o 

112.50 

In this example where the rate of mark-up on cost was 12.5%, 
the expected rate of gross surplus on sales will be 11.1 %. 
Where, after stocktaking, the actual rate of gross surplus 
earned was different from 11.1 %, a full explanation would 
be required from the person in charge of this section. 



2 Where a wide range of consumer goods is being sold and 
different rates of mark-up are in use, a leakage control 
account (Example 28) would be prepared after each stock
taking. This control uses selling values throughout the 
system. Therefore separate records of the selling values of 
goods purchased and stocks have t·.• be kept, because in the 
working ledger, the main ledger and the trading accounts all 
stocks are recorded at their cost values. 

Example 28 

LEAKAG-E CONIR.OL ACCOUNT 

~· .~:l .~ (?M.rUd_ .~(I~ 15 

Sbc.l: to bf73"" ( aJ:. s e/.Li."!j v ~ g.-"nt. 
l.a.!.t sb>ck. sJ.vzV:s) 

ADJ) pl.UI.C.hone! (a.l: seU-<."':'1 u~ t"<'YVL 
.Sq>a.Aa..~ Nl.om::J . ..-,) 

TOTAL 

$ 

L£ ss .sak..& 1 ~6\'>\.. l>'lli.i+t. ~) :J.ono 

seocJe. to ed (~ sefJ..i"-8 ~ 1::~ 

15b 

p.A!Ue.,J;; st:ocJc. s~s) _"l.:...::l.:::.o=-._---=:.2...:q.::;;:::.o __ 

~e. (a>- .S<U,..pi.u..!) 

3l:. XIOO 

;;IDoo 

The leakage is expressed as a percentage of sales: 

amount of leakage x 1 00 
1 

k . 
= ea age m percent 

sales 

3b 

Should this rate be above that anticipated to cover expected 
natural leakage, a full explandtion would be required from 
the person in charge of the section. 

5.4 Final accounts and balance sheet 
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(a) Sectional accounts 

At the end of the financial year the final accounts and balance 
sheet (Example 29, page 46) are prepared. Since the society 
dealt with here is involved in three separate trading activities, 
the books of account and the trading account have been set-up 
to enable the trading results of each of these sections to be 
revealed. 

This separation is important for two main reasons. The first 
reason being that each separate section can be better controlled. 
The second is that where there are wide differences in the 
rates of net surplus earned from each section, different rates 
of bonus can be distributed on each class of trade. This could 
help to avoid an unfair situation like the foliowing example 
from an imagined society: 

Rates of net surplus earned 

Produce 3%, consumer trade 3%, farm inputs 0% 

Farm inputs 
These were sold at a price set to just recover their costs. This was 
decided upon by the committee to help encourage better farming 
by the use of approved seeds and fertilizer. 

Members' trade 
Because of these low prices many members purchased seeds and 
fertilizers. But some of these members sold their produce and 
bought their consumer goods elsewhere. 
Unless separate rates of bonus are declared, th<!Se members will 
gain a further reduction on the cost of the farm inputs by way of a 
bonus. But they would have contributed nothing to the earning of 
this bonus from the produce and consumer sections. 

(b) Preparation of final accounts and balance sheet 

The following is a short outline of the procedure to be followed 
in the preparation of the final accounts and balance sheet. This 
procedure is explained in more detail in the manual on accounting 
for consumer and marketing co-operatives. 



1 Stocktaking 

The trading stock should be listed and valued after the close 
of business on the last day of the financial year. Generally 
stock will be valued at cost prices. Since, even in the 
consumer section, the range of goods and inputs is generally 
not wide, the cost prices are easily obtained from the invoices 
concerned. 

Where there is a wide range of goods in the consumer section 
stocks could be valued at selling price and an agreed 
deduction made to reduce their total selling value to 'cost' 
value. This agreed deduction would take into consideration 
the rates of 'mark-ups' applied to calculate selling prices. 
Separate stock sheets will be prepared for each section in a 
duplicate book ruled to show: 

Date of stock taking .............. Section .... ........ ... . .. Page no ............... . 

r Description of Number of units 
I goods/inputs 1 

Unit cost price 
2 value 1 x 2 

, I Total cost 

Only stock which the society owns should be included as 
part of the total value. For example, produce only being 
stond for members is not included. 

2 Purchases adjustments 

Goods/inputs received not invoiced. Any goods or inputs 
delivered on, or before, the day the financial year ended for 
which no debit has been made to the books of the society 
will be listed at cost values. These will be listed from entries 
not cleared in the goods received books of the farm inputs 
and the consumer section. The entries into the main ledger 
in respect of this adjustment would be: 

DR Account of trading section concerned t0 be included 
in the trading account 

CR Account of trading section concerned to be included 
in the balance sheet. 
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Credits outstanding. Any credits outstanding in the claims 
for ~redit book will be listed at cost value. Adjustment 
entries to be made are: 

CR Account of trading section concerned to be included 
in the trading account 

DR Account of trading section concerned to be included 
in the balance sheet. 

The net purchases at cost value for the trading account foi 
each section will h;: calculated as follows: 

Farm Consumer 
inputs goods 

Purchases from main ledger (before adjustment) 800 1700 

ADD goods/inputs received not invoiced 50 

TOTAL 800 1750 

LESS credits outstanding 50 

NET PURCHASES $750 $1750 

3 Expenses adjustments 

Expenses prepaid. The full benefit of expenses that have 
been debited may not be received until the next financial 
period. In these cases credit adjustments are made to carry 
forward part of the debit charged to the next financial 
period. Adjustment entries to be made are: 

CR Expenses account to be included in the trading account 
DR Expenses account to be included in the balance sh.:et. 

Expenses accrued. The benefit of an expense may have been 
obtained during the financial period, but no charge has been 
made in the accounts. In these cases adjustments are made 
for these expenses accrued, or owing, by making an adjust
ment of a debit charge in the financial period in which the 
benefit was obtained. Adjustment entries to be made are: 

DR Expenses account to be included in the trading account 
CR Expenses account to be included in the balance sheet. 



Expenses apportionmnJt. Each trading section would be 
charged with their portion of the expenses of the societ: .1 

the bases agreed in the society. 

4 Fixed assets and depreciation 

The charge for depreciation will be calculated and the 
inventory of fixed assets and schedule of depreciation will 
be con'oleted and balan(:ed off. The actual fixed assets will 
be ch,.cked against the invemory. Adjustment entries to be 
made for the depreciation charge are: 

DR Depreciation provision - with total charge to be 
included in the trading account 

CR Depreciation provision - to be included in the balance 
sheet. 

5 Deposit interest will b.: calculated and posted through the 
wPrking ledger to the deposit accounts. Adjustment entries 
to be made are: 

CR Deposits to be included in the balance sheet 
DR Expenses to be included in the trading account. 

6 The cash in hand will be checked and certified. 

7 The bank statement will be obtained and a bank reconcilia
tion statement will be prepared. 

8 Investment balances will be checked. 

9 Share, deposit, loan, creditors' and debtors' balance in their 
ledgers will be add-listed and agreed with their control 
balances in the main ledger. 

10 The trial balance of the main ledger will be prepared. 

11 Any adjustments will be posted into the main ledgec. 

12 The income and expenditure accounts in the main ledger 
will be closed and their balances will be transferred to the 
trading account for the year. The entries in the produce, 
farm inputs and consumer trade accounts wiP. be separately 
'grossed up' by adding the appropriate debit or credit entries 
in the main ledger accounts concerned together so that the 
entries for stocks, trade income, purchases and produce 
proceeds payments will be separately shown in the trading 
account. 
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13 The surplus disposal account will be prepared. 

14 The balance sheet will be prepared from the balances of 
assets and liabilities remaining in the accounts in the main 
ledger. 

15 The audit will be completed. 

16 The annual return will be prepared and sent to the 
registrar. 

17 The annual general meeting will be held. 

ll) Any net surplus will be distributed as resolved by the 
annual general meeting. 



Example 29 Example 29 continued 

FINAL ACCOUNTS AND BALANCE SHEET 

(note: figures for the previous year are usually included for comparison purposes) 

I Trading account for financial year ended .. ?.U.?.~~~ .............. 

Produce Farm Consumer Society totals 
$ inputs$ trade$ $ % 

Ill Balance sheet at .. ::;!.'..!.~ .. :~~ ........... I This year I Last year 

Source of funds (liabilities) I 
$ 

I 
Share capital 

I 
~4-qi . 

Deposits IO:JD 

Reserve fund 4-10 

TRADE 7000 1000 :J.ooo /0000 100·0 Education fund '60 

Stocks to begin - 300 boo "100 

ADD: Purchases and 

Surplus for disposal ~0.2 

-, otal funds c>f members 4-250 

produce payments 6650 l'iiO I 7'50 q!SO Creditors (A/c. 5+6+12) qs1 

TOTAL bb50 1050 2 350 10050 

LESS: Stocks to end !200 1'50 ctso 

Society loans '540 

t--TOTAL$ 571+7 

Cost of goods and produce &r..so '550 160("! 'liDO 'li·O 
1==--- Use of funds (assets) 

GROSS SURPLUS ' 3•' 150 400 ctoo '1·0 ~· Fixed assets I 
I 

LESS: Wages \;lb Iff 3b \liD ~-~~ Cost 32oo. 

Property expenses 35 S" 10 50 OS LESS: Depreciation provision q4-£) 

Transport 4.2 b l:l bO 0·6 

Interest 1/r :J 4 ~0 0·1 Book value ;;l:l.bO 

Other expenses 35 5 10 5o 0·!: Investments ~6.2 I 

Depreciation '>ro 40 ::l:J.O 34D 3·ft. Stocks (P,{c 4+S) Cl50 I 

TOTAL EXPENSES 33.2 76 ;lq2 700 7·0 Members' loans -
NET SURPLUS TO 

~ ·~ $1~ $ IO'ls $.:200 :2"/. 
ACCOUNT II 

II Surplus disposable account at .~L.'.?::.?.~ ........... $ 

Balance b/f from previous period .:2. 

Debtors (A{c 4+6 + 13) IS"o I 
I 

Cash at bank 20~ I 

Cash in hand 55 i 
TOTAL$ -5747 1 

ADD: Surplus from Ale I JlOO 

TOTAL SURPLUS FOR DISPOSAL :l0.2 

LESS: Proposed allocations: 

Reserve fund 100 

Education fund 10 

Interest on shares .:21 

Bonus on trade 10 --- ;I.OI 
Balance elf to new period _S_I_ 
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6.1 Book-keeping system 

The outline vf the book-keeping system for marketing societies is 
now completed. The system can be summarised as follows: 

1 All transactions are immediately recorded in records of original 
entry. 

2 Details of these are posted into the working ledger which is 
ruled off and balanced at the end of every week. 

3 The working ledger total of entries are posted every week into 
the main ledger. 

4 A trial balance of the main ledger is prepared at the end of 
every four weeks. 

5 At the end of the financial period the final accounts and balance 
sheet J.re prepared. 

6 Any surplus revealed i~ distributed. 

6.2 Control systems 
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Within the book-keeping system control systems operate as follows: 

1 f..j[iciency 
The actual business performance of the society is compared 
from time to time with the forecasted results in the annual 
budget. 

2 Stocks 
All stocks are checked as soon as received. All sales are recorded. 
Stock control records are kept. 

3 Casb 
Receipts are issued for all cash received. Receipts are obtained 
for all cash paid. Cash is banked as soon as possible. Cash in 
hand i·~ checkF d frequent'v. 

4 Reports 
Rc:gular reports are submitted to the committee. The auditor and 
the internal auditors examine the records and report on the 
business. 

5 The book-keeper 
The book-keeper is the key person i.r the efficient maintenance 
of these systems and controls. 



I 

1 Clxtrcists 
To illustrate the book-keeping procedures outlined, the information 
from the following five exercises has been posted into the examples 
of the forms, books and ledgers shown in this manual. Teachers c:In 
change the figures given in these exercises and in that way prepare 
exef>:lses for further teaching purposes. Naturally other changes 
and additions can be made in order to adapt the exercises to local 
conditions. 

E.Jtercise A 

In this exercise the main ledger for the new financial year beginning 
1.1. 7 5 was opened from the details shown in the trial balance. The
balances in the accounts for the assets and the liabilities shown were 
posted to their pages in the main ledger (Example 2, pages 8-11). 

Exercise B 

From the summary of the financial transactions for 197 5 the 
working ledger (Example 1; page 6) was posted and the trial 
balance was prepared. The main ledgf.'r Example 2 was posted and 
the uial balance (Example 23, page 38), was prepared. 

As far as is possible the other examples within this manuai show 
the entries and balances included in the working ledger and the 
main ledger. 

Exercise C 

Toe dosing entries for the stocks and the other adjustments were 
posted to the main ledger. Then the final accounts and balance 
sheet (Example 29, p~ge 46) were prepared. 

ExerciseD 

Toe weekly stock controi re-cord (Exampie 27, page 42) and the 
leakage control account (Example 28, page 43) were completed 
from -the information shown in -this exerCise. -

Exercise E 
This exercise shows the preparation of the bank reconciliation 
statement (Example 8, page 17). 
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Exercise A 
Opening balances from balance sheet at 31.12.74 

1.1. 7 5. Post to main ledger the following opening balances.· 

Detail 

Cash 

Bank 

Farm inputs - stocks 

Consumer trade - stocks 

Expenses - wages accrued b/f 

Fixed assets 

Depreciation provision 

Shares 

Deposits 

Creditors 

Debtors 
TnvP~TmPnt~ - rn-nnPr<>Ti\lP TTninn -··· ---···-··-- ~- -r-· --··- -···-·· 
Society loans 

Surplus 

Reserve fund 

Education fund 

Notes 

TOTALS 

CR 
$ 

I ~ I 10~~ I 
4 

5 

6 
~I 

I 

8 

9 

10 

12 

13 
14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

300 

600 

3000 

20 

600 

I

I 1400 
600 

I 845 

20 I 
?nn 
---, 1000 

I 

240 

400 

50 

$51551 $5155 

Round dollars($) are given in the exercise here. In the books or the society the cxar1 
amounts are re~orded. 

2 To show the use of as many ledgers and records as possible, the totals of transa.:tions 
have been posted to the examples given of thes<'. In the books of the sodety. 
individual transactions and accounts are posted. 



Exercise B 
Summary of financial transactions for 1975 from records of 
original entry 

31.12. 7 S r 11! l'vst <~nd l~<d,wcc 1.:.,nr/? mg ledger 
( /J: Post ,11ZLi b.ll<~nce main ledger 

Allocation of 197 4 surplus: 
Bonus transferred to shares 
Interest transferred to shares 
Transfer to reserve fund 
Transfer to education fund 

Invoices from creditors: 
Farm inputs purchases 
Consumer goods purchases 
Property expenses 
New scak 

Paid creditors hy cheque 

TOTAL 

TOTAL 

Cash discounts allowed by creditors 

Sales: Cash sales Consumer trade 
Farm inputs 

Credit sales Consumer trade 
Farm inputs 

Received cash from df'btors 

Cash paid into bank 

Bank charges 

Investment in Co-operative Union by cheque 

Interest added to investment 

Received share contribution 

Paid share withdrawal by cheque 

Received deposits from members 

$ 

98 
40 
70 
30 

238 

800 
1700 

100 
200 

2800 

2700 

40 
1900 

7SO 
100 
so 

140 

20SO 

20 

so 
12 

1000 

40 

440 
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Deposit interest 

Paid deposit withdrawal in cash 

Paid expenses in cash: wages and tax 
transport 

Paid expenses by cheque: Other expenses 

Produce advances to members paid in cash 

Invoices to debtors for produce 

Loam advanced to members in farm input_; 

Loans advanced to members in cash 

Members' loan interest 

Society loan repaid by cheque 

Society loan interest added to account 

Produce proceeds received from debtors deposited 
in bank 

Cashed own cheque to pay produce proceeds 

Produce proceeds paid to members in cash 

Produce proceeds deducted to repay members' loans 

Members' loans - bad debts written off 

$ 

40 

80 

200 
60 

100 

1000 

7000 

200 

800 

so 
soo 
40 

7000 

4620 

4620 

1030 

20 



----------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----~, .......... .. 
Exercise C 
Stocks and adjustments at 31.1 2. 75 

31.12.75 (a) Post main ledger 
(b) Prepare final accounts and balance sheet 

1 Stocks at cost: Farm inputs 
Consumer goods 

2 Consumer goods received not jp,,oiced (GRNI) 

3 Credit outstanding for farm inputs 

4 Other expenses prepaid 

5 Property expenses prepaid 

6 Interest accrued 

7 Deoreciation. Land and buildings 
Fixtures and fittings 
Equipment 

5% 100 
20% 200 
20% 40 

$ 

200 
750 

50 

50 

50 

50 

2 

TOTAL 340 

The committee have u1structed that this be charged to the trading sections, based 
on the floor space they use, as follows, produce $80, farm inputs $40, consumer $220 

I 

8 Apportion the remaining expenses to the trading sections on 
the sales ratio basis. 

9 Proposed allocations of net surplus for disposal: $ 

Reserve fund 100 

Education fund 

Interest on shares 

Bonus 

10 

21 

70 

50 

ExerciseD 
Stock and leakage controls 

Complete the Weekly Stock Control Record in Example 27 from 
the following details: 

Stocks to begin Received Sold 

Produce - bags 1000 1000 
Seeds - packets 30 350 360 
Fertilizers - bags 10 130 125 

Complete the Leakage Control Account in Example 28 from the 
following details: 

Consumer goods at selling values 

Sales $2000 

Purchases 

Stocks to begin 

Stocks to end 

$2200 

$756 

$920 

I 



Exercise E 
Bank reconciliation statement 

Complete the Bank Reconciliation Stateme~lt in Example 8 from 
the following details: 

Balance on bank statement 

Balance in main ledger 

Deposits in transit 30.12.75. 

31.12.75. 

Cheques not presented number 2458 

number 2461 

$ 

1750.61 

2040.00 

500.00 

150.25 

300.00 

60.86 

51 
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.JOrewor£~ 
It is a common complaint that, in many primary co-operatives, the 
standard of book-keeping is poor. The need has long been 
recognised for a basic, simplified system of book-keeping, for use in 
primary co-operatives in developing countries, in order to help 
improve that situation. The system described in this manual has 
been specially designed to meet that need. It makes no claim to be 
revolutionary, nor to advocate new techniques. On the contrary, it 
is based on customary double-entry practice; its only claim is that it 
is simple and that it works, and can easily be adapted to meet 
particular local requirements. 

The system was originally introduced in Botswana, where it has 
been extensively field-tested and used for many years, with 
considerable success. In 1970, the British Ministry of Overseas 
Development, in association with the Intermediate Technology 
Development Group (ITDG), published three manuals based on the 
system (one each for Consumer, Marketing, and Thrift and Credit 
Co-operatives), which have been widely distributed and used in 
several countries. The ILO International Centre for Advanced 
Technical and Vocational Training at Turin used these manuals for 
the book-keeping sections of their Co-operative Management 
Training Courses. The original manuals have now been substantially 
revised, to make them more suitable for training purposes, and 
reissued as CEMAS/ICA publications. A fourth manual, for 
Industrial Co-operatives, has been added to the original series. 

The purpose of book-keeping is three-fold: 

1 to maintain an accurate financial picture of the business, in such 
a way, that the state of its finances can be simply, clearly and 
accurately revealed at any time; 

2 to make it possible for the accuracy of the accounts to be 
quickly checked, to avoid errors or fraud; 

3 to serve as a management tool by providing the information 
required for decision-making and for planning future activities. 

This system satisfies those criteria and, in doing so, takes account of 
the circumstances within which it has to be used, and of the essential 
need for the book-keeper to know what he is doing ;;.nd why he ;:; 
doing it. The intention is to provide a system which, while fully 
adequate, in terms of good book-keeping practice, does not make 
unnecessary demands on the user's time, ability and comprehension. 

The manuals have been so designed as to serve both training and 
operating purposes. They may be used as handbooks for co-operative 
teachers, as textbooks for students attending training courses, and 
as working manuals for on-the-job guidance of secretaries and 
book-keepers. They will be found of most value wherever training 
courses, based upon them, are provided, and where, after the courses, 
students are encouraged to use them on return to work. 
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NOTE FOR TEACHERS 

This manual describes a book-keeping system concerned with the 
maintenance of ledger accounts up to trial balance stage. In the 
final sections, a brief description of control systems and preparation 
of final accounts is given in order to complete the sequence of 
operations up to that stage, but these are deliberately not described 
in detail. 

As a follow-up to the present series, CEMAS/ICA is producing a 
more advanced manual on Co-operative Accountancy, which extends 
the system to the stage of preparation of final accounts and 
budgets, to meet the needs of larger co-operatives. 

When the manua! is used for training purposes, it will normally be 
desirable for the teacher to prepare and use his own exercises 
(additional to the three in chapter 7, on page 25), and particularly 
so when it is necessary to adapt these to the specific requirements of 
local practice. 
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t Ontroluctiotu 
1.1 The consumer co-operative book-keeping system 

The book-keeping system described in this manual has been prepared 
for use by consumer co-operative societies, or other primary 
societies with a retail outlet. This system uses the double-entry 
method of book-keeping applied to the columnar form of accounts. 
All the entries for the financial transactions are posted into a 
working ledger and all the accounts are controlled in the main 
ledger. 

1.2 Objectives and operations of consumer co-operatives 

2 

The objectives of consumer co-operatives will normally be stated in 
their by-laws. Basically they strive to ensure that their members 
obtain the right consumer goods, at the right places, at the right 
times and at the right prices. 

Their main function is to bulk-buy consumer goods and resell them 
to their members. Members own and control their own business 
which operates in their service. The business operations are 
financed from funds obtained from members, from funds borrowed 
from outsiders, and by making use of credit facilities available from 
wholesale suppliers. The co-operatives trade as efficiently as 
possible to cover at least the costs of their operations and to 
provide for reserves to give financial stability to their independent 
co-operative enterprises. 

Traditionally when any net surplus remains, rebates are made to 
members in the form of a limited interest on shares and as a bonus 
on their purchases from their society. As co-operatives build up 
funds and business skills, they develop and expand to provide a 
wide range of gocds and services to their members. These 
developments stem from good co-operative business practices, 
controlled by the use of good book-keeping systems. 



1.3 The book-keeper's job 

This manual is about the work of the book-keeper and how this work 
can be used in the control of the co-operative business enterprise. 
The duties of the book-keeper will include: 

(a) keeping complete and accurate r(;cords of every financial 
transaction in which the society is involved; 

(b) checking the accuracy of these records at regular intervals; 

(c) preparing final accounts and a balance sheet at the end of 
every financial year, ready for audit and later consideration by 
the members; 

(d) preparing reports for the committee on the financial position 
of the society during the financial year. 

3 

1.4 Importance of book-keeping 

Book-keeping control of the operations of a society is es..,ential. The 
members are the owners of the society. They need to know how 
their business is doing and how their funds are being used. The 
members elect a committee to direct and control the affairs of their 
business and a manager is appointed to control the day-to-day 
operations. This committee and the manager need information on 
the operations of the society to be able to make decisions and to 
take managerial action. It is essential that the information required 
by the members, committee and manager is complete, accurate and 
up-to-date. The book-keeping system in use must therefore show: 

(a) How much the society owes (its liabilities}. 

(b) How much the society owns (its assets). 

(c) Whether the society has financial stability and is able to pay its 
debts as they arise. 

(d) Whether the society is operating efficiently, covering its costs 
and providing a net surplus. 

All societies therefore need to keep books of account so that they 
can provide the members, the committee and the manager with the 
information they need. In most countries there are laws which 
require that co-operatives keep proper books and records. This 
underlines the importance of a book-keeping system. 

The system described in this manual will meet the needs of members, 
committees and managers. The examples in this manual will be 
related to a society with only one trading outlet. However, the basic 
system, using the working ledger and the main ledger, can be 
expanded to meet the needs of societies which have several branches. 
Each of these branches would keep a working ledger, from which 
postings would be made to the main ledger of the society in which 
all the accounts would be consolidated. 



-----------------~-- -

2.1 Double entry system 

Book-keeping is concerned with correctly entering permanent written 
records of financial trans,Ktions into the books of account of the society. 

A financial transaction arises in the course of business, when there is a 
transfer of money, or something having a money value. Examples will be 
considered later when the working ledger is examined. 

In every financial transaction there are tW(1 aspects. There is the 
imparting {giving) of the benefit transferred and there is the 
recez~·:•?g of this benefit. This imparting and receiving takes place 
between the accounts in the hooks of rhe societv. . 
The dou~:-.:-entry system of book-keeping is used to record this 
transfer between the imparting account and the receiving account. 
In this system, details of the money, or money value, or the benefit 
transferred are recorded twice into the accounts of the society. 

The account which imparts or provides, is credited (CR) and the 
account which receives is debited (DR). For every credit entry there 
must be a corresponding debit entry and vice versa, for every debit 
entry there must be a corresponding credit entry. When there has 
been corresponding postings made into the books of account, they 
will balance. The debits will equal tbe credits. 

The balancing of the books is similar to the balancing of a beam
scale. When the goods in one pan of the scale are the same weight as 
the metal weights in the other pan, the scale will balance. 

4 

2.2 Trial balances 

The book-keeper can check that the books balance by the 
preparation of a trial balane<:. These are statements prepared after 
the posting of the debit and ccedit entries has been completed for a 
given period. They show the list and total of all debits and the list 
and total of all credits. Since all entries of any financial transaction 
are recorded twice, once as a debit and then correspondingly as a 
credit, the total of all debits on the trial balance must be the same 
as the total of all the credits. If these totals do not agree with one 
another, then an error ha~ been made. The book-keeper must then 
check all the additions and all the postings, for a trial balance must 
balance. 

The book-keeper will be concerned with two trial balances: 

1 Working ledger trial b,zhwce 

The working ledger (Example 1, page 6 ), contains the debit and 
corresponding credit entries for all the financial transactions. These 
entries are made as they arise into the records of original entry. At 
the end of every week they are posted into the working ledger from 
these records. The working ledger is closed off and balanced every 
week after these postings have been completed. This is checked by 
the preparation of a trial balance of all t!Je debit and credit totals of 
entries to be made from the working ledger into the main ledger. 
Example I (page 7) includes a trial balance. 

2 Main ledger tria//Ja/ance 

The main ledger (Example 2, page 8) contains the balances on the 
various accounts of the society. After the debit and credit entries 
are made from the working ledger, the new balances on these 
accounts in the main ledger are ascertained. Then a trial balance of 
all the debit and credit balances in the main ledger will be prepared 
to check that the main ledger balances. Example 16 (page 29) shows 
this type of trial balance. 



r-------------------------------------------------------------------------

2.3 Records of original entry 

The essential books and records used in this book-keeping system are 
outlined in the sections which follow. The entries to be made in 
them flow from the initial entries made into the records of original 
entry. These entries are made immediately the financial transactions 
occur. They become the source of postings to the ledgers. In the con
sumer co-operative the following records of original entry are used: 

(a) Receipt books (Example 6, page 13) 

(b) Payment vouchers 

(c) Invoices (Example 9, page 16) and credit notes 

(d) Cheque-books, bank paying-in books and the bank statements 
for bank charges 

(e) Cash sales receipts (Example 10, page 18) and cashing-up slips 
(Example 11, page 19). 

Generally, either these primary documents can be specially printed, 
or standard books, which are available from most stationers, can be 
adapted to meet most local needs. They should be numbered 
consecutively and new documents should be kept locked away to 
ensure they are controlled. 

Entries obtained from the exercises on page 37 have been used to 
illustrate the posting of tht: ledgers, forms and records used as 
examples in this manual. In the books of a society, individual 
transactions are posted into th~ records on the dates on which they 
occur. 

2.4 Working ledger: Example 1 (pages 6-7) 

5 

This ledger combines the functions of the traditional cash book and 
the journals. It is a summary ledger. Details of all the financial 
transactions of th.:: society are posted from the records of their 
original entries into the working ledger. This is kept on the double
entry system, so that for every debit entry (DR) there is a 
corresponding credit entry (CR). 

This ledger is a columnar cash analysis book which can usually be 
purchased from the local book-shop and the headings are written in 
by the book-keeper as required. Two separate columns, one for 
debit entries, the other for credit entries, are kept for each type of 
account. The number and type of separate accounts kept by a 
society will depend upon its own particular needs and circumstances. 
However, our example shows the typical accounts which need to be 
kept. To avoid opening many columns for accounts which are not 
often used, two separate columns can be opened, headed 'Other 
Accounts' and entries for these infrequent transactions can be 
posted into these columns. They are posted separately into the 
accounts concerned in the main ledger. 

As entries are made into the working ledger from the original 
records they show the date of the transaction, the details and any 
reference number from the original entry. Then the appropriate 
debit and credit entries are made into the columns provided. All 
this information is shown on the same line for each transaction. At 
the end of every week the working ledger is closed off and balanced. 
The totals of the debit and credit entries then to be posted to the 
m:1in ledger are first checked by the preparation of a trial balance 
(see Example 1, page 7). 

The working ledger, shown in Example 1, has been posted from the 
summary of the financial transactions for the whole of 197 5 and all 
of these entries are dated as December 31 (see Exercises, page 37). 
When used in a society, the working ledger will have daily postings 
and it will be closed off, totalled and balanced every week. 
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2.5 Main ledger: Example 2 E.x·arnple 2(a) 

ln this example the accounts are shown together. In the main ledger 
of a society a separate page is kept for each account as shown in 
Example 2(a). Since they are posted from the working ledger, these 
accounts will be kept in the main ledger in the same order as they are 
kept in the columns of the working ledger. The pages kept for each 
account are numbered consecutively and contain columns for the date, 
the details, the reference number and then three additional columns. 

I CASH RecouNT (in maiM._ &uifjtU) 

In the first of these three columns debit entries (DR) are posted. In the 
second column the credit entries (CR) are posted. The third column 
contains the running balance, prefixed to show whether it is DR or CR. 

/)aiL 
])eta.J_ Ref; 

1'115 n.o 

.To.n._ I , BW..nt:L ~.-rn b«ia.nt:~_slvz,J: b/i 
' . 

7 ;£,};v.eJ. ~- Vo-t-h'"!'jl.a<i.'3"" 2 
I , 

/4 9 

.21 lb 

])R_ 

.2000 10 

2215 lb 

21qb ~0 

At the end of every four weeks the DR and CR balances in tl.c main 
ledger are separately listed on a trial balance, shown in Example 16, 
(page 29). This checks that the main ledger balances. Also at the 

.:2_~ 17 17/t.O 2q 

end of every four weeks, after this trial balance has been prepared, 
the monthly report to the committee shown in Example 19 (page 31) 
is prepared. At the end of the financial year the trading account for 
the year, together with the surplus disposable account and balance 
sheet, all shown in Example 21 (page 3 5) will be prepared. 
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2.6 Members' share and deposit !edger: Example 3 been posted to the working ledger. At the end of every four weeks 
the individual balances for shares and deposits are separately add
listed. The resulting share total then has to be agreed with the CR 
balance for shares in the trial balance of the main ledger. The 
resulting balance for deposits is agreed with the CR balance for these 
in this trial balance. 

])R.. 

10 

:1.000() 

Within this ledger a separate page is kept in share number order, for 
each member. These records can also be kept in a loose-leaf ledger 
or on cards, with a separate page or card being kept for each 
member. The share and deposit transactions are posted to this 
ledger from the details of their original entries, after these have 
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2. 7 Creditors' ledger (accounts payable): Example 4 

Creditors are suppliers who are owed money by the society for 
goods or services supplied on credit terms to the society. In this 

This total is then agreed with the CR balance for creditors shown 
in the trial balance of the main ledger at that date. 

Example 4 . ledger, a record of the transactions of the society with these 
individual suppliers of goods and ser ;ices will be kept. A separate 
page will be opened for each of these suppliers. These pages will be 
kept in surname alphabetical order. 

~-----------------------------------------------~ 

These pages contain columns for the date of the transaction, the 
details and reference number. There are also three other columns. 
The first column is used for debit entries (DR) for cash paid, 
discounts allowed to the society, and credit notes. The second is 
used for credit entries (CR) for invoices. The third column shows 
the running balance, prefixed DR when there is a balance due to the 
society, or CR when there is a balance due to the supplier. Postings 
are made to this ledger from the original records after their details 
have been posted to the working ledger. 

At the end of every four weeks the balances in this ledger will be 
add-listed to produce the net credit balance (CR) due to suppliers. 
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2.8 Debtors' ledger (accounts receivable): Example 5 

Debtors are customers of the society who owe money to the society. 
The society will generally obtain immediate cash L.;- sales of goods. 
Sometimes limited credit terms may be allowed (for example, to 
welfare or similar organisations trading with the society). Any credit 
terms given must be authorised in the by-laws. The balances due 
from debtors will be kept as low as possible. 

The debtors' ledger contains separate pages for each customer who is 
given credit by the society. Each page contains columns for the date, 
details and reference number. There are also three other columns. 
The first column is used for debit entries (DR) for invoices issued 
by the society. The second is used for credit entries (CR) for cash 
received, and credit notes. The third column shows the running 
balance, prefixed DR or, where the society owes money to the 
customer, prefixed CR. 

Postings are made to the accounts in this ledger from the original 
records, after their details have been posted to the working ledger. 

At the end of every four weeks the balances in this ledger are add
listed to produce the net debit (DR) due to the society. This is 
agreed with the balance for debtors shown in the tria! balance of the 
main ledger at that date. 
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2.9 Other books and records 

There are other books and records in use in the society, in which are 
entered the numerous details connected with the business operations 
and controls. These will be outlined when the accounts are 
considered later. 

2.10 Other book-keeping terms 

Book-keeping is a technical subject. Technical book-keeping terms 
are used in this manual as follows: 

(a) Financial, or accounting, period 

The financial period is the period of time covered by the final 
accounts. This period is often of one year, ending on a date 
stated in the by-laws of the society. 

(b) Final accounts 

These are prepared at the end of the financial period. This 
consumer co-operative uses two final accounts. 

(c) Trading account 

This is one of the final accounts. It is a summary of all of the 
income and expenditure for the financial period. This 
summary reveals the surplus or loss. 

(d) Surplus disposal account 

This account shows the proposed disposal of any net surplus. 
It contains the recommendations of the committee on the 
allocations for reserves, education, share interest and bonus. 

(e) The balance sheet 

This is a list of the liabilities and the assets of the society on a 
given date. A balance sheet is prepared after the final accounts 
have been completed at the end of the financial period. 

(f) Surplus and loss 

The income of the society is earned from the sale of goods. The 
expenditure includes the cost of purchasing and selling the 
finished goods. There is a net surplus when income is greater 
than expenditure. There is a net loss when expenditure is 
greater than income. 
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(g) Liabilities and assets 

Liabilities show what the society owes. They include members' 
shares and deposits, reserve funds, surplus not distributed, and 
balances owed to creditors. 

Assets show what the society owns. They include land, buildings, 
fixtures, fittings, stocks, investments, cash, and balances owed 
by debtors. 

Fixed assets are held permanently to be used to earn income 
and include land buildings, fixtures and fittings. 

(h) Interest and bonus 

Interest is that part of any net surplus which is distributed to 
members in relation to their share capital. In some countries 
the term dividend is used instead. 

Bonus is that part of any net surplus distributed to members in 
relation to their trade with their society. This is sometimes 
called patronage refund. 

(i) The auditor 

The auditor is a skille6 accountant whose responsibility it is to 
check and verify the accounts of the society at the end of the 
financial year and at any other time as the registrar of co
operatives may consider necessary. The auditor is independent 
of the society and reports to the registrar and the members. 

Internal auditors, where they exist, are elected under the by
laws by the members at their Annual General Meeting. They 
are elected to conduct regular checks for the members on the 
books, assets and activities of their society. They report to the 
members at the Annual General Meeting. 



' ) 

The working ledger is shown in Example 1, (pages 6-7). This ledger 
is posted at the end of every week from original records which are 
made immediately the financial transactions occur. The entries 
posted in this ledger are outlined as follows: 

3.1 Cash account 

(a) Securit_v 

Cash must be handled with the utmost care and, wherever 
possible, only one person should be responsible for receiving 
and paying all cash. This person should not also be the book
keeper. At all times cash, other than that which is in use in the 
cash register (till), must be placed in the safe. The safe must be 
kept locked and only the person instructed by the committee 
should hold the key. 

The cash in hand should be checked from time to time by the 
committee and by the internal auditors appointed by the 
members. The auditor appointed by the registrar of co-opera
tives will also check the cash in hand on his visits to the society. 

Apart from the cash float, or other cash held to make 
expected payments, all cash should be banked as soon after 
receipt as possible. The casb float is a set sum held back in the 
store for change. 

(b) Cbeques received 

For book-keeping purposes all cheques, postal orders or money 
orders received by the society are treated as cash. Cheques 
should only be accepted if prior arrangements have been made 
with the manager of the society. Generally, cheques b~aring a 
date in the future (post-dated) should not be accepted. 

(c) Cash receipts 

A receipt similar to Example 6 must be issued whenever cash 
is received. 
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Example 6 

CASH RECEIPT 

Number: 15 

RECEIVED FROM: .... Er:-~ ... ~.t!.':-.f.. ..................................................... . 

........ ~ ............. dollars and ..... ~~·····cents $ .. L!.~ ...... . 

IN PAYMENT OF: ... .$.~ .. ~~-~ .... . fl.fs .. ~"!f? . ."!P .................. . 

DATE: . .?.~../.~ . .?.~ ...... FOR: Any~ Co-operative Society Ltd 

SIGNED: .... !..8.~ ....... .$.1ih~~ .............. . 
Posted to working ledger page no .... .'!. ................ . 

The receipt will show the following details: 

1 Cash receipt number 

2 Name of co-operative society 

3 Name of person paying the cash 

4 Purpose for which cash is received 

5 Amount of cash received in words and figures 

6 Date cash rc;ceived 

7 Signature of person receiving the cash 

Usually the receipt is made out in duplicate using carbon 
paper. The top copy is issued to the person paying the cash. 
The bottom copy is kept by the society as the record of 
original entry from which the working ledger will be posted as 
follows: 



(d) 

Date ............. . 

Detail ........... . 

Refno ........ .. 

DR ............. .. 

CR 

CHh payments 

received 

from receipt book 

receipt number 

debit cash account- with amount 
received 

creait imparting account eg debtors, 
shares or other imparting account 
with amount received 

A receipt must be obtained, or a payments voucher be made 
out, in support of all cash paid out. These will contain similar 
details as shown in Example 6. On the receipt, or payments 
voucher, the person receiving the cash from the society will 
sign his name. From the receipt or payments voucher, w.bich 
forms the record of original entry, the working ledger is 
posted as follows: 

Date ............ . 

Detail ......... .. 

Ref no .......... . 

DR .............. . 

CR .............. .. 

paid 

from receipt or voucher obtained 

receipt or voucher number 

debit receiving account ie bank, 
expenses or other receiving account 
with amount paid 

credit casb account - with amount 
paid 

3.2 Bank account 

(a) Current account 

A current account should be opened at the nearest bank. Tbe 
bank will issue a paying-in book and a cbeque book after they 
have received a copy of the resolution of the committee to 
open the account. The committee will also inform the bank of 
the officers who are authorised to sign cheques 'Jn behalf of 
the society. The bank will require specimen signatures from 
these officers. The person appointed to handle the cash of the 
society will make the deposits to this current account at the 
bank. 
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(b) 

(c) 

Bank deposits 

A page: in the bank paying-in book is made out in duplicate and 
the cash is taken to the bank. The bank will keep the top copy 
and wil! stamp the bottom copy as the receipt for the society. 
From this record of original entry, entries to be made into the 
working ledger are: 

Date ........... .. 

Detail .......... . 

Ref no ........ .. 

JJR .............. . 

CR .............. . 

Bank payments 

taken to bank 

from the paying-in slip, stamped and 
receipted 

number of paying-in slip 

debit bani< - with amount deposited 

credit casb - with amount deposited 

Payments will be made using cheques from the cheque book, 
which should be kept locked in the safe. The book-keeper will 
present the bills to be paid to the manager who should make 
out the cheques. The officers of the society authorised to sign 
the cheques should do so only after they have compared the 
cheques with the bills for payment. The cheques are sent off 
to the creditors cc•ncerned. The working ledger is then posted 
from the cheque book stubs as follows: 

Date ............ . 

Detail .......... . 

Refno ......... . 

DR .............. . 

CR ............. .. 

of cheque as shown on the stub 
ret~nedinthechequebook 

name of creditor (payee) from the 
stub 

number of cheque 

debit payee - creditor or other 
receiving account with amount of 
cheque 

credit bank - with amount of 
cheque 



(d) Bank statements and reconciliation statement 

From time to time the bank will send a statement showing all 
transactions posted to the account of the society by them, 
together with the used cheques. When these are received the 
following procedure is undertaken: 

1 The balance to begin on the statement is checked to 
ensure that it is the same amount as shown on the previous 
statement as the balance to end. 

2 The cheque entries on the statement are ticked (y) to ensure 
tilat all cheques posted on the statement have been enclosed. 

3 Items remaining as withdrawals on the r ,K statement, if 
any, are for such items as commission and interest as will be 
seen by checking the prefix number of the posting with the 
number code shown at the bottom of the statement. 

4 These bank charges are added and the total is posted to the 
working ledger as follows: 

Date ............ . 

Detail .......... .. 

Ref no .......... . 

CR .............. . 

DR .............. . 

posted to working ledger 

bank statement- charges 

number of bank statement 

credit bank 

debit other expenses - bank charges 

5 When this entry and all entries in the working ledger have 
been posted to the main ledger, the last balance shown on 
the bank statement has to be reconciled with the last 
balance shown on the bank account in the main ledger (see 
Example 7 below). 

6 Cheques are sorted into their numerical order and ticked 
against the entries which were made in the working ledger 
when the cheques were drawn. 

7 Deposits as shown on the statements are ticked against the 
entries which were made in the working ledger when the 
deposit was made. 

8 The bank columns of DR - deposits, and CR - payments, 
now show ticked entries, indicating that they have been 
posted by the bank to the statement. 

9 The reconcili:nion is then prepared as follows: 

Example 7 

8RNK. RECONCILIFITION STATEMENT 

$ 
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lOT At...- b~ ba.fLu.t~ io..L bo..s-t.k. a c CIJl.l ...t; iM. .l4qq 00 

lkaM... f.o..d...9v... 

10 Where an overdraft (normally in red print) is shown as the 
balance on the statement, cheques not presented are 
added and deposits in transit are deducted to produce the 
balance on the bank account in the main ledger. 

11 Overdrafts arise when cheques have been paid from the 
account with the bank in excess of the funds held in the 
account. The bank has then in reality made a loan to the 
society. Overdrafts should first be arranged with the bank 
manager. They should only be used for short periods since 
the rate of interest charged by a bank for an overdraft is 
very high. 

3.3 Purchases 
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(a) Suppliers 

The society will purchase goods for resale to members from 
wholesalers, manufacturers or producers. Often primary 
co-operatives come together to form a co-operative union which 
acts as their main supplier. By consolidating their buying power, 



the primary societies, through their union, buy in bulk ana 
obtain better prices and terms than they could obtain when 
buying alone. 

Suppliers usually give credit terms to co-operatives after they 
are satisfied that the society is stable and creditworthy. To 
continue to enjoy these terms and to develop the confidence 
of others in co-operatives, the society must ensure that it keeps 
within the terms of credit granted, including the terms of 
payment. 

Most of the goods purchased for resale will thus be paid for 
some time after Jelivery. Some goods will still be purchased for 
immediate cash. For example, produce purchased from 
producers for resale in the store is often paid by immediate 
cash on delivery: DR purchases: CR cash. 

(b) Orde"ring and receiving goods 

The manager should prepare the written orders to the supplit~rs 
in duplicate. The order is signed by the manager and the top 
copy is sent to the supplier. 

Usually the goods ordered will be sent to the society with a 
delivery note. The delivery note, sent by the supplier, shows 
the quantity and description of the goods despatched. 

When the goods are received at the society, they are checked 
against the delivery note and the bottom copy of the order 
kept by the manager. 

Where, because of damage or short delivery, a credit is due 
from the supplier, it should be claimed at once in writing. A 
copy of the claim for credit will be kept by the manager. After 
the goods, which have been delivered, have been checked and 
accepted, their details will be entered in the goods received 
book as shown in Example 8. 

Where a society purchases goods from a few suppliers and 
delivery notes are always received, these can be filed separately 
and this file can be used instead of a 'goods received' book. In 
particular, the delivery notes issued by a co-operative union 
supplying the society can be filed separately and kept as the 
'goods received' record for these supplies. 
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·•····· -······----~~----------------------.. 

Example 8 

GOODS RECEIVED BOOK 

(c) Book-keeping entries fJr purchases 

The supplier will send his invoice showing the cost prices and 
total value of the goods despatched. A typical invoice is 
shown in Example 9. 

Example 9 

INVOICE 
Suppliers no: 147 

FROM: Co-operative Wholesale Ltd, 1, The Docks, Anywhere. 

TO: Anywhere Consumer Co-op Society Ltd. Date: 112/75 
Main Street, Anywhere 

Your order no: Date ordered: Date sent: 

333 3.1.75 27.1.75 

Number Description Price Cost 

2 Sacks of barley 0.50 1.00 

12 Cartons of sugar 0.90 10.80 

TOTAL 11.80 
Terms: net cash 7 days 

SoGie~f:J IAW(Jl.U... fLO 2b:L 



(d) 

Since the cost of transporting the goods for resale to the society 
will be directly recovered from their selling prices, any charges 
made for transport will be treated in the same way as charges 
made for the goods and will be debited to the purchases 
account. 

When the invoice for goods or transport is received by the 
society, it will be given a consecutive nurnber_ The details on 
the invoice will be checked against the entry made in the 'goods 
received' book which was made when the goods concerned 
were received. The entry in the 'goods received' book will be 
marked off to show the invoice number and the date of the 
entry made for the invoice in the working ledger. 

When credit notes are received they too will be given a 
separate consecutive number. Their details will be checked 
against the bottom copy of the claim for credit, which will be 
marked off to show that the credit note has been received. 

From the accepted invoice, or credit notes, the working ledger 
will be posted as follows: 

Charges from invoices 

Date ......... of invoice 

Detail ...... name of supplier 

Ref no . .... invoice number 

DR .......... purchases - with total 
cost value on invoice 

Credits from credit notes 

D11te ..... ... . of credit note 

Detail....... name of supplier 

Ref no ..... credit note number 

DR........... creditors - with total 
cost value on credit 
note 

CR .......... creditors- with total CR ........... purchases- with total 
cost value on invoice cost value on credit 

note 

After these entries have been made in the working ledger, their 
details will be posted into the individual account of the 
supplier kept in the creditors' ledger. The invoices and credit 
notes will be separately filed in their society number order 
ready for audit. 

Pricing 

The cost price of the goods includes their purchase price as 
shown on the invoice, together with their cost of transport to 
the society, and any other direct costs charged, such as import 
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duty. To calculate the selling price of the goods a mark-up is 
added to their cost price. This mark-up is usually expressed as a 
percentage rate of the cost price. The rates of mark-up to be 
applied to cost prices will depend upon at least the following: 

1 pricing policy of the society 

2 local prices set by competitors 

3 the estimated expenses of the society 

4 the type of goods: quick selling items like sugar have a lower 
mark-up than higher-priced, slower selling items like clothing. 

The selling price will be calculated by the manager and will be 
entered in red on the bottom of the invoice. The goods 
concerned will be individually price marked with their selling 
prices. Since delays in the receiving of invoices can occur, 
selling price calculations are often made by using the 
information shown on the delivery notes. 

(e) Payment for purchases 

Where goods for resale are purchased for immediate casb, no 
entries are made in the creditors' ledger. The entries to be made 
in the working ledger will be: 

Date . . ............ of purchase 

Detail . . . . . .. ... . . of goods 

Ref no .......... cash receipt/payment voucher number 

DR ................ purchases - with amount of cash paid 

CR ................ casb- with amount of cash paid 

Where goods for resale are purchased on credit terms, the 
supplier will send his statements for payment by the society at 
regular intervals, usually monthly. These statements will show 
the balance owed from previous months together with details 
of invoices, credit notes, payments received, discounts allowed 
during the current period, and the balance remaining due. These 
details will be checked against the individual account for the 
supplier kept in the creditors' ledger in a similar way as the 
bank statement is checked. 

After the balance claimed by the supplier has been agreed, 
payment is made in accordance with the agreed credit terms. 
Sometimes suppliers allow a cash discount for payment 



within a stated period. Deductions for any discounts are made 
from the agreed balance on the statement, and the cheque will 
be made out for the net balance. Entries are made from the 
cheque stubs into the working ledger as follows: 

Date ............ of cheque 

Detail........... name of supplier 

Ref no.......... cheque number 

DR............... creditors- with amount of cheque plus 
discount allowed 

CR ............... bank - with amount of cheque 

CR ............... other expenses- with amount of cash 
discount 

These details will also be posted into the individual account of 
the supplier kept in the creditors' ledger. The statement will be 
sent with the cheque to the supplier. When the receipted 
statement is returned to the society, it will be filed ready for 
audit. 

(f) Goods for own use 

3.4 Sales 

Any goods taken from the stocks to be used in the shop for 
cleaning or other autho!"ised purposes are to be recorded. 
Entries are made for these in the working ledger as follows: 

DR: Other expenses 
CR: Purchases with the cost value of these goods 

The main source of income to the society is from the sale of 
consumer goods to members. The book-keeper is involved with two 
main aspects of the financial transactions concerned with sales. These 
are the control of cash and the recording of the trade of the 
individual members with their society. 

(a) Cash control 

Whether the store operates on counter service or self-service, 
as few people as possible should handle cash. In the counter 
service store one cashier is usually sufficient. The number of 
cashiers in a self-service store will depend upon the number of 
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check-outs required to handle the volume of busine~s. Each 
cashier will be responsible f0r the cash he or she handles. 

Sales can be recorded by using cash registers (tills) which 
produce a sales slip for the customer and an audit list for cash 
control purposes. However, where the volume of business does 
not justify the expenditure on a cash register, cash sales 
receipt books with numbered pages which are made out in 
triplicate, using carbon papers, are used. The pages are 
completed as shown in Example l.O. 

Example 10 

CASH SALES RECEIPT 

Number: !n ................ 

Sold to: ....... F. ... P..~............................................. Share no: ... .7.9. ....... . 

Description of goods Quantity Selling price Total value 

s~ su.aa.~- 5" J<;.lo ,!2~ I lfo 

Blt.Lo.d.. if..u.A. 10 Kilo I ib 
I 

I I 6o 

i 
! 

I I 

CASH RECEIVED: ....... ~ ............. dollars 
$ 3 oo 

and ..... ~ ............... cents 

DATE: .. ?.'.' .. ~:.!.~....... FOR ........ f!.t:':;I!':-!.J:l.~r:~ ............ CO-OPERATIVE 

SOCIETY L TO 

Signed .... ./:1-. .. J.~ .......... ~.!v.-:~ ............... . 

The manager issues and controls all the sales receipt books or 
the till rolls. The cashiers are issued with a set amount of 
change as a cash float for change at the start of each working 
day. 



I 

I 
I 

During tbe day customers are issued with the top copy of the 
saks receipt or a cash register slip as they buy from their 
society. Where any petty cash payments are made from the till, 
the cashier will obtain a signed receipt. 

At tbe end of each day the following C,ubing-up pruadure 
will be followed: 

1 Cashier takes out the cash float which is checked and locked 
in the safe by the manager. 

2 The remaining cash is counted and listed with any petty cash 
payments receipts on the cashing-up slip (Example 11). The 
manager gives the cashier a receipt for this cash which he 
then locks in the safe. 

3 Where a cash register is in use, the total sales for each day 
will be obtained from the audit list kept in the cash register. 
If no cash register is used, the amounts of sales srown on the 
bottom copies of the sales receipts are add-listed to produce 
this total. The sales total is entered on the cashing-up slip. 

4 Any difference between the cash and the sales total is 
recorded on the cashing-up slip. The cashier will be required 
to locate or explain any differences. 

5 From the cashing-up slips the workin!-' ledger will be posted 
by the book-keeper as follows: 

Date ............. of sales 

Detaii ........... number of cashing-up siip 
f)D .-.-w ... h __ ••• : .... 1-. .... ~ .......... 1 .. ., ..... l-.' ............. 1 
L/J\. ,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,, C..,'-".lf.f VVilll c1\...l.Ua.1 '~...1,:)11 lVl£11 

(including any pem cash 
payments) 

CR ................ sales - \Vith total of sales from sales 
receipts or slips 

DRICR ......... cash differences- with any shortages 
(DR) or any overs (CR) 

Where the 'cash' total includes anv amount oaid out as 
'petty cash', a further entry into the working ledger will 
need to be as follo\VS: 
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Velte .. .. ... . .. .. of payment 

fJet,lil .. ...... .. . from petty cash payment receipt 

Ref nu .......... receipt number 

DR............... receiving account eg expenses- with 
amount paid 

CR .. .. ........... casb -- with amount paid 

Example II 

CASHING-UP SLIP 

~--'-·- . M .TnMP. 
l..051Jier . .........•...... ::-:.-: ... :-:-...................•..•.......•.....•... 

Cash: 

$100 notes 

$10 notes 

$1 notes 

Coins 

Cheques 

Postal Orders 

Petty Cash Payments: 

Saies: fro:n sales ret;~ipt Uouks 
or cash register I ists 

Cash difference: short/ over 

Reason for difference: :1 m~ 

TOTAL CASH 

No: ...... /HL .......... . 
"-·-· 24-./:J 7"' l..Jdlt:' . ........ :.:-..... :-:- ... . 

$ 
300·00 

150 00 

200·00 

5 62 
10· I~ 

1·21 

I 4-6 

$ bb'iS '+1 

$ 66"1 57 

$ I· 10 

Signed: ............. ~ ... !!.~.~ ......................... Cashier 

Signed: 
'\.) t.YJ~.,., ................. v.:~~r.~ ....................... . Manager 

Posted to working ledger- page no ..... ?..! ........ 



(b) Members' trade records 

Where the society is using sales receipt books, receipts will be 
made to show the name and share number of the members as 
well as the details and prices of the goods sold. After the total 
daily sales have been determined, the middle copies of the sales 
receipts will be separately torn out from the sales receipt l.Jook. 
They will be sorted into share number order and the receipts 
for each member will be separately filed. This will be done 
throughout the financial period. At the end of each financial 
period the receipts for each member will be add-listed to 
produce the total trade of each member during the period. 
These totals will be used to distribute any bonus due. 

Since this system is very expensive to operate and can result in 
considerable delays, it is recommended that a bonus stamp 
system be operated. These stamps are similar to postage stamps. 
They are issued at the time of the purchase of the goods by the 
member for a fixed unit of purchase (eg one stamp represents 
five cents of purchases). Books are provided for the members 
to stick their stamps in. At the end of the financial year, 
should there be a bonus distribution, the members will present 
their stamp books and the bonus they receive will depend on 
the number of stamps in their books, which repr.:!sent their 
trade with the society. 

(c) Credit sales 

Generally all sales will be made for immediate cash. Sometimes, 
if approved by the committee and authorised under the by-laws, 
some credit sales will be allowed. In these cases the society will 
issue invoices. These invoices will be made out in duplicate 
at the time of the credit sale. The customer will sign the 
invoice and take the top copy. The book-keeper will post the 
working ledger from the bottom copy as follows: 

Daie ................. of credit sale 

Detail............... name of customer 

Ref no ............. invoice number 

DR ................... debtors - with amount of credit sale 

CR ................... sales- with amount of credit sale 

- -- -~----~------------·----------........ 

When the debtor pays the account, a receipt will be issued by 
the society. From the bottom copy of this receipt the working 
ledger will be posted as follows: 

Date ...................... of receipt 

Detail.................... name of customer 

Ref no ................... receipt number 

DR ...... ... ............ .. . cash - with amount received 

CR ........................ debtors- with amount received 

The details of the credit sale and the receipt of the cash will 
also be entered into the individual account for the customer 
kept in the debtors' ledger. 

3.5 Cash differences 

In this account will be recorded any cash differences revealed at the 
end of each day when the sales are balanced. The working ledger will 
be posted, as previously indicated, from the cashing-up slips. 
Debit (DR) entries in this account will represent cash shortages, and 
credit (CR) entries will indicate cash overs. Whenever any cash 
differences are revealed explanations will be obtained from those 
responsible for the cash. At the end of each financial period the 
balance on this account will be cleared by transfer to the sales 
account, eg. 

Cash differences balance DR $5.60 Clear by tra;~:Jer to sales account: 
CR: cash differences and DR: sales with $5.60. 

3.6 Wages 
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(a) Employees 

There should be a written ccntract of employment made 
between the society and each employee, including the manager. 
Each employee should also be issued with a job description 
outlining his ciuties. When an employee is engaged, a page will 
be opened for him or her in the wages book shown in Example 
12. The wages will be at the rate (and paid at the time) stated in 
the contract of employment. Deductions for tax and similar 



items will be made from the gross wages, as required and 
instructed by the government or other authorities. 

Example 12 

WAC.£5 (5001<-

J>ec. 31 570 4-o 530 

(b) Payments 

Separate cheques can be made out for the net cash due for 
wages to each employee. However, since most employees have 
no bank account of their O'Wn, they usually require cash. 
Therefore one cheque is made out and cashed for the total net 
waJes due. The manager pays the cash due to each employee 
and as they receive their cash, each employee signs in the wages 
book as a receipt. Cheques are also drawn to pay the tax or 
other deductions to the authorities. 

From the cheque stubs the working ledger is posted to show: 

Date .......... of cheques 

Detail ......... wages, tax, etc 

Ref no ....... cheque number 

DR ............ wages - with net cash and deductions 
paid to the authorities equals gross wages 

CR ............ bank - with net cash and deductions paid 
to the authorities equals gross wages 

3. 7 Property expenses 

Property expenses are concerned with land, buildings and other 
property of the society. They will include property insurance 
premiums, any rents, repairs or rates. Payments for these expenses 
will be made by immediate cash or cheque in some cases, and by 
payment against invoices in others. Where payment is made by 
immediate cash or cheque, the working ledger will be posted from 
the receipt obtained as follows: 

Date ............. ... . of payment 

Detuil........ ....... detail of expense 

Ref no.............. receipt number 

DR ................... property expenses -with amount paid 

CR ................... cash or bank -with amm .. nt paid 

When an invoice is received for expenses to b.~ paid later, the entries 
into the working ledger would be DR Property expenses: CR 
creditors with the amount charged on the invoice. When the 
payment is made to the creditor, the entries will be DR creditors.· 
CR bank with the amount of the payment. The details of the 
charge on the invoice and the payment made by cheque will also be 
posted to the individual account kept for the creditor concerned in 
the creditor~' ledger. 

3.8 Other expenses 
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Wages and property expenses are recorded in separate accounts. All 
other expenses can be recorded in this account headed 'other 
expenses'. However, where a society requires to analyse the expenses 
in greater detail, separate columns can be kept in the working 
ledger, and separate pages opened in the main ledger for the 
individual classes of expenses. Another method of keeping the 
different types of expenses separate, to help in their comparison 
and control, is shown in Example 13 (page 22) for otber expenses 
analysis. 

This example shows that double-pages are kept in the main ledger 
for other expenses. On the left band page of the open main 
ledger the usual record is kept showing the debit and credit entries 
posted from the working ledger together with the running debit or 



credit balance. On the right hand page columns are ruled and headed 
for the classes of expenses for which the analysis is to be kept. 
Details of the financial transactions concerning these expenses are 
posted to the working ledger. The debit entries are made to other 
expenses for charges. These will then be posted and analysed in the 
main ledger. 

· Example 1J 
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3.9 Fixed assets and depreciation 

(a) Purchase 

St:a:tro~ 

100 

/OD 
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These are acquired and held primarily for the purpose of 
earning income. They include land, buildings, fittings, fixtures, 
equipment and machinery. Money spent as capital expenditure 
acquires these fixed assets for use by the society for more than 
one financial period. 

From the invoices obtained when the items are purchased the 
following entries will be made into the working ledger: 

! 

I 
I 

I 
I 
i 

! 
! 

I 

Date................. of purchase 

Det.;1il ....... .. . . . ... supplier/fixed assets 

Ref no.............. invoice numuer 

DR ................... fixed assets- with cost (capital 
expenditure) 

CR .. ... . ............. creditor - with cost 

ANAL 'ISIS 

( t-i91J; ~{J~) 
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Details of all fixed assets are also entered into the fixed assets 
inventory and schedule of depreciation in Example 14. This 
inventory could also be kept on a card system with each fixed 
asset having a separate card. 

Example i4 

An inventory should also be kept of all brooms, brushes, 
buckets and similar items purchased. These are usually for 
small amounts and their cost would have been charged to 
other expenses. However, a check should be kept on them, and 
their whereabouts always be known to the manager. 
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(b) Depreciation 

Wages and property expenses involve payments to staff or 
other organisations. Depreciation is a non-casb expense. The 
charges made for depreciation in the accounts of the society 
are internal entries representing the allocation of the cost of 
the fixed asset over its estimated working life. The years of 
useful working life will depend upon the type of fixed asset 
and local conditions. 

The charge for depreciation is made each financial year. These 
depreciation charges are aggregated year by year so that the 
book value of the fixed asset is correspondingly reduced by the 
total charge for depreciation. 

The equal instalment metbod of depreciation is recommended 
here. This method spreads the cost of a fixed asset equally 
over its years of useful working life. The annual charge for 
depreciation will be calculated as follows: 

cost of fixed asset . . ___ ....:....:;..:.._ _________ = annual charge for depreciation 
estimated years of useful working life 

As a guide the cost of buildings could be depreciated over 
20 years and the cost of fixtures, fittings, etc over 5 years. In 
some areas depreciation is not applied to land, since this can be 
considered not to be a wasting fixed asset. 

After the calculations of the charges have been made at the 
end of the financial year, the details are posted into their 
inventory. The working ledger is posted as follows: 

Date............. last day of financial year 

Detail . . . .. .. .. .. depreciation fixed assets 

Ref no ......... inventory page number 

uR ............... depreciation (charge) -with annual charge for 
depreciation from inventory (transferred to 
trading account) 

CR ................ depreciation (provision)- with annual charge 
for depreciation from inventory (included in 
balance sheet) 

(c) Insurance 

There are many risks of loss or damage to the property of the 
society. The society can be covered against some of these risks 
by taking out insurance cover with reputable companies. The 
full replacement value of the fixed assets rather than their cost 
or book value should be covered. The society will pay an 
annual premium, these premiums being charged as property 
expenses. The insurance company will issue a policy which is to 
be safely kept in a separate file. 

3.1 0 Shares and deposits 
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(a) Entrance fees 

An application for membership form should be completed by 
applicants wishing to join the society After acceptance into 
membership, the applicant pays an entrance fee to the society 
as may be required by the by-laws. A receipt for the fee is 
issued. 

A new member is issued with a pass-book showing the member's 
share number. These numbers run consecutively. The details 
of the new member are entered into the share and deposit 
ledger shown in Example 3 (page 9). 
From the copy of the receipt issued for the entrance fee the 
working ledger is posted: 

Date ....... .......... of receipt of fee 

Detail............... O:l"le of m~mber 

Ref no.............. share number 

DR .................. cash- with.amount of entrance fee 

CR ................... other expenses (or reserve fund if so 
stated in the by-laws) 

The membet ·,ip register can consist of the completed and 
accepted memuership application forms duly filed in 
surname alphabetical order. 



I 

I 
I 

(b) Share contributions 

Contributions of at least the minimum share holding shown in 
the by-laws should be paid in by the member. Receipts are 
issued and the details will be posted to the working ledger as 
follows: 

Date ........ ........ of receipt 

Detail . . . . . . . ... ... . . name of member 

Ref no ............. share number/receipt number 

DR................... cash -with amount of contribution 

CR ................... sbares - with amount of 
contribution 

The details required to be shown on the receipt include a note 
of the new balance in the pass-book of the member. This is 
shown in Example 6 (page 13) . .Entries are also made for share 
contributions into the pass-book of the member and the share 
and deposit ledger account for that member. 

(c) Share witbdrawals 

Share capital is in the nature of a permanent capital of the 
society. Withdrawals can only be made in accordance with the 
provisions in the by-laws. When shares are paid back, the entries 
into the working ledger will be made from the cheque drawn or 
receipt obtained. The bank account wiii be credited (CR) and 
the share account will be debited (DR). Entries will also be 
made into the member's pass-book and share and deposit 
I ,a. ,-I n'Pr <1 ,...,....nn n I'" 
·~~o~· ~~-~~··--

(d) Share interest 

Should there be any net surplus at the end of the financial year, 
and an interest on shares be declared, it could be distributed 
by credit to the share accounts of the members. After the 
a~nual general meeting, the interest due to each member will 
hD ,....,J,...nl~t~.:a..-1 h11coDrl nn ~hilll lrnu&~~o ... •i"" h.,..).,npjl:ll nf ch'lrP f"''lin;t"<ll 
U'\.. ... Q..I.\,..UJ.O.L'-'U LIQ..;> .... U VAl LAI'- AVVY ..... JL UU.AQ.J.J. .... "- '-'J. JJ.IU.A.._. '"'"'1-'"'-'-"" 

held by the member for each cemplete three months. After a 
separate calculation has been n1ade for each account, the total 
interest due is ascertained by add-listing the amount calculated 
f::>r each member. The individual share accounts will be posted 
and the total interest entered into the working ledger as a 
debit (DR) to surplus and a credit (CR) to shares. 
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(e) Rorms 

Should there be any net surplus at the end of the financial year, 
and a bonus be declared, it will be distributed according to the 
trade of the members with their society as seen from the totals 
of the sales receipts, or based on the number of bonus stamps 
i5sued. Where the hm.us stamp system is in operation, the 
amount of bonus to be distributed to each member will be 
calculated on the stamps presented by the members on days 
declared as bonus days. Members would indicate on the bonus 
distribution forms in Example 15 if they want their bonus in 
cash or by tramfer to their share accounts. 

h'xan-zple 15 

BONUS DISTRIBUTION FORM 

;·Jarne of member: ....................................................... S!"tare no: ........ .. 

Bonus value 

Number of ful1 books 

Number of additional fuii pages ......... 

Number of additional stamps 

TOTAL BONUS $ 

Please transfer my bonus to my share account 

Signed ......................................................... Member 
OR 

i acknmviedge receipt in cash of my bonus 

L ... 

OT ~ ................................ . 

Date .......................... Signed .................................................... Member 

From lists made from the bonus distribution forms, entries 
would be made as follows into the working ledger for the total 
bonus distributed: 

(a) DR: surplus, CR shares: with bonus transferred 
(b) DR: surplus, CR cash: with bonus paid in cash 



Entries would also be made into the individual pages of the 
share ledger and in the pass-books of members for the bonus 
transferred. Where the sales receipt system is in operation, 
similar bonus disn·ibution forms, without the bonus stamp 
details, can be used. The bonus due to each member, calculated 
from the totals of their sales receipts, will be entered on a 
separate bonus distribution form, made out for each member 
before the bonus davs. Then the members would come to 
collect their cash, o; authorise the transfer of their bonus to 
their share accounts. 

(f) Deposit accounts 

Since share holdings are not easy to withdraw, members could 
be encouraged to invest with their society in deposit accounts. 
Withdrawals are easier and interest on deposits is at a rate 
agreed when the deposit was accepted. Such interest is treated 
as an expense rather than an allocation of surplus. As an 
expense, the interest is calculated and distributed by credit to 
the deposit accounts before the final accounts are closed. The 
deposit columns in the working ledger are credited (CR) when 
deposits are received and debited (DR) when withdrav:ats are 
paid. When the interest has been calculated, the total IS 

credited (CR) to deposits and debited (DR) to other expenses. 
Details of these transactions will also be posted to the 
individual accounts of the members concerned in the share and 
deposit ledger. 

3.11 Creditors and debtors 

(a) Creditors 

Entries concerning creditors are made in creditors' columns in 
the working ledger and then into the individual account of the 
creditor concerned in the creditors' ledger. When goods or 
services are obtained by the society on credit, the creditors' 
accounts are credited (CR). When the creditors are paid, their 
accounts are debited (DR). 

Should the society obtain a cash discount from the creditor, 
the entries to be made in the working ledger are: debit (DR) 
creditors and credit (CR) othe .. expenses. 

(b) Debtors 

Entries concerning debturs are made in debtors' columns in 
the working ledger, and then into the individual account of the 
debtor concerned in the debtors' ledger. Any bad debts 
written off are debited (DR) to other expenses and credited 
(CR) to debtors, and the details are shown in the debtors' 
ledger. 

3.12 Investments 
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(a) Approved investments 

Generally all the funds of the society will be used within the 
business for providing the goods and services required by the 
members. However, there may sometimes be funds which are 
not immediately required for the trading or development needs 
of the society. These funds ought not be left idle in the bank 
current account, but should be put to work as investments in 
other co-operative organisations, banks or other bodies 
approved by the registrar and authorised under the by-laws, to 
earn interest income for the society. 

The society will normally be a member of a co-operative union. 
In accordance with the requirements of the by-laws of such a 
secondary co-operative, the society would be required to 
invest some funds in this union as share capital. The union 
would then be able to provide the goods and services required 
by its member primary societies, financed by these investments. 

As an added safeguard to the financial stability of the society, 
funds representing the reserve funds, if not being used in trade, 
should be invested outside the society. 

Funds invested outside the society should be invested with care, 
to give security, interest income and ease of withdrawal. 
Usually the longer the initial period for which the ftmds can 
be invested, the higher the rate of interest which can be 
earned. For example, banks may be offering interest at 4% on 
investments which can be withdrawn at short notice and 8% 
on investments made for a complete year. The book-keeper 
should make recommendations to the committee on the amounts 
which may be available for investment and as to the periods for 



which these funds can be invested. Wherever possible, 
investments should be made in other co-operative organisations. 

(b) Deposit of investments 

When funds are deposited as investments in approved 
organisations, deposit slips issued by these bodies are completed, 
usually in duplicate. The funds are paid over and the society is 
issued with a receipt which is usually the bottom copy of the 
deposit slip. The society may also be issued with an investment 
pass-book or certificate showing details of the investment. 
These pass-books, or certificates, will be kept in the safe of the 
society. From the receipt the book-keeper will post the entries 
into the working ledger: 

Date ........... of deposit 

Detail ..... .. name of approved organisation 

Ref no ...... receipt number 

DR ............ investments - with amount of deposit 

CR ............ cash- with amount of deposit 

The society would usually not have many separate investments. 
However, where there is more than one, a separate page for each 
investment will be kept in the main ledger. These pages will be 
headed to show the name of the approved organisation together 
with the interest rates, withdrawal and the other terms of the 
investment. 

(c) Withdrawal of investments 

Withdrawals can only be made in accordance with the terms 
agreed when the investment was made. Proper notice would 
need to be given to the approved organisation. Details of the 
withdrawal would be shown in the investment pass book. When 
the cheque for the withdrawal is received by the society, entries 
would be made into the working ledger as follows: 

Date .......... cheque received 

Detail........ name of approved organisation 

Ref no ....... cheque number 

DR ............ cash -with amount of withdrawal 

CR ............ investments- with amount of withdrawal 

(d) Interest on investments 

Generally interest on investments is a minor source of income 
to the society. Because interest charged to the society for 
overdr:>.fts anrl intert>~" paid by the society on members' 
deposits are debited to other expenses, interest income will be 
credited to other expenses. 

Interest paid to the society is posted, when received, into the 
working ledger by debit (DR) to cash and credit (CR) to other 
expenses with the amount of the interest received. Where the 
interest is distributed by being added to the investment account 
by the approved organisation, the entries are posted from the 
details in the investment pass book to the working ledger as 
follows: 

DR Investment account 
CR Other expenses - with the interest earned 

3.13 Surplus 

At the end of the financial year any net surplus from the trading 
account would be transferred as a credit to this account. 

After the annual general meeting, the allocations from surplus to 
reserves, education, interest or bonus would be made in accordance 
with the resolutions of the meeting by debit (DR) to the surplus 
account and credit (CR) to the reserve fund, education fund, share 
or other account concerned. 

3.14 Reserve fund 
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The reserve fund is created, held and used in accordance with the 
by-laws of the society. Allocations are made to reserves (CR) from 
surplus (DR). The society should build up its reserves to provide a 
source of operating funds and to give greater financial stability to 
the society. 



3.15 Education fund 

Allocations are made to this fund (CR) from surplus (DR). These 
funds ought to be increased from year to year, so that eventually 
the society can take a more active part in member training anc 
education. 

3.16 Stock account 

The stock to begin at cost value is shown as a debit balance in the 
main ledger to begin the financial perioct. On the last day of each 
financial period this stock to begin balance will be transferred as a 
debit to the trading account. The stock to end will be listed and 
valued and show11 in u'ie trading acc--ount as a credit and in the 
balance sheet as ~'.n asset. This baiance wiii then be brought down in 
the main ledger in the new financial period. 

3.17 Balancing 

At u~e end of every week tl1e woiking ledgei is iuled off and 
balanced. The entries in each of the columns are separately totalled 
and shown at the bottom of each coiumn. This is checked by the 
preparation of a trial balance of these totals. When this balances, the 
inain ledger is posted. 
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4 'The main ft~eu 
4.1 Posting 

The main ledger is kept as a control record of all the accounts of the 
society. It contains separate pages for each of the accounts for which 
columns are kept in the working ledger. An example of the accounts 
of the main ledger is shown in Example 2 (page 8). The opening 
balances in the main ledger accounts will be the assets and 
liabilities brought down from the previous financial year and shown 
in the last balance sheet of the society. 

At the end of every week the debit and credit entries in the working 
ledger are posted to the main ledger. The number of each account 
so posted is entered into the working ledger underneath the total 
of entries posted to facilitate checking and ease of reference. The 
new running balance of each account posted in the main ledger will 
be ascertained and prefixed DR or CR as the case may be. 

4.2 Balancing 

At the end of every four weeks a trial balance will be prepared from 
the balances in the main ledger. A trial balance is shown in 
Example 16. The cash balance will be checked with the actual 
cash-in-hand. The bank balance will be checked with the bank 
statement. The share balance, the deposit balance, the debtors' 
balance and the creditors' balance shown vn the trial balance will 
be checked with the totals of lists made from the individual 
accounts for these kept in the various ledgers and so on. This trial 
balance will be included as part of the manager's report to the 
committee shown in Example 19 (page 3 i ). 
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Example 16 

TRIAL BALANCE OF 

])eJ:;Ai.,L 

Ca.sh.-

Bank 
P~M-~ 

SalP. 
CtUh. cf..i.~c.u 

w~ 

PAop~ ~~ 

0~ eMpe.M.-Ae.A 

Fil(eri- a..u,d:. 

.Dep.u..~ fA.ouis,·lflll. 

.SJuu..tu. 

])epos:.l4 

C~"tt1Y1 

.De.bt:o..u; 

;:Jn.~~e&t:~ 

Sw..piu..J 

/?-2&e.A.ue ~ 

Ed.c· CQ-fitm. ljv.nd.. 

5-t.oc.lu 
------

TOTAL 

MAIN LE.DC.E.l2. aJ:; 31·12· 7!> 

R.et 
l'f..{) 

])R. CR. 

f lfO 

.2 :2499 

3 Ill 60 

I * :20010 
i 
I 5 /0 
I 
I 

I 
6 550 

I 

'+16 I 7 
! 

~ 34-9 

'I 230 0 

10 600 
' -
i 

II .::21+5'b 
I 
I 12 g4-o 

I 
13 '1'61:} 

Jlf. 40 
15 :2.65 

-----

16 2 
. 

17 ! 
470 

18 i ~0 

f'l /200 I 

.2542.9 

I 
.254-2'1 



f Controf{t'Ste1ns an!jina( aaounts 
The business operations of the society need to be controlled and 
summarised. The sections which follow outline some control 
systems and present in brief the preparation of the final accounts 
and balance sheet. These are explained in greater detail in the next 
book in this series (see Note for teachers, page iv). 

5.1 Annual budget 

The annual budget is a forecast of what the committee and the 
ma.Itager hope to achieve from their management of the society· in 
the coming financial year. It is prepared at least one month before 
the beginning of the financial year to which it relates. The annual 
budget is prepared in two parts. The first part is the operating 
budget; the second is the cash budget. 

(a) Operating budget: Example 17 

This part contains forecasts of the income and expenditure of 
the society. The expected allocations of net surplus are also 
shown. The books and ledgers will gradually reveal the actual 
Cllrrent results, \•Jhich can be measured against the results 
estimated in the budget. The book-keeper, by keeping the 
records r.f rhe financial transactions up to date, takes a fuil 
and active part in the preparation and use of the budget. 

(b) Cash budget: Example 18 (page 31) 

The forecasts made of the income and expenditure in the 
operating budget must be related to the funds available to 
finance the operations of the society. A forecast is therefore 
made of the flow of cash in and cash out. This wiii enabie the 
committee to be prepared to seek loans or overdrafts when 
required, or to invest funds revealed as not being immediately 
required for the operations of the society. Both the operating 
and cash budgets can be prepared for shorter periods than a 
compiete financial year. in particuiar, the cash budget is some
times made for short periods of only one month ahead. 
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Example 17 

OPERATING BUDGET 

for financial year ending ........................ 

Detail 

Sales 

EXPENDITURE 
Wages 

GROSS SURPLUS 

Property expenses 

Budget Actual 

This year This year 
... -· ~ -· 

I 

Actual 

Last year 
~ -' 

n-+-----1---+-----+-1---1 
Other expenses 

TOTAL CASH EXPENSES 

Depreciation 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

NET TRAD!NG SURPLUS 

SURPLUS :'\VA!LABLE FOR DISPOSAL 

Balance brought forward 

ADD: Net trading surplus 

PROPOSED ALLOCATIONS 
Reserve fund 
Education fund 
Interest on shares 
Bonus on trade 

TOTAL 

Balance carried forward 

TOTAL 



Example 18 

CASH BUDGET for period ending ....... : ............ 

Detail Budget Actual 
This period This period 

FUNDS AVAILABLE b/f 

Cash at bank I 

Cash in hand I 

TOTAL 

ADD Share contributions 

Deposits 

Sales 

Investment withdrawals 
----

TOTAL (11 

LESS Share withdrawals 

Deposit withdrawals 

Creditors - purchases 

Expenses 

New fixed assets 

Investment deposits 

TOTAL (21 

FUNDS AVAILABLE c/f (1- 2) 

5.2 Monthly report to committee 
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The members are the owners of their co-operative society. At their 
annual general meeting they elect a committee which will conduct 
the business and be responsible for the general direction and control 
of the affairs of the society. The manager is appointed to run the 
day-to-day business under the direction of the committee. The 
manager is required to submit his report to the committee at the end 
of every four weeks, when the trial balance of the main ledger has 
been prepared by the book-keeper. An example of this report is 
shown in Example 19 below. 

Example 19 (continued next page) 

MONTHLY REPORT OF MANAGER TO COMMITTEE 
Page 1 

............ weeks ended 

1 Membership 
To date this year 
To date last year 
Increase or decrease: No .................... ............... % 

2 Shares and deposits Shares Deposits 

To date this year 
To date last year 
Increase or decrease: $ .... % .... $ ... % ..... 

3 Trade (to date) 
To date this year $ 
To date last year $ 
Increase or decrease: $ ................... % ...... 

4 Estimated net surplus to date $ % 

Gross surplus at ........... % on trade 

LESS: Wages I 

I 
Property expenses I 

Other expenses 
Depreciation 

TOTAL EXPE'I SES $ 
Estimated net surplus $ ........... % .......... 



I 
Example 19 (continued) 

5 Cash balances 
Cash in hand 
Cash at bank 

TOTAL 

MONTHLY REPORT 

Creditors due for payment 

6 Report on staff matters 
(a) Average trade per employee to date: this year 

last year 

(b) Other staff matters: 

7 Report on action taken on committee instructions: 

8 Report on education activities: 
{a) Members 

{b) Staff 

9 Other matters for attention of committet. 

10 Tria! balance of main !edger attached 

Page 2 

$ 
$ ___ _ 

$ 

$ 
=== 

$ 
$ 

Date .............................................. Signed .................................. Manager 

5.3 Leakage control account 

Every store has losses of goods: some goods will be damaged, some 
deteriorate through age or lack of care, some may even be stolen. 
Such losses or leakages reduce the surplus of the society, and care 
should be taken to avoid them. Some leakage is natural and can be 
expected Other leakages are unexpected and could indicate a lack 
of stock control. 
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To measure the leakage, a ieakuge control account is kept. To 
prepare this account it is necessary that all entries for purchases are 
separately recorded at selling values as well as cost values, for the 
control is kept at selling values. Whenever stock is listed and valued 
the leakage control account shown below can be completed: 

Example .?.0 

LEAJ<f/GE CONTROL ACCOUNT 

'Pr ~ e.Jukd--

AU.. ~olwv.. aJ: sel~ pnw. 

St.ock to bi?jWt. ( 't"=t ~ stock s~) 

AI>D pur~ UgrO"rrt- pt<AL~ ~~) 

TOi-AL 

-20000 

S-tock. to ~ (?f<mt. p/LIUihAI ..,·tock slt..eds) ;woo 

L~~ (or SLULpl.u.o) 

(~x!oo fls 'Z \ .sa.f..,;_t. 

$ 

13S6 

;J;:lQoa 

56 

ieakage x i 00 

The leakage is expressed as a percentage of sales sales 
Should this rate be above thai: anticipated to cover expected natural 
leakage, a full investigation would be required and frequent stock
takings would be arranged in order to discover the reasons for the 
excessive leakage. 



5.4 Final accounts and balance sheet 

At the end of the financial year, the final accounts and balance 
sheet shown in Example 21, page 35, are prepared. The following is 
a short outline of the procedure to be followed in this preparation 
(more details are given in the manual on accounting, see Note for 
teachers, page iv). 

1 Stock taking of goods for resale 

The stock of goods purchased for resale not yet sold will be 
listed and valued in a duplicate book ruled to show: 

Date of stock taking .................................. Page no .................. .. 

Description of goods Number of units Unit selling price 
1 2 

Total 
selling value 

1 X 2 

The total selling value of goods in stock will be used to complete 
the leakage control account. The total selling value of goods in 
stock will be reduced to 'cost' by deducting an agreed percentage 
(mark-down). This agreed percentage will depend upon local 
conditions including tbe rates of mark-ups used to calculate 
selling prices. This 'cost' value will be shown in the trading 
account (CR) and in the balance sheet as an asset. 
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2 Purchases adjustments 

(a) Goods received nut invoiced 

(b) 

(c) 

Any goods delivered on, or before, the day the financial 
year ended, for which no debit has been made to purchases, 
will be listed at cost and selling values. These goods will be 
listed from entries not cleared in the 'goods received' book. 
The entries into the working ledger, and further into the main 
ledger, i11 respect of this adjustment, are: 

DR Purchases to be included in the trading account 
CR Purchases to be included in the balance sheet 

Credits outstanding 

Any credits outstanding in the 'claims for credit' book will 
be listed at cost and selling values: 

CR Purchases to be included in the trading account 
DR Purchases to be included in the balance sheet 

Net purchases 

The net purchases at cost value for the trading account and at 
selling value for the leakage control account will be calculated 
as follows: 

Purchases- from main ledger 

+ Goods received not invoiced 

- Credits outstanding 

$ 
Cost 

Total to 
trading 
account 

$ 
Selling 

(from separate 
record) 

Total to 
leakage control 
account 



3 Expenses adjustments 

(a) Expenses prepaid 

The full benefit of expenses that have been debited may not 
be received until the next financial period. In these cases 
credit adjustments are made to carry forward part of the 
debit charged, to the next financial period. 

CR Expenses to be included in the trading account 
DR Expenses to be included in the balance sheet 

(b) Expenses accrued 

The benefit of an expense may have been obtained during 
the financial period but no charge has been made in the 
accounts. In these cases adjustments are made for these 
expenses accrued, or owing, by making an adjustment of a 
debit charge in the financial period in which the benefit was 
obtained. 

DR Expenses to be included in the trading account 
CR Expenses to be included in the balance sheet 
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4 Fixed assets and depreciation 

The charge for depreciation will be calculated and the inventory 
of fixed assets and schedule of depreciation will be completed 
and balanced off. The actual fixed assets will be checked against 
their inventory. 

DR Depreciation (charge)- with charge to be included in the 
trading account 

CR Depreciation (provision) to be included in the balance sheet 

5 Deposit interest will be calculated and posted through the working 
ledger to the deposit accounts: 

CR Deposits with interest to be included in the balance sheet 
DR Other expenses to be included in the trading account 

6 The cash in hand will be checked and certified. 

7 The bank statement will be obtained and a bank reconciliation 
statement will be prepared. 

8 Investment balances will be checked. 

9 Share, deposit, creditors' and debtors' balances in their ledgers 
will be add-listed and agreed with their control balances in the 
main ledger. 

10 The trial balance of the main ledger will be prepared. 

11 Any adjustments will be posted through the working ledger. 

12 The income and expenditure accounts in the main ledger will be 
closed and their balances will be transferred to the trading account 
for the year. 

13 The surplus disposal .tccount will be prepared after the committee 
has made its recommendations on the disposal of any surplus. 

14 The balance sheet will be prepared from the balances of assets and 
liabilities remaining in the accounts in the main ledger. 

15 The audit will be completed. 

16 The annual return will be prepared and sent to the Registrar. 

17 The annual general meeting will be held. 

18 Any net surplus will be distributed as resolved by the annual 
general meeting. 
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Example 21 

Last year 
(comparisons) 
$ 

Sales 

FINAL ACCOUNTS AND BALANCE SHEET 

I Trading account for year ended .. ??.'..!.?-:.!.~. 

Stock to begin 1:J.oo 
ADD purchases and inwards 

transport /f/00 
----

TOTAL lli300 

LESS stock to end 1700 

Cost of goods so id 

$ 

20000 

I 

I -. -- I 
I 71:>00 

Gross surplus ' ~l~OO 

LESS Wages 600 

Property expenses 3&6 
Other expenses 34'1 

Depreciation ::265 

u TOTAL EXPENSES 
I tboo/ 

L_jNET TRADING SURPLUS TO a/c II I ~00 I 
R II C',,_...,la•- ...J:---- ... L...I ... ----··-,. -~ ~I- I'J. ?<:; I I 
I I Balance b~~ 

.;JUIJ.IIU~ Ul~jJU~aun: a .... UUIIL aL ,.,-;-,· .. ,;; .. ,;-.. ,1 
2 I H ADD surplus from A/c I I ~00 I 

HII=C:C: TOTAL SURPLUS FOR DISPOSAL 
I 

'do;;. 

I Prnnn~at"' !!~~lln,..~i'inne• 

I ,---- I '"""1""'""_._ .... -··--- ............. 

I I Reserve fund '3iO 

Education fund 
CA 

I I 
.. ~ 

I I Interest on shares 70 

H Bonus on trade 300 

I I TOTAL f!OO 

tl I I n -•-- -- _/.z. ::1. n ca•ama: CIT 

I I 

% 

tOo 

~I? 

l:l 

8 

4 
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Example 21 (continued) 

Ill Balance sheet at .~!:!3:.?J. ... 

Source of funds (liabilities) 

Share capital 

Deposits 

Reserve fund 

Education fund 

Surplus for disposal 

Total funds of members 

Creditors (A/c 3 + 6 + 13) 

Use of funds (assets) 

Fixed assets 

Cost 

LESS depreciation provision 

Book value 

investments 

Stocks 

Debtors (A/c 7 + 14) 
,.. __ t_ _ ... •---•~ 

\.td:::.rl en Ui:llll\. 

Cash in hand 

TOTAL 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

TOTAL I 

This year 

$ 

.24'5'3 

'6 l+O 

4 IO 

~0 

~OJ 

46'50 

I J 5<'/ 

booq 

""1 ,r'\ """.JUV 

~b5' 

1435 
.26 :i 

1100 

70 
"\}, dlJ 
"'"'T I I 

40 

bOO<'/ 

Last year 
(comparisons) 

$ 



6.1 Book-keeping system 

The outline of the book-keeping system for consumer societies is 
now complete. The system can be summarised as follows: 

1 All transactions are immediately recorded in records of original 
entry. 

2 Details of these are posted into the working ledger which is ruled 
off and balanced at the end of every week. 

3 The working ledger totals of entries are posted every week into 
the main ledger. 

4 A trial balance of the main ledger is prepared at the end of every 
four weeks. 

5 At the end of the financial period the final accounts and balance 
sheet are prepared. 

6 Any surplus revealed is distributed. 

6.2 Control systems 
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Within the book-keeping system, different c •ntrol system<; opcr<::rP· 

1 Efficiency control 

The actual business performance of the society is compared from 
time to time with tLe forecasted results in the annual budget. 

2 Stock control 

All stocks are checked as soon as receiveu. All sales are recorded. 
Leakage control accounts are kept. 

3 Cash control 

Receipts are issued for all cash received. 
Receipts are obtained for all cash paid. 
Cash is banked as soon as possible. 
Cash in hand is checked frequently. 

4 Reports 

Regular reports are submitted to the committee. The auditor and 
the internal auditors examine the records and report on the 
business. 

5 The book-keeper 

The book-keeper is the key person in the efficient maintenance of 
these systems and controls. 
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1 Clxtrcises 
To illustrate the book-keeping procedures outlined, the information 
from the following three exercises has been posted into the examples 
of the forms, books and ledgers shown in this manual. Teachers can 
change the figures gi\·en in these exercises and in that vvay prepare 
exercises k~ further teaching purposes. Naturally other changes <md 
additions can be made in order <:J adapt the exercises to Joe<"! 

1ditions. 

Exercise A 

In this exercise the main ledger for the new t-inancia[ year beginnillg 
1.1. 75 was opened from the details shown in the trial balance. The 
balances in the accounts for the assets and the liabilities shown were 
posted to their pages in the main ledger (Example 2, page 8) 

Exercise B 

From the summarv· of the financial transactions for 197 5 the 
working ledger (E~~':'<lple 1, page 6) was posted and the \.rial 
balance was prepared. The main ledger Example 2 was posted and 
the trial balance (Example 16, page 29), was prepared. 

As far as is possible the other examples within this manual show 
the entries and balances included i.n the working ledger and the 
main ledger. 

Exercise C 

The closing entnes for the stocks and the other adjustments were 
summarised in the working ledger and then posted to the main 
ledger. Then the tina! accounts and balance sheet (Example 21, 
pag~ 35) were prepared. 
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Exercise A 
Opening balances from balance sheet at .H.12.74 

1.1.75. J>->st the !lhl/11 !cdgC'r 

Detail I Ref DR CR 
nn $ $ 

Cash 1 10 

Bank 2 1020 

Purchases: goods nllt invoiced 3 24C' 

Wages- accrued b/f 6 20 

Property expenses - prepaid b/f 7 5 

Fixed as:;ets 9 2000 

Depreciation provision 10 600 

Shares ] 1 1400 

Deposits 12 600 

Creditors 13 905 

Debturs 14 20 

Investments- Regional Union 15 200 

Surplus for disposal 1974 16 240 

Reserve fund 17 400 

Education fund 18 50 

Stocks at cost 19 1200 
-

TOTALS 4455 4455 

Notes 
I Round dollars ($)are given in the exercise here. In the books of a society the exact 

amounts are al\\ays recorded. 

2 To show the use of as many ledgers and rewrds as possible, the totals of transactions 
have oeen posted to the examples given of these. However, in the books of a society 
individual trznsactions and accounts are pos:ed. 



Exercise B 
Summary of financial transactions for 1975 from records of original entries 

31.12.7S. (.:I) Post .md bal.mce working ledger 
(b) Post and bal.mce muin ledger 

$ $ $ $ 
1 Aiiocations from 1 Y7 4 surt~lus: 11 Interest added to investment 1 s 

Bonus paid in cash 30 12 Goods used in shop for cleaning 10 
Bonus transferred to shares 68 

13 Received share contributions 1000 
Interest transferred to shares 40 

Paid share withdrawals by cheque Transfer to reserve fund liJ 
14 so 

Transfer to education fL!nd 3U 1S Received deposits from members 400 

!oral 238 16 Deposit interest 40 

2 Invoices from creditors: 17 Paid deposit withdrawal in cash 200 

Goods for resale 18010 18 Cash shortages 30 
Fixed assets - new scale 300 19 Cash overs 20 
Property expenses 350 

Total 
20 Paid expenses in cash: 

18660 Wages S30 
3 Paid creditors by cheque J8SOO Postage 40 

4 Cash discounts allowed by creditors 96 Stationery 100 

s Sales: Cash sales 19510 Sundry 130 

Credit sales to debtors soo Total 800 

6 Received cash from debtors 460 21 Paid expenses by cheque: 
7 Debtors - bad debts written off 20 Staff income tax 40 

8 Cash paid into bank 20300 Water fees 50 
Travel 40 

9 Bank charges 30 
Property expenses 61 

10 Investment in Regional Union by cheque so Total 191 
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Exercise C 
Sto~:.;;o and adjustments at 31.12. 75 

31.12.75 (a) Postworki1:gleJger 
(b) Post main ledger 

(c) Prepare final accounts and baf,mce sheet 

s 
1 Stocks of goods for resale at selling value 2000 

Less 15% to cost 300 

'Cost' value 

2 Purchases - goods received not invoiced at cost 

3 Wages accrued 

4 Property expensed paid in advance 

5 Depreciation: Land and buildings 5% 

Fixtures and fittings 20% 

6 Transfer cash differences to sales 

7 Proposed allocations of net surplus for disposal: 
Reserve fund 380 
Education fund 50 
Share interest 70 
Bonus j00 

Total 

s 

1700 

340 

50 

30 

65 

200 

DR 10 

800 

39 

8 Leakage control account: 

Example 20 was completed using the following details: 

Goods at selling values: 
Sales 
Purchases 
Stocks to end 
Stocks to begin 

9 Bank reconciliation statement: 

Example 7 was completed from the following details: 

Balance on statement 

Bank balance on main ledger 

Deposits in transit 31.12.75. 

Cheques not presented: 

No 129 

No 131 

No 135 

20000.00 
20 670.00 

2 000.00 

1 3~6.00 

2610.50 

2499.00 

500.00 

300.00 

20r .DO 

11.i 50 



Notes 
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.JOreworl.) 
It is a common complaint that, in many primary co-operatives, the 
standard of book-keeping is poor. The nerd has long been 
recognised for a basic, simplified system of book-keeping, for use in 
primary co-operatives in developing countries, in order to help 
improve that situation. The system described in this manual has 
been specially designed to meet that need. It makes no claim to be 
revolutionary, nor to advocate new techniques. On the contrary, it 
is based on customary double-entry practice; its only claim is that it 
is simple and that it works, and can easily be adapted to meet 
particular local requirements. 

The system was originally introduced in Botswana, where it has 
been extensively field-tested aad used for many years, with 
considerable success. In 1 Y70, the British Ministry of Overseas 
Devdopment, in association with the Intermediate Technology 
Development Group (ITDG), published three manuals based on the 
system (one each for Consumer, Marketing, and Thrift and Credit 
Co-operatives), which have been widely distributed and used in 
several countries. The ILO International Centre for Advanced 
Technical and Vocational Training at Turin used these manuals for 
the book-keeping sections of their Co-operative Management 
Training Courses. The original manuals have now been substantially 
revised, to make them more suitable for training purposes, and 
reissued as CEMAS/ICA publications. A fourth manual, for 
Industrial Co-operatives, has been added to the original s<"ries. 

The purpose of book-keeping is three-fold: 

1 to maintain an accurate financial picture of the business, in such 
a way, that the state of its finances can be simply, clearly and 
accurately revealed at any time; 

2 to make it possible for the accuracy of the accounts to be 
quickly checked, to avoid errors or fraud; 

3 to serve as a management tool by providing the information 
required for decision-making and for planning future activities. 

This system satisfies those criteria and, in doing so, takes account of 
the circumstances within which it has to be used, and of the essential 
need for the book-keeper to know what he is doing and why he is 
doing it. The intention is to provide a system which, while fully 
adequate, in terms of good book-keeping practice, does not make 
unnecessary demands on the user's time, ability and com. rehension. 

The manuals have been so designed as to serve both training and 
operating purposes. They may be used as handbooks for co-operative 
teachers, as textbooks for students attending training courses, and 
as working manuals for on-the-job guidance of secretaries and 
book-keepers. They will be found of most value wherever training 
courses, based upon them, are provided, and where, after the courses, 
students are encouraged to use them on return to work. 
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i\IOTE FOR TEACHERS 

This manual describes a book-keeping system concerned with the 
maintenance of ledger accounts up to trial balance stage. In the 
final sections, a brief description of control systems and preparation 
of final accounts is given in order to complete the sequence of 
operations up to that stage, but these are deliberately not described 
in detail. 

As a follow-up to the present series, CEMAS/lCA is producing a 
more advanced manual on Co-operative Accountancy, whid1 extends 
the system to the stage of preparation of final accounts and 
budgets, to meet the needs of larger co-operatives. 
''rL ___ ~L _ _ ____ , ~ _____ _1 r ___ • __ _ ___________ ~~ __ .,, _ _ _ ,,__ t 
VVIlt:ll Lllt: IllallUa; 1~ U~t:ll lUI Uallllllg IJUljJU~t:~, ll Will llUllllally Ut: 

desirable for the teacher to prepare and use his own exercises 
(additional to the three in chapter 7, on page 3 7), and particularly 
so when it is necessary to adapt these to the specific requirements of 
local practice. 
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1 Ontroluctiorc.J 
1.1 Outline of book-keeping system 

The book-keeping system described in this manual has been prepared 
for use by co-operative savings and credit societies, or other primary 
co-operatives concerned with thrift and loans. The system uses the 
double-entry method of book-keeping, applied to the columnar 
form of accounts, kept in the working ledger and controlled in the 
main ledger. The system is illustrated by practical examples of the 
typical transactions, forms, accounts and records with whtch such a 
co-operative society will be involved. 

1.2 Objects of savings and credit co-operatives 

The objects of these societies will be stated in their by-laws. The 
savings and credit societies generally have the following aims: 

(a) to encourage their members to save n~gularly; 

(b) to invest these savings in a safe and rewarding way; 

(c) when well established, and in special circumstances, to make 
loans to their members for necessary and productive purposes. 
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1.3 Operations of savings and credit co-operatives 

The operations of the soci~ty are carried on in the spirit of self-help 
and mutual aid. Members are encouraged to gain experience in the 
wise use of money. Generally this type of society is a small 
organisation which cannot, at least not in the initial stages, afford to 
maintain an office or to have any paid employees. 

The committee of such a society, in consultation with the other 
members, should decide upon a regular savings meeting, on a regular 
day, at a regular place, to help to create and to encourage the habit 
of thrift. 

As soon as possible after the savings have been collected, the money 
should be paid into the organisation where the bank account of 
the society is kept. Members are rewarded for savingby part of any 
surplus earned being returned to them as interest. Thi~ return 
will be based on the amount of savings and the length of time these 
have been held by the member in the society. Therefore it is 
essential that the funds of the society be put to work to earn an 
interest income as soor, after receipt as possible. The funds are to be 
invested in such a way that: 

- they are safe; 

- they are easily available for withdrawal if required; 

- they earn a fair interest. 

The place where investments are made will depend upon local needs 
and conditions. When the society has gained operating experience 
and built up funds, the investments can be made as loans to members 
for necessary and productive purposes. In this way the savii1gs and 
credit co-operatives bring together the funds of a community to be 
put to work in developments within that communiq. 



1.4 The book-keeper's job 

This manual is about the work of the book-keeper. The book-keeper 
has the task of recording the savings made by each member, 
recording the investments, recording all loans made, n:cording all 
interest income received and recording any expenses incurred in the 
running of the society. A few words of advice are given here to the 
book-keeper: 

(a) Balance the books at regular intervals, preferably after every 
collection. 

(b) Never do <'-nything in a hurry. Try to understand why you are 
making each entry. Speed and accuracy wili come with 
practice and study. 

(c) Make sure that you always give enough information when you 
make an entry. Note particularly the double-entry system. 

(d) Be neat. If you make a mistake do not try to rub it out. Put a 
line through it with your pen. If the auditor notices that 
something has been rubbed out he will suspect that something 
1s wrong. 

In some co-operatives the book-keeper is called the secretary, in 
others the accountant, but whatever he is called his job in every 
co-operative is: 

(a) To keep complete and accurate records of every financial 
transaction in which the society is involved. 

(b) To check the accuracy of these records at regular intervals. 
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the final accounts, which ca11 be audited by an independent 
person and verified as a true record of the state and resuits of 
the society. 

(d) To prepare, at regular intervals during the financial year, 
statements for the committee which show the current financial 
position of the society. 

The book-keeper has great responsibilities to the members of the 
co-operativ~ society. Because of this, he needs to be a very honest, 
and a very able person. 

1.5 Importance of book-keeping 
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Book-keeping control is essential. The members are the owners of 
the society. They need to know how their business is doing and how 
their funds are being used. The members elect a committee to direct 
and control the day-to-day affairs of their society. This committee 
needs information on the affairs of the society to be able to make 
decisions and to take action. It is essential that the information 
required by members and committees is complete, accurate and up 
to date. The book-keeping system in use must therefore show: 

(a) How much the society owes (its liabilities). 

(b) How much the society owns (its assets). 

(c) Whether the society has financial stability and is able to pay its 
debts as they arise, and withdrawals of savings as they are 
required. · - · 

(d) Whether the society is operating efficiently, covering its costs 
and providing a net surplus. 

All societies therefore need books of account, ~;o that they can 
provide the members and the committees with the information they 
need. In most countries there are la\lJS \Vhich require that co
operatives keep proper books of account. Thi~; underlines the 
importance of a book-keeping system. in this manuai the system 
described will meet the needs of members as well as the committees 
and, in many cases, the specific requirements of the law. 



2.1 Double entry system 

Book·keeping is concerned with the making of permanent, written records 
of financial transactions into the books of account of the society. 

A financial transaction arises when money, or something having a money 
value, is transferred from one account to another account. Examples will 
be shown later when the working ledger is considered. 

The double--entry system of book-keeping is used to record a transfer 
from the provider to the receiver. in this system all financial 
transactions are posted in two entries in the columns kept in the 
working ledger and from there into the accounts kept in the main 
ledger. One account provides and the other receives. 

The account which provides is credited (CR) with the money amount 
provided. The account which receives is debited (DR) with the 
money amount received. For every debit (DR) entry th·~re must be 
a corresponding credit (CR) entry and, vice versa, for every credit 
(CR) entry there must be a corresponding debit (DR) entry. 

The posting of these corresponding entries mw the ledgers of the 
society is checked by the preparation of trial balances. These are 
statements showing a list and total of all debits and a separate list 
and total of all credits. Since all _ ·ostings of any financial transaction 
are recorded twice - as a debit and as a credit - the total of all 
debits must equal the total of all credits. The books balance when 
the debits equal the credits. 
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2.2 Records of original entry 

The details of the financial transactions involving the society are 
recorded in the records of original entry immediately they occur. 
These records are the source of postings to the working and other 
ledgers. They include: 

(a) Entrance fees receipt book 

(b) Members' savings receipt book 

(c) Members' savings withdrawal forms 

(d) Loan advances receipts 

(e) Loan repayment receipts 

(f) Expenses receipts or vouchers 

(g) Bank and investment records 

Some of these and other records are shown later when the working 
ledger is considered. Either these primary documents can be 
specially printed, or standard forms, which are available from most 
stationers, can be purchased and adapted to the needs of the society. 
In any case, stocks of unused documents should be kept safely 
locked away. Where poss;ble, these primary documents for the 
original entries should be consecutively numbered to assist in their 
control. 

Example 4 (page 13) shows a receipt. This form of receipt can be 
used in most cases whenever cash is received or paid out. Separate 
receipt books containing receipts in duplicate can be kept for each 
of the different transactions. A separate receipt book will then be 
kept for entrance fees, a separate book will be kept for savings 
received and so on. 

Entries obtained from the exercises on page 25 have been used to 

illustrate the posting of the ledgers, forms and records used as 
examples in this manual. In the books of a society, individual 
transactions are posted into the records on the dates on which they 
occur. 



2.3 Working ledger: Example 1 

This ledger combines the function of the traditional cash book and 
the journals. It is a summary ledger. Details of all the financial 
transactions of the society are posted from the records of original 
entry into the working ledger. This is kept on the double-entry 
system, so for every debit entry (DR) there is a corresponding credit 
eniry ( CR) and vice versa. 

The working iedger is a coiumnar cash analysis book which can 
usually be purchased from the local book-shop with headings 
written in by the book-keeper as required. Two separare columns, 
one for debit entries, the other for credit entries, are kept for each 
type of account. The number and type of separate accounts kept 
l•y each society wili depend upon its own particuiar needs and 
circumstances. 

The society from which the examples will be given in this manual 
has regular savings, grants loans to members and invests the remaining 
funds. The accounts it uses meet its own needs but will form pait of 
a system suitable for most similar co-operatives. 

Sometimes, to avoid opening columns in the working ledger for 
accounts which are not often used, a debit column and a credit 
column together are headed 'Other Accounts'. Into these columns 
are posted the entries for these infrequent transactions, which are 
later posted to their separate accounts in u'ae main ledgei. 

As entries are made into the workin~ l~dger from the original 
records, they show the date of the transaction, the details and any 
reference number. Then the appropriate debit and credit entries 
are made in the other columns owvided for them in the workin!!" 
ledger. All of this ir.formation i~ shown on the same line for each 
transaction. 

At the end of every week the working ledger is closed off and 
balanced. A trial balance is prepared of the totals of all the debit 
entries and of all the credit entries. When this is balanced, the totals 
of t..he entries are posted to t..he appropriate accounts kept in the 
main ledger. 

s 

The working iedger, shown in Example i, has been posted from the 
summary of the financial transactions for the whole of 197 5 and al! 
of these entries are dated as December 31 (see Exercises, page 25). 
When used in a society, the working ledger will have daily postings 
and it will be closed off, totalled and balanced every week. 
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2.4 Main ledger: Example 2 

In the main ledger a separate page is kept for each account. Since it 
is posted from the working ledger, the accounts in the main ledger 
will be kept in the same order as they are kept in the cash columns 
of the working ledger. 

The pages kept for each account are numbered consecutively and 
are headed with the name of the account. Columns are provided for 
the date, the details and the reference number, which is the number 
of the page of the working ledger from which the entry was posted. 

Then three other columns are provided on each page. In the first 
column the debit entries are posted. In the second, the credit entries 
are posted. The third column contains the running balance, pre
fixed to show whether it is DR or CR. 

For the purposes of this manual Example 2 shows the main ledger 
accounts together. In the society each account has a separate page 
in the main ledger as shown in Example 2(a). This example shows 
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the cash account included within Example 2 as it would appear on 
its separate page in the main ledger of the society. 
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lEDGER 

.])R. CR-

1~0 

After the working ledger has l1cen balanced, at the end of every 
week, the main ledger is posted. Postin<_:!:s in the main ledger arc 
made to show: 

/),Itt' ............ . 

[)ct.lil ........... . 

Ref 110 ........ . 

J)R .............. . 

CR .............. . 

the week ending date 

'from working ledger' 

page number of working ledger 

details from working ledger 

details from working ledger 

the new running balance prefixed 'DR' 
or 'CR' 

At the end of every four weeks the balances in the main ledger are 
listed and a trial balance of them is prepared, (Example 9, page 18), 
to check the postings made. The total of the list of DR balances 
must be agreed with the total of the CR balances. The accounts, to 
be prepared by the book-keeper for the members, anJ the monthly 
report, to be made to the committee, make use of the information 
taken trom the monthly trial balances of the main ledger. 
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2.5 Mer.1bers' savings ledger: Example 7 (pag~ 15) 

In the members' savings ledger a separate page is kept, in rncn.bership 
number order, for each member. These sq·:lrate .tccounts for each 
member can be kept in a loose-leaf ledger \If on cards. The savings 
transactions of the member are posted into this ledger from the details 
of their original entries after they have been made into the working 
ledger. At the end of every four weeks the balances in this ledger are 
listed and their total is agreed with the CR balances for members' 
savings ir the main ledger at that date, as shown in the trial halancc of 
the main ledger (Example 9, page I 8). In ~orne societies the holdings 
of memuers are in the form of shares but the book-keeping procedure 
can still ue similar u, the system outlined for sa\'ings in this manual. 

2.6 Members' loan ledger: Example 8 (page 15) 

In the members' lo:m k,Jgcr a separate page is kept, in loan number 
order, for each loan holder. These separate accounts can be kept in a 
loose-leaf ledger or on card~,. In some societies the savings and loan 
records arc kept together Ill one ledger. The loan transactions of the 
members concerned arc posted into this ledger from their original 
entries, after they have been made into the working ledger. At the 
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end of every four weeks, the balances in this ledger are listed and 
their total is agreed with the DR balance for members' loans in the 
main ledger at that date, as shown in the trial balance of the main 
ledger (Example 9). 

2. 7 Trial balances 

The book-keeper will be concerned with the preparation of two 
trial balances: 

(a) Trial balance of working ledger 
This will be prepared at the end of every week, after the 
entries for all the transactions of that week have been posted 
from their records of original entry. The trial balance will be 
prepared from the totr.ls of entries of each column. An example 
is shown within Example 1 (page 7). 

(b) Trial balance of main ledger 
This will be prepared at the end of every four weeks after the 
postings for that period have all been made from the working 
ledger. The trial balance will be prepared of the balances in 
each of the accounts. An example is shown in Example 9. 

2.8 Other book-keeping terms 

Book-keeping is the science of recording financial transactions. Like 
all sciences it uses technical terms. Some of the most common 
other book-keeping terms that are used in this manual are as follows: 

Financial, or accounting, period 
At the end of regular periods, usually a year, the ledgers are closed 
and the final accounts are prepared. The financial, or accounting, 
period is the period of time covered by the final accounts. The by
laws will state when these are to be prepared. 

Final accounts 
These are prepared at the end of a financial period. In the system 
describ~d in this manual for small savings and credit co-operatives, 
only one final account need be prepared. 

Income and expenditure account 
This is the final account. It is a summary of all of the income earned 
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during the financial period, less all of the expenditure, being the 
expenses incurred in earning this income. This account reveals the 
surplus, or loss. 

Surplus or loss 
When the income is greater than the expenses, there is a remaining net 
surplus. When the expenses are greater than the income, there is a net loss. 

Interest 
This is that part of the net surplus which is distributed to the mem· 
bers, based on their savings. In some societies this is called 'dividend'. 

Balance sheet 
This is a summary of the assets and liabilities of the society at a 
specified date. It is prepared after the income and expenditure 
account has been prepared. 

Assets 
These show anything of value owned by the society and indicate the 
use being made of the funds. Assets will include members' loans, 
investments, cash at bank and cash at hand. 

Liabilities 
These show what is owed by the society and indicate the source of 
the funds being used. They include members' savings, reserve funds, 
education fund and any surplus available for disposal. 

Auditor 
The auditor is a skilled accountant, whose responsibility it is to check 
and verify the accounts of a co-operative society at the end of a 
financial period, and at any other time the registrar of co-operative 
societies may think necess-ary. The auditor is always independent of 
the co-operative societies. The auditor provides a check on the 
honesty of the book-keeper. Also, as he is a professional book-keeper 
himself, he can help the book-keeper with any accounting problems. 

Internal auditors (or supervisory committee) 
It is also recommended that the by-laws provide that the members 
should elect two of their number at the annual general meeting to 
act as internal auditors for at least the coming year. These internal 
auditors conduct frequent inspections of the books, cash and other 
assets and report on their findings to the members. Committee mem
bers should also arrange to check the books and count the cash at 
some of their meetings. 



3.1 Cash account 

(a) One officer of the society should be responsible for handling 
all the cash. This person should not be the book-keeper. Cash, 
including cheques, postal orders and money orders received, 
must be handled with the utmost care. At all times cash, other 
than that being currently used, must be locked in a safe place 
and banked or invested as soon as possible. The committee and 
the internal auditors will check all cash balances as often as 
possible. 

(b) Receipts and vouchers 
For all cash received a receipt must be issued. For all cash paid 
a receipt, or voucher, similar to Example 4 (page 13 ), must be 
obtained. These rn•!st show: 

1 Date on which cash is received or paid 

2 Name and number of person from whom received, 
or to whom paid 

3 Purpose of receipt, or payment 

4 Amount of cash in figures and words 

5 Signature of person receiving the cash 

6 Receipt or voucher number. 

(c) Working I .lger entries 

Cash received 

Date............. cash received 

Details.......... from receipt 

Ref no.......... receipt number 

f)[{ ...... .. ...... casb - with amount received 

Cf~ ............ .. provider - e.g. savings, entrance fees, 
loans 

2 Cash puid 

Otlte ............. cash paid 

Det,zzls .......... i~om receipt or voucher 

Ref no ......... . receipt or voucher number 

[)H. ............ .. 
. . 

rece1ver -·e.g. expenses. savmgs or 
loan 

c,lsb - with amount paid 

3.2 Bank account 
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Since savings and credit societies usually operate on a small scale, 
most business will be done on a cash basis. Therefore in most 
circumstances there will be no need to open a current account at 
the bank. ln any case, since no interest is earned by the society on 
bank current accounts, and since charges are made by the bank for 
the cheques and other services, this type of account should be 
avoided. 

Several banks offer short term deposit facilities. Interest is paid on 
balances in these accounts and withdrawals are paid on demand. 
Committees should decide on the banking services required and 
select their bank from the banks available in their areas. The bank 
selected will need to be an organisation approved under the by-laws 
of the society. Cash not immediately required can be banked in 
short term deposit accounts and then be withdrawn easily if required. 
The banks usually issue pass-books showing details of the deposits, 
withdraw:1ls, interest and the balance on these accounts. 



(a) Deposits 
When deposits are made to bank accounts, the entries are made 
from the original entry records on the bank deposit receipt, or 
on the receipt given by the bank in the pass-book, into the 
working ledger as follows: 

Date ..... ... . .. .. . of deposit 

Detail........... bank deposit 

Ref no ... .. . ... receipt or pass book number 

DR ............... bank account - with amount paid in 

CR ............... cash- with amount paid in 

(b) Withdrawals 

Withdrawals will usually be made in cash. The committee will 
advise the bank of the names of officers of the society who are 
authorised to sign on behalf of the society. The bank will 
require specimen signatures of these officers. These officers will 
sign the withdrawal forms required by the bank. From the 
entry made for the withdrawal in the pass-book by the bank, 
the working ledger will be posted as follows: 

Date ............. of withdrawal 

Detail .......... bank withdrawal 

Ref no.......... pass book number 

DR............... cash - with amount withdrawn 

CR ............... bank -with amount withdrawn 

(c) Interest 
Interest earned will be posted into the pass-book by the bank 
from time to time. From this record the working ledger will 
be posted as follows: 

Date............. of interest 

Details ......... bank interest 

Ref no . . . . ... . . pass book number 

DR .............. bank -with amount of interest 

CR .............. interest income - with amount of 
interest 

(d) Balance 

At all times the balanr:e in the pass-book must agree with the 
DR balance shown in tile bank account in the main ledger. 

3.3 Entrance fftes account 
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(a) Applications for membership 
Applications for membership will be made to the committee 
using the form shown in Example 3 (page 13 ). A separate 
entrance fees receipt book will be kept to record the entrance 
fees required to be paid by applicants as indicated in the by-laws. 
Receipts will be made out in duplicate by the use of carbon 
paper. The top copy of the receipt will be given to the member. 

The applicant, when accepted as a member, will also be issued 
with a pass-book. This pass-book will show all the savings 
transactions between the member and the society. Separate 
pages will also be included to record any loan transactions. The 
pass book will show the name and membership number of the 
member on its front cover. 

(b) Working ledger entries 
From the bottom copy of the receipt for the entrance fees, the 
working ledger will be posted to show: 

Date............. of receipt 

Details ......... entrance fees - name of applicant 

Ref no.......... receipt number 

DR .. ............. cash - with amount received 

CP ............... entrance fees- with amount 
received 

(c) Register.of members 
The membership application cards, which have been accepted 
will be kept in surname alphabetical order as the register of 
members. 



Example 3 

ABC SAVINGS AND CREDIT CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD 

Member's no .... !.~ ........ . 

i the undersigned hereby apply for membership of the above and agree 
to abide by the By-laws of the Society. 

Name: ... fl.~~---~~~---············· Date of birth: .. !.::.:.1 
•• ~.~ ........... .. 

Address: .%. .. §~ ..... R.l-:!-:.:!?:~!!-. .... . 
Occupation: .. F.!~ ................... .. 

Signature: ... ::-~~ ........................ . 
Application accepted/rej~d on ... ! ... 1.'?. .. !~.-:z.~ 

/ 

3.4 Members' savings account 

(a) Contributions 
When cash is received as a contribution to a member's savings 
account, a receipt is issued to the member from the members' 
savings receipt book as shown in Example 4. 

Example 4 

ABC SAVINGS AND CREDIT CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY LTD 

Receipt no ..... ~.'... .... 

Received from: ..... f!~.~~l-!0.: ............................... .. 
Membership no: ....... !.~ ......................................... . 

The sum of: .... ..C?!.':~: ... rf..g.~ ... ~ ......................... $ .I:Q.Q .................. .. 

For: ...... -?.~·~-~ ................................................. .. 

Signed: .. : ... ~~ ................................ . 
for Society. 

Date: ... §:.'!! .. "!.~................ Posted to working ledger page ..... :f. ............ .. 
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These receipts are made out in duplicate. The top copy is 
issued to che member. From the bottom copy of the receipt, 
the working ledger is posted to show: 

Date............. of receipt 

Details.......... member's name and number 

Ref no.......... receipt number 

DR ......... ...... cash - with amount of contribution 

CR................ member's savings - with amount of 
contribution 

(b) Withdrawals 
These are paid after the requirements of the by-laws have been 
followed. Example 5 shows the form to be completed by the 
member tor the application and receipt of the withdrawal 
from member's savings. 

Example 5 

ABC SAVINGS AND CREDIT CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY L TO 

Member's savings withdrawal form 

Application No .... RL ..... 

I .... (J.4!'t:f .... l!:1.~~ ................ make application to withdraw the 

sum of ...... :$ .. ~:.Q.Q ............... from my Savings Account on ... i .. ([~ .. ~~!l: ... 
Member's signature: ..... ~~ .................. Membership no ...... (f:'... ....... .. 

Date: .... ?{~.J.~..I.1.7.? .. 

Receipt 

I acknowledge receipt of ... :f> .. ~ ... L~.~ ... c!.!?.~.~ .. ~~ ...... being a 
withdrawal from my Savings Account. 

Member's signature: .. ~~ ................. .. 
Date: .... 4::.!:)!:?. .................. .. 

Posted to working ledger page . ..!.~ ......... . 



~rom the details on these completed forms, the working ledger 
IS posted as follows: · 

Date............. of withdrawal 

Details ... .... .. name of member and number 

Ref no . ........ withdrawal form number 

DR............... member's savings- with amount of 
withdrawal 

CR ............... cash- with amount of withdrawal 

(c) Interest on savings 
Where there is a distribution to be made of interest from the 
net surplus, it is recommended that this be calculated on the 
average minimum quarterly balances. For this pur11ose, it is 
necessary to record the minimum balance held for each 
wmplete quarter of the financial year from the members' 
savings ledger, and to calculate the average of the four quarters. 
The saving~ interest calculation form, shown in Example 6, is 
used for thrs. 

Example 6 

Savings interest calculation form 
Financial year ended ... ~.' .. !iU.~ .... 

Minimum quarterly balances Average 
Member·j-----,---,---.,---,----1 total 
ship no 1st Otr 2nd Otr 3rd Otr 4th Otr Total 4 

Interest 
at 
310 

~4---- 15 

I 

500i boo 

I 

i 

6oo i;!.ooo 

~ .l4-

£oo 

Posted to 
working 
ledger 
pageS :2. 

(d) 
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The entries in this form are made at the end of every quarter 
from the members' savings ledger. The minimum balance held 
for the complete quarter is entered for each member against 
their membership number on this form. T~1e total and the 
average for each member is calculated at the end of the year. 
The 'average' column shows the balances on which the amount 
of interest due will be calculate.:!: 

For example: Total of 'average' balances = $500 
Net surplus available for savings interest = S 15 
Therefore rate of iP..terest possible 
= Net surplus available x 100 = 15 x 100 == 3% 

Total of average balances 500 

After the annual general meeting, the distribution will be made 
in accordance with the resolution made by the members. The 
book-keeper will then calculate the interest due to each 
member, which will be shown in the column headed 'interest'. 
The entries in this column will be totalled and the total amount 
?f interest due f?r distribution will be posted from the savings 
mterest calculatiOn form to the working ledger as follows: 

Date............. of distribution 

Details.......... from savings interest calculation form 

Ref no.......... number of form 

DR .............. surplus -with total amount of interest 

CR ............... members' savings -with total amount 
of interest 

Members' savings ledger (Example 7, page 15) and pass books 
All details of the financial transactions concerning savings will 
be posted into the individual accounts of the members 
concerned in the members' savings ledger, Example 7, and in 
the pass-book held by the members. 



Example 7 Details of the loan transactions will be posted into the 

MEMBERS' SAVINGS LEDGER 

Name: .... ll .. M~.~ .............................. Membership no: ..... /.'?. .......... 
Loan number: ... § ......... 

Date Receipt Contributions Interest Withdrawals J Balarice 
lq/S" no CR CR DR CR 

' 
f<tKt.. I :500 

- --
J)e..c. 3/ /64- IOOO 15 400 II I$" 

-- .. --

_; 

I 

t I -4 

I I 

3.5 Members' loan account 

(a) Members' loan ledger (Example 8) 

A separate ledger is kept, in which a separate page is opened for 
each member having a loan. Pages in this ledger are headed and 
ruled as follows: 

Example 8 

MEMBERS' LOAN LEDGER 

Name: ...... B .... ~.~-~................................... Loan no: ... ~ ...... .. 

Me.mbership no: ...... !.~ ..................... Terms of repayment: ...................... .. 

Amount of loan: ................ Date of committee meeting: ......................... .. 

Date Receipt Advance Interest Repayments Balance 
no Advance Interest 

lq75 DR DR CA DR DR 

.:Tcu... I I l r I!J~[ I 

'Jlec. 31 17 ;!5"0: 35ll 
- -r- l ---+ - --------· -- ---

31 .:zq 4-0 35"0' 1./{) 
---~--- -- --·~ -

" !r 4o ;;lro I 170' 10 
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ledger pages concerned and in the pages of the pass-book held 
by the member. 

(b) Advances 
Applications for loans will be made in accordance with the 
by-laws of the society. Loan agreements will be prepared and 
signed. These agreements will be drawn up to meet the specific 
reqnirements of the society. When the cash for the loan, 

. agreed by the committee, is paid to the member, a receipt 
will be obtained by the society. From this receipt, the 
working ledger will be posted to show: 

Date ..... ... . . .. . of advance 

Details ......... name of member/loan number 

Ref no ......... receipt number 

DR............... members' loans- with amount 
of advance 

CR................ casb - with amount of advance 

(c) Loan interest 
Interest will be calculated in accordance with the loan 
rJgreement. Entries for this will be made in the working ledger 
as follows: 

Date............. interest due 

Details ......... name of member 

Ref no ......... loan number 

DR................ membe·rs' loans - with interest due 

CR................ interest income - with interest due 



(d) Repayments 
A receipt will be issued for each repayment received. This 
will be made out in duplicate and the top copy given to the 
member. From the bottom copy the working ledger will be 
posted as follows: 

Date ............. of repayment 

Details.......... name of member/loan number 

Ref' no.......... receipt number 

DR 

CR 

msiJ - with cash receive.J 

members' loans -- with cash received 

The interest charges should be, as far as possible, recovered 
from the repayments. Any interest not recovered from the 
repayments is separately shown in the balance columns of the 
account in the members' loan ledger, but it is included as part 
of the total balance due from the member. The balance of the 
advance, together with any interest due, will be shown as an 
asset in the balance sheet at the end of the financial year. 

3.6 Investments account 

Funds not expected to be required for withdrawals of savings, or for 
loans to members, should be invested as soon after receipt as is 
possible. Generally, the longer the period for which the funds are 
invested, the higher the rate of interest which will be earned. The 
bank, or other outside organisation, will issue some evidence of the 
investment. This will be a pass-book or investment certificate. This 
account is for investments not witbdrawable on demand, as are short 
term deposits. 

When investments are made, the entries in the working ledger will 
be: DR investments and CR cash. Withdrawals can onlv be made in 
accordance with the terms agreed when the investment was made. As 
soon as cash has been received for an investment, withdrawal entries 
to be made in the working ledger are: DR cash and CR investment~:. 

When the society is notified that interest has been added to the 
investment account, the entries to be made in the working ledger 
are: DR investments, CR interest income. When interest is paid 

direct to the society, the debit (DR) entry will he made to cash 
instead of investments. 

In the main ledger separate pages will be opened for each •.Jf these 
long-term investments. The balances on these will be agreed from 
time to time with the outside organisations concerned. 

3.7 Interest income account 

The entries in this account will be credits for loan interest charged 
to members, together with the bank interest and investment intLrest 
received. These make up the income of the society. At the end of 
every financial year the book-keeper analyses these credit entries to 
show the loan interest separately in the income and expenditure 
account. Where the operations of the society expand, a separate 
account can be opened for 'lo~In interest'. 

3.8 Expenses account 
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A voucher or receipt will be obtained for all paymc:nts made for 
expenses including stationery, postage and similar expenses. The 
receipt will be maLic out in a similar way as Example 4 (page 13) and 
will be signed by the person who received the ca~h. From this 
receipt the working ledger will be posted to show: 

r'ute ............. of payment 

[)etai!s .. .. .... . of expense 

Nef no.......... from receipt 

/JR .. ............. expenses- with amount paid 

CR ............... ccisb - with amount paid 

Where the operations of the society expand, separate accounts can 
be opened for the various types of expenses. These expenses can 
then be separately compared and controlled. 



3.9 Surplus account 

At the end of every financial year, any income rernammg as net 
surplus, after provision has been made for all known expenses, is 
transferred as a credit to the surplus account from the income and 
expenditure account. Allocations and distributions can be made 
from this net surplus in accordance with the co-operative law, the 
by-la\VS of L.,e socierl and the resolutions of the members at their 
annual general meetings. 

(a) Allocations of net surplus can be made to the reserve fund and 
the education fund by entries being made into the working 
ledger as follows: 

DR: Surplus account, CR: reserve, or education fund, 
'\Vith amount of the allocation 

(b) Distributions of net surplus can be made as a savinf!S interest 
by transfer to the members' savings accounts. The foilowing 
entries are made into the working ledger after the amount due 
has been calculated: 

DR: Surplus account, CR: members' savings account with 
amount of interest transferred 

Where the by-laws provide for this, some net surplus can be 
returned to thoo:;e members who have loans, as a loan interest 
rebate based on the interest charged by the so~iety to them. The 
entries to be made for this distribution would be: DR: surplus, 
CR: members' ioans. 

(c) .A.ny balance of net surplus remaining in this account can be 
included with the net surplus for the next year. Alternatively, 
any remaining balance can be transferred to the reserve fund, 
if so authorised by the members. 

3. i 0 Reserve fund 

The by-laws should provide for the establishment of a reserve fund. 
This fund gives some financial strength and stability to the society 
and can help to meet unforeseen losses which may arise. Allocations 
will be made by credit to this fund from the r.et surplus. Generally, 
the reserve fund consists of past net surplus, retained by the 
members in their own business. The reserve fund belongs to the 
society and no individual member may claim any part of it. Some
times entrance fees may aiso be credited to this fund. 

3.11 Education fund 

WhPrP thf'rf' i~ nrnvi~inn in thP hv-bw~ thi~ fnnrl <hnnlrl hP P<t~hli<hPrl .. ----- ------ -- r--. ------ --- ---- -; ~-·· -l ~4··- ~-··- -··--·- ~- -~--~ .. ·-··--· 

Allocations can be made from any net surplus by credit to this 
account. When this fund has a sufficient credit babnce, it can be 
used within the society for member education and other educational 
purposes in accordance with co-operative principle~. 

3.12 Balancing 
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At the end of every week, after all the entries have been made from 
the records of original entry, the working ledger is ruled off and 
balanced. The entries in all of the individual columns are 
separately totalled. The totals of each debit column and the totals 
of each credit column are separatdy listed. These lists are made in 
the form of a trial balance in the last two columns of the right hand 
side of the working ledger. (See Example 1, page 6). The total of all 
the debits must equal the total of all the credits. When they do so, 
the entries are posted to the main ledger. 



I 

I 
I 

4.1 Posting 

As soon as the working ledger has been balanced at the end of every 
week, the entries are posted into the accounts kept in the main 
ledger. As the entries are posted, the number of the account 
concerned in the main ledger is written underneath the entry in the 
working ledger to indicate that the entry has been posted. This 
cross-reference system helps in any future checking of the postings. 

The new running balance in the account being posted in the main 
iedger is ascertained. When the money amount of debit entries on 
the account is greater than the money amount of credit entries, 
there is a debit (DR) balance. When the money amount of credit 
entries is greater than the money amount of debit entries, there is a 
credit (CR) balance. 

4.2 Balancing 

At the end of every four weeks, when aii the postings from the 
working ledger for the period have been completed, the trial balance 
of the main ledger shnwn in Example 9 is prepared and balanced. lf 
the tria! balance debit and credit totals do not agree then something 
is wrong. To help to locate the error the book-keeper should: 

(a) check all additions 
/\._\ .... 1... ........ 1 ... 1... ....... 1- .... l-.. .... 1 ... ,..,. ..... ,.. &-,.....,.._ .. 1-...,. ..,.,..,...,.,.~~ ... ~..- 1-. ... ,.9..,. ho.a.-.. 1;._..1-.o..-:l 
\U} \..JIC"-A llld.L LIJ\.. Ud.JCI.lU.,.\..3 1.1U1U. '-11\... a-...-;...uUlH.J UQ.V\,. U\,.\,.JI U,:)L"-U 

correctly 

(c) check the entries from the working ledger into the main ledger 

When the trial balance has been balanced, the balances in the main 
ledger accounts are confirmed as follows: 

Cash in hand 

Bank and invest;nents 

Actual cash is counted and agreed with 
the trial balance. 

The pass=books for these are checked 
and their balances agre1. r~ with the 
trial balance total. 
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A1cmbers' savings ledger The ledger balances are add-listed and 
the total agreed with the trial balance. 

Members' loans ledger The ledger balances are aJd-listed and 
the total agreed with the trial baiance. 

Fxample 9 

TRIAL BALANCE OF MAIN L£J)Gr£R.. AT 31-12·75 

! 

Accou_.-._1:; ReJi ])R. CR.. 
flO 

! 
Ca.& tv ' 37 

&utk .:2 460 

Ettl:raAu... ~ 3 6" 

Ment.bu"S' sa.JJi na > lj. I 115 a 
M~' ~Q.il.{ s 1~0 

JYUJe&t:~ 6 600 

j,J;e1uUt iACJrrt'I.JL 7 q2 

EXfe.n-!eA 8 
I 

30 

f;tn.~/r,/H A tl_C.u;JU-kk q 
- ---,---- I 
!Ge.&~ue ~ 10[ 10 

£~ ~ II I !25 

TOTFIL 
I 

1301 1307 

This trial balance shows only the balances on the accounts in the main 
ledger in Example 2. When, for example, the total loan advances to 
date neecl to be known for reports and comparisons, all the debit 
entries on the loan account are added together (Total $290). In a 
similar way, the total savings contributed to date can be ascertained 
by adding together the credit entries for these in the savings account 
in the main ledger (Total $1115). (See main ledger, page 8). 



The sections which follow briefly outline control systems and final 
accounts. These will be dealt with in detail in the next manual in 
this series on acr:ounting. (See Note for teachers, page iv). 

5.1 The budget 

The budget is a forecast of what the committee hopes to achieve 
from its management of the society in the coming financial period. 
Therefore a budget is usually prepared for a complete financial year. 
It should be prepared at least one month before the beginning of the 
financial year to which it relates. 

The budget is prepared in two parts. The first part is the operating 
budget and contains the estimate of the income and expenditure for 
the coming year. The second part is the cash budget which shows the 
estimates of the flow of funds coming in and going out of the society. 
A suitable form for a budget is shown in Example 10. The book
keeper will assist the committee to make realistic forecasts. 

(a) Operating budget 
The income of the society will be earned from the use of the 
savings and other funds available. These will be invested in 
other organisations Oi as loans to members. An estimate will be 
made of the interest income expected to be earned during the 
comire- .inancial period. 

The expenses of the society are the costs of operating the 
business of attracting and using the savings and other funds. 
The main expense will be for stationery, or similar administra
tive costs. An estimate will be made of the expenses expected 
in the coming financial period. These expenses must be kept as 
low a:; possible, since the major portion of the income should 
remain as net surplus. 

(b) Cash budget 
The estimated cash coming into the society will be based on the 
forecast of the savings and other funds anticipated to be 
available in the coming year. Since the main object of the 
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society is the mobilisation of money, it is recommended that 
this section of the budget b<! prepared from month to month 
as indicated in Example 10. This will enable the committee to 
have more frequent, and therefore more accurate, forecasts on 
the funds likely to be available for outside investment or for 
loans to members. 

(c) Comparisons 
During the financial year comparisons wil1 be made ~1etween 
the actual results revealed in the tnal balance of the main 
ledger and the monthly report to the committee, and the 
forecasts made in the budget. Differences will be explained and 
any faults corrected by the appropriate committee action. 

f:xamp/e 10 (Part II, see page 20) 

ABC Savings and Credit Co-operative Society Ltd 

THE BUDGET 

Part I OPERATING BUDGET for financial year ending .................... 

·-

Budget Actual Actual 
this year this year last year 

$ $ $ 
Income: Investment interest I 

Loan interest I 

' 

TOTAL INCOME I 

LESS 
Expenses: Stationery 

Postage 
' Other I 

TOTAL EXPENSES 
-

Net surplus I ~ 

Proposed allocations: Re~erve fund ' 

Education fund 
Interest on savings i 

TOTAL I I i i 



Example 10 continued 

PART II CASH BUDGET for month ending .................... 

Budget Actual 
this month this morth 

$ $ 
Funds available to begin: 

Cash in hand 
Cash in bank -

TOTAL 

ADD: Savings contributions 
Loan repayments 
Loan interest i 
Entrance fees 
Investment interest -

TOTAL i 

LESS: Expenses 
I 

' 

Savings withdrawals I 

T 
TOTAL 

Estimated funds availaole for 
investments and loans 

5.2 Monthly report to committee 
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The committee members are elected at the annual general meeting. 
The committee is responsible for directing and controlling the 
affairs of the society as authorised under the by-laws. To assist the 
committee members in their task, the chief officer of the society 
will submit regular reports to them for their consideration and 
action. It is recommended that monthly reports are prepared, but in 
some societies, where the committee has so resolved, quarterly 
reports will be prepared. 

In Example 11, page 21, the report forri1, which can be used for 
monthly reports is shown. Quarterly reports, where these are 
prepared, will contain similar details. Using the information in the 
report, the committee will be able to review the results of their 
management of the society. They will be able to consider ways in 
which any faults can be corrected and to plan future developments. 

The book-keeper will assist in the preparation of the reports. It will 
be essential that the books are properly kept up to date so that the 
information required is readily available. The committee will then 
be able to take action to increase membership and :,avings and to 
ensure that the loans are kept under control. 



Example 11 

Page 1 

ABC Savings and Credit Co-operative Society Ltd 

Monthly report to committee for four weeks ended: ·--···--······--··--

1 Membership 

Total membership to date: 

This year Last year Increase/decrease 
number l % 

l 
2 Savings 

Total savings to date: 

.--T-h-is_y_e_a_r _____________________________ $--... -.. -.. -.. -... -.. -.. -.. -... -.. '. ~~ 

L Last year 
$ --··--········--··--··--! Increase or decrease $ ...................... % 

Irregular savings: 
--

No savings made in: 

This month I Last 3 months I Last 12 months 

-- ! I 
LI_N_u_m_o_er_o_t_m_e_m_o_e_r_s~I-----------L----------~L-------------~~~ 

3 Loans I 
(a) Loans advanced this month: 

I Member- I 
I shop no I Name 

I I 
(b) Loan balances to date: 

This year 
Last year 
Increase or decrease 

(c) Overdue 

i f-u-rp_o_s_e_o_f -,o-a-n-,--A-07-~-0u-6~-~-,-~-:P-t:-:-~-.:-~-~-r -,II 

I II 

I 

Number of loans Balances of loans 
$ 

I I I Member-: I Balance I Repay· II nterest ! Date of 1 Balance I Action II A Nom_._ul ""''" I 0=::f'"'l "~~'"' ~~:_, I ,:~~ I 
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Page 2 
4 Financial returns 

(a} Trial balance of main ledger attached 

(b} Income and expenditure account to date: $ 
Income: 

Investment interest 
Loan interest 

LESS expenses: 

Stationery 

Postage 

Other 

NET SURPLUS to balance sheet 

(c) Balance sheet at end of month 

Source of funds (liabilities} 
Savings 
Reserve fund 
( + entrance fees) 
Education fund 

NET SURPLUS to date 

Use of funds (assets} 
I ---- 1---1 :_...._ __ ..,._.\ 

TOTAL INCOME 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

$ 

====I 

TOTAL=I 
L..Udll;) \OIIU IIILCIC;»lJ 

Investments I 
Cash at bank I 
Cash in hand 

5 Ropoct oo •<tlon "''"on <Ommltto"owl"'loo. TOTAL $=====I 
6 Report on educational activities I 
7 Any ather matters requiring the attention of the committee j 

Signed: ............... C .. h .. ·,·e· .f .. o .. f. ·f·,:c· ·e·r· ....................... , 
Date: ................................ . 



5.3 Final accounts and balance sheet 

The by-laws will state the date on which the financial year is to end. 
On that date, t.'lte following procedures will be started for the prepa
ration of the income and expenditure account and balance sheet as 
shown in Example 12, page 23), ready for audit and presentation 
to the members. 

(a) Cash in hand 
All cash in hand will be counted and listed. This will be checked 
by the auditor or the internal auditors. Any differences between 
the debit balance shown for cash in the main ledger and the 
actual cash will require to be located, or explained, by the 
person responsible for the cash. 

(b) Bank and investment balances 
The bank and the outside organisations which hold funds of 
the society will be required to submit certificates showing the 
balances in these accounts at the end of the financial year. 

(c) Members' savings and loans' ledger~ 
The individual balances in these accounts wili be separately 
listed for each of these ledgers and their total balances agreed 
with their balances in the main ledger. The pass-books of the 
members will later be checked against the balances in these 
ledgers by the auditor. 

(d) Income and expenditure 
A5 far as possible, all income due to the society will be 
recorded and collected. All expenses will be cleared by 
payment. 

(e) The trial balance of the main ledger will be prepared. 

(f) Income and expenditure account for the financial year will 
then be prepared: 

(i) Transfer of Income 
DR: Interest income account - in the main ledger 
CR: Income and expenditure account- with the credit 

balance in the interest income account in the main 
ledger. 
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In this account the credit total will include 'investment 
interest' and 'loan interest'. The book-keeper will show 
these details separately in the income and expenditure 
account. 

(ii) Transfer of expenses 
CR: Expenses account - in the main ledger to clear the 

DR balance in this account 
DR: Income and expenditure account - showing the 

separate totals for each type of expense. 

(iii) Transfer of net surplus 
The resulting net surplus, where the income is greater than 
the expenditure, is transferred as a CR to the surplus account. 

(g) Balance sheet 

(i) Transfer of entrance fees 
DR entrance fees and CR reserve with the fees received. 
This doses the entrance fees account. When a society is 
first formed, the initial expenses are high. The entrance 
fees are therefore used to help meet the costs of expenses. 
The book-keeping entries for this would be made in the 
working ledger as follows: DR entrance fees, CR expenses. 

(ii) The balance sheet is then completed from the remaining 
balances, being assets and liabilities, remaining in the main 
ledger. 

(h) Comparisons 

(i) The financial results and position of the society, as 
revealed in the income and expenditure account and 
balance sheet, will be compared with the past results and 
the forecast results. Reasuns for differences will be 
considered. 

(ii) The amount of net surplus will be a reflection on the 
efficiency of the committee in their use of the funds of 
the society, and in their control and administration of the 
affairs of the society. 

(iii) The society will be solvent when all the liabilities are 
covered by assets. When 'reserves' are included as part of 
the liabilities, they indicate solvency, providing the loans 
and investments have been properly valued and will be 
repaid. 



---------~-~-----------------------.... 
(iv) The society may be solvent, but may not have the ready 

cash available to meet demands for payments, including 
demands for withdrawals of savings. The cash may be 
tied up in long-term loans or investments. Therefore from 
past experience and future forecasts the committee should 
estimate the amount of cash likely to be required. They 
should then ensure that there is always sufficient cash 
readily available in hand, or in short term deposits, to meet 
these demands. 

Note: Separate columns are often included in which the corresponding figures of 
the previous year are shown for comparison. 
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Example 12 

ABC Savings and Credit Co-operative Society Ltd 

1 Income and expenditure account for year ended ........................ 

This year Last year 
$ $ 

Income: 
Investment interest 5:!. 

Loan interest 40 

TOTAL INCOME q:2 

LESS expenses: 
Stationery -:20 

Postage g 

Other ~ 

TOTAL EXPENSES "30 

NET SURPLUS $ bJ. $ 

2 Balance sheet as at ............................ 
This year Last year 

$ $ 
Source of funds (liabilities) 

Savings ills 

Reserve fund 75 
Education fund :25 

Surplus for disposal: 

Proposed allocations to: 

Reserve fund :25 
Education fund 5 
Interest 30 
Balance c/f ::< 

b.:l. 

TOTAL $ 1:277 $ 
Use of fund:; I assets} 

Loans and interest l'iSO 
Investments bOO 
Cast at bank 460 
Cash in hand 37 

TOTAL $ \.277 $ 



This outline of the book-keeping system for savings and credit 
societies is now complete. It can be summarised as follows: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

(i) 

(j) 

(k) 

All transactions are recorded, immediately they occur, in the 
records of original entry. 

Details from these records are posted at the end of every week 
into the working ledger. 

For every credit entry there is a corresponding debit entry and, 
vice versa, for every debit there is a corresponding credit. 

When all the entries for the week have been posted into the 
working ledger, it is ruled off and a trial bal;nce is made. 

The working ledger column totals of entries are posted into 
their accounts in the main ledger. 

The total debit balances of the accounts in the main ledger 
must always equal the total credit balances. 

At the end of every four weeks, this is checked by the prepara
tion of a trial balance. 

Records of members' savings are kept in individual accounts in 
the members' savings ledger. 

Records of members' loans are kept in individual accounts in 
the members' loan ledger. 

At the end of every financial period the final accounts and 
balance sheet are prepared. 

All books of account, records and receipts must be kept 
safely, ready for audit. 
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1 Clxcrcists 
To illustrate the book-keeping procedures outlined, the information 
from the following three exercises has been posted into the examples 
of the forms, books and ledgers shown in this manual. 

Teachers can change and supplement the figures given in these 
exercises and in that way prepare exercises for further teaching 
purposes. Naturally other changes can be made in order to adapt 
the exercises to local conditions. 

Exercise A 

In this exercise the main ledger for the new financial year beginning 
1.1. 7 5 was opened from the details shown in the trial balance. The 
balances in the accounts for the assets and liabilities shown to begin 
the year were posted to their separate pages in the main ledger, 
Example 2 (page 8). 

Exercise B 

From the summary of the financial transactions for 197 5, the 
working ledger, Example 1 (page 6), was posted and the trial balance 
within that example was prepared. The main ledger, Example 2, was 
then posted from the working ledger and the trial balance, Example 
9 (page 18), was prepared. 

The adjustments transferring the entrance fees to the reserve fund 
were posted into those accounts in the main ledger. 

As far as possible within this manual the other Examples show the 
entries and balances included in the accounts concerned in the 
working ledger and in the main ledger. 

Exercise C 

The income and expenditure account and balance sheet, Example 
12 (page 23), were prepared from the balances in the main ledger. 

The net surplus from the income and expenditure account was 
posted into the surplus account in the main ledger as a credit. 

The proposed allocations of this surplus for disposal are shown 
within the balance sheet, Example 12. 
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Exercise A 
Opening balances from balance sheet at 31.12.74 

1.1. 7 5. These are the opening balances to be posted into the main 
ledger. In the books of a society these would be carried 
down as the balance sheet is completed: 

Account Ref DR CR 
no $ $ 

Cash 1 10 
Bank 2 100 
Members' savings 4 500 
Members' loans 5 100 
Investments 6 400 
Surplus account 9 30 
Reserve fund 10 60 
Education fund 11 20 

TOTALS $610 $610 

Notes 

1 Round$ (dollars) are given. In the books of a society the exact amounts are 
posted. 

2 To show the use of as many ledgers and records as possible, the totals of 
transactions have been posted to the examples given of these. In the books 
of a society, individual transactions and accounts are posted. 



Exercise B 
Summary of financial transactions for 1975 from records of 
original entry 

31.12.7 5. (a) Post and balance working ledger 
(b) Post and balance main ledger 

1 Allocation of 197 4 surplus 

Transfer to reserve fund 
Transfer to education fund 
Transfer of interest to savings 

2 Financial transactions 

Entrance fees received 
Members' savings contributions 
Members' savings withdrawals 
Members' loans advanced 
Loan interest charges 
Members' loans repayments 

Advance 
Interest 

180 
__lQ_ 

$ 

10 
5 

15 

5 
1000 
400 
250 

40 

210 
Paid cash into bank (short term) 850 
Received cash from bank (short term) 500 
Bank interest (short term) added to account 10 
Cash invested in long term investments 200 
Investment interest received in cash 42 
Expenses paid - (stationery $20, postage $8, other $2) 30 

3 Adjustment 

Transfer entrance fees to the reserve fund 5 
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Exercise C 
After the trial balance of the main ledger has been completed. 
Prepare the income and expenditure account and balance sheet 
for 1975 

The committee recommend that the net surplus be distributed 
as follows: 

$ 

Allocation to reserve fund 2 5 

Allocation to education fund 5 

Distribution of interest 30 



Notes 

I 

I 
I 
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It is a common complaint that, in many primary co-operatives, the 
standard of book-keeping is poor. The need has long been 
recognised for a basic, simplified system of book-keeping, for use in 
primary co-operat:ves in developing countries, in order to help 
improve that situation. The system described in this manual has 
been specially designed to meet that need. It makes no claim to be 
revolutionary, nor to advocate new techniques. On the contr;>_!.")', it 
is based on customary double-entry practice; its only claim is that it 
is simple and that it works, and can easily be adapted to meet 
particular local requirements. 

The system was originally introduced in Botswana, where it has 
been extensively field-tested and used for many years, with 
considerable success. In 1970, the British Ministry of Overseas 
Development, in association with the Intermediate Technology 
Development Group (ITDG), published three manuals based on the 
system (one each for Consumer, Marketing, and Thrift and Credit 
Co-0pt:ratives), which have been widely distributed and used in 
several ::ountries. The ILO International Centre for Advanced 
Tt!chnical and. Vocational Training at Turin used these manuals for 
the book-keeping sections of their Co-operative Management 
Training Courses. The original manuals have now been substantially 
revised, to make them more suitable for training purposes, and 
reissued as CEMAS/ICA publications. A fourth manual, for 
Industrial Co-operatives, has been added to the original series. 

. --- --~------ --------

The purpose of book-keeping is three-fold: 

1 to maintain an accurate financial picture of the business, in such 
a way, that the state of its finances can be simply, clearly and 
accurately revealed at any time; 

2 to make it possihle for the accuracy of the accounts to be 
quickly checked. to avoid errors or fraud; 

3 to serve as a managen:~nt tool by providing the information 
required for decision-making and for planning future activities. 

This system satisfies those criteria and, in doing so, takes account of 
the circumstances within which it has to be used, and of the essential 
need for the book-keeper to know what he is doing and why he is 
doing it. The intention is to provide a system which, while fully 
adequate, in terms of good book-keeping practice, does not make 
unnecessary demands on the user's time, ability and comprehension. 

The manuals have been so designed as to serve both training and 
operating purposes. They may be used as handbooks for co-operative 
teachers, as textbooks for students attending training courses, and 
as working manuals for on-the-job guidance of secretaries and 
book-keepers. They will be found of most value wherever training 
courses, based upon them, are provided, and where, after the courses, 
students are encouraged to use them on return to work. 
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NOTE FOR TEACHERS 

This manual describes a book-keeping system concerned with the 
maintenance of ledger accounts up to trial balance stage. In the 
final sections, a brief description of control systems and preparation 
of fmal accounts is given in order to complete the sequence of 
operations up to that stage, but these are deliberately not described 
in detail. 

As a follow-up to the present series, CEMAS/ICA is producing a 
more advanced manual on Co-operative Accountancy, which extends 
the system to the stage of preparation of final accounts and budgets, 
to meet the needs of larger c_o-operatives. 

When the manual is used for training purposes, it will normally be 
desirable for the teacher to prepare and use his own exercises 
(additional to the three in chapter 7, on page 3 7), and particularly 
so when it is necessary to adapt these to the specific requirements of 
local practice. 

LIST OF EXAMPLES IN THE TEXT 

l~·xample 

number Example of 

1 Working ledger 
2 Main ledger and Cash account 

3 Members' share and deposit ledger 
4 Creditors' ledger 
5 Debtors' ledger 
6 Casb receipt 
7 Materials received book 

8 Materials stock control record 

9 Production card 
10 Specification card 
11 Member's output card 
12 Member's earnings record 
13 Finished goods stock control record 
14 Cash sales receipt 
15 Invoice 
16 Fixed assets - inventory and schedule of 

depreciation 
17 Trial balance of main ledger 
18 Monthly report of manager to committee 
19 Final accounts and Balance sheet 

page 

6-7 
8-11 

12 
12 
13 
15 
17 
18 
19 
19 
20 
21 
24 
24 
25 

27 
31 
32 
35 
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t c:Jntroluctiou 
1.1 The industrial co-operative book-keeping system 

The book-keeping system described in this manual has been prepared 
for use by industrial co-operative societies or other primary socJeties 
engaged in production. This system uses the double-entry method 
of book-keeping applied to the columnar form of accounts. All the 
entries for the financial transactions are posted into a working 
ledger and all the accounts are controlled in the main ledger. 

1.2 Objectives of industrial co-operatives 

Workers combine together as members of their industrial co-operative 
to obtain the following advantages: 

(a) The members want regular work and a regular income. 

(b) Their co-operative has more opportunities of obtaining loans 
and development funds than the members have a.s individuals. 

(c) The members can obtain the use of better tools, machines and 
equipment. 

(d) Raw materials can be obtained in bulk at better prices. 

(e) Skills in production can be better developed and products be 
improved. 

(f) Better marketing of finished goods can be achieved. 

In summary, the objectives of an industrial co-operative are to 
enable the workers to use better methods of production, to buy the 
most suitable raw materials at the best prices and to obtain a 
reasonable price for their finished goods. 

1.3 Problerr.s with industrial co-operatives 

In many ways the industrial co-operatives are the most difficult to 
operate and control. Some of the reasons for this are: 

(a) Co-operatives aim to be self-financing, but the funds required 
for the fixed assets, including land, buildings, machinery and 
equipment and for the working capital to buy raw materials, 
are not usually available from members. 

(b) The quality control of the products is difficult to operate. 
Members are reluctant to refuse to accept unsatisfactory work 
of other members. 

(c) Suitable managers and managerial experience and skills are not 
always available from within the membership. 

(d) Payments to members for products completed are not always 
related to products sold. The delay between the completion of 
a product and the sale of that product causes further strains on 
the limited funds available. 

(e) A complex system of financial book-keeping is required, 
together with a system of costing and cost control. 

1.4 The industrial co-operative exemplified here 

2 

The industrial co-operatives are concerned with producing finished 
goods from raw materials. The members contribute their skills to 

this process. Industrial co-operatives can be of many types. The 
book-keeping system described in this manual refers to an industrial 
co-operative with about 50 members. They are engaged in the 
production of standardised products, which are made in the factory 
operated by the society. The society sells to the consumers through 
a small shop, which it operates in the market area at the end of the 
factory. Most of the products, however, are sold on a wholesale 
basis to marketing organisations. 



The society has taken a loan from the development bank operating 
in the area. There is a manager and a book-keeper. They are net 
craftsmen, but they are members of the society and were appointed 
to these positions by the committee of the society. The society owns 
no vehicles and uses local transporters when required. Productio~.I is 
undertaken as efficiently as possible to cover at least the costs and to 
provide for reserves to build up the funds and stability of the 
society. When there is any remaining net surplus, distributions are 
made to the members in the form of a limited interest on their 
shares and a bonus on their contribution to this surplus as represen
ted by their earnings. 

1.5 The book-keeper's job 

This manual is about· the work of the book-keeper and how this work 
can be used in the control of the co-operative business enterprise. 
His duties will include: 

keeping complete and accurate records of every financial 
transaction in which the society is involved; 

2 checking the accuracy of these records at regular intervals; 

3 preparing final accounts and a balance sheet at the end of every 
financial year, ready for audit and later consideration by the 
members; 

4 preparing reports for the committee on the financial position of 
the society during the financial year. 

1.6 lmpol'tance of book-keeping 

Book-keeping control is essential. The members are the owners of 
the society. They need to know how their business is doing and how 
their funds are being used. The members elect a committee to direct 
and control the affairs of their society, and a manager is appointed 
to run the day-to-day operations. The committee and the manager 
need information on the affairs of the society to be able to make 
decisions and to take action. Members, committees and managers 
require that the information they get is complete, accurate and 
up to date. The book-keeping system in use must therefore show: 

3 

(a) How much the society owes (its li<lbilities). 

(b) How much the society owns (its ,lssets). 

j . .2 2 

(c) Whether the society has financial stability and is able to pay its 
debts as they arise. 

(d) Whether the society is operating efficiently, covering its costs 
and providing a net surplus. 

All societie~ ti~~.: • ._. ur.. ;;.:eu books of account, so that they can 
provide the members, the committee and the manager with the 
information they need. In most countries there are laws which 
require co-operatives to keep proper books of account. This 
underlines the importance of an efficient book-keeping system. The 
system described in this manual will meet the needs of members, 
committees, managers and the main requirements of most 
co-operative laws. 

1 
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2.1 Double entry system 

Book-keeping is concerned with correctly entering permanent written 
records of financial transactions into the books of the society. 

A financial !ransaction arises in the course of the business when there is a 
transfer of money, or something having a money value. Examples will be 
considered later when the working ledger is examined. 

In every financial transaction there are two aspects. There is the 
imparting of the benefit transferred and theie is the receiving of this 
benefit. This imparting and receiving takes place between the accounts 
in the books of the society. The double-entry system of book-keeping 
is used to record this transfer between the im?arting account and 
the receiving account. 

In this system details of the money, or money value of the benefit 
transferred, are recorded twice into the accounts of the S•Kiety. 
The account which imparts or provides, is credited (CR) and the 
account which receives is debited (DR). For every credit entry there 
must be a corresponding debit entry and vice versa, for every debit 
entry there must be a corresponding credit entry. When there has 
been corresoondin!! oostin!!s made into the books of account thev 
will balanc~. The d~bits will equal tbe credits. ' 

The balancing of the books is similar to the balancing of a beam
scale~ When the goods in one pan of the scale are the same \'Ieight as 
the metal weights in the other pan, the scale will balance. 

2.2 Trial balr:!lces 
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The book-keeper can check that the books balance by the preparation 
of a trial balance. These are statements prepared after the posting 
of the debit and credit entries have been completed for a given 
period. They show the list and total of all debits and a list and total 
of all credits. Since all entries of any financial transactions are 
recorded twice, once as a debit then correspondingly as a credit, the 
total of all debits on the trial balance must be the same as the total 
of aii the credits. If these totais do not agree with one another, an 
error has been made. The book-keeper then must check all the 
additions, and all the postings, for a trial balance must balance. 

The book-keeper will be concerned with two trial balances: 

Working ledger trial balance 
The wnrkinP' lerlP"er (F.xamnle 1) contains the debit and credit 
~~~~i~s-f~-~-;;li-fi~

0

a~ci;I tra~sacdons. These entries are made as they 
arise into the records of original entry, then at the end of every 
week they are posted into the working ledger. The working 
ledger is balanced every week. This is checked by the preparation 
of a trial balance of all the debit and credit totals of entries to be 
made from the working ledger into the main ledger. See trial 
balance in Example 1 (page 7). 

2 Main ledger trial balance 
The main ledger (Example 2) contains the balances on the various 
accounts of the society. After the debit and credit entries have 
been made from the working ledger, the new balances on these _ 
accounts in the main ledger are ascertained. Then a trial balance of 
all tbe debit and credit balances in the main ledger will be 
prepared to check that the main ledger balances. See Examplt 
17 (page 31). 



2.3 Records of original entries 

The main books and records used in this Look-keeping system are 
outlined in the sections which follow. The entries to be made in 
them flow from the initial entries made into the records of original 
entry. These entries are made immediately the financial transactions 
occur. They become the source of postings to the ledgers. In the 
industrial co-operative the following records of original entry are 
used: 

(a) receipt Looks 

(b) InVOICeS 

(c) cheque-books, bank paying-in books and the bank statements 
for bank charges 

(d) cash sales receipts 

(e) materials records 

(f) labour records 

(g) other expenses records 

(h) finished goods records. 

These original documents can either be specially printed, or 
standard forms, available from most stationers, can be purchased 
and adapted to the specific needs of a society. All unused original 
documents should be kept safely locked away. They should also 
be consecutively numbered to assist in their control. 

Entries obtained from the exercises on page 37 have been used to 
illustrate the posting of the ledgers, forms and records used as 
examples in this manual. In the books of a society, individual 
transactions are posted into the records on the dates on which they 
occur. 

5 

2.4 Workmg ledger: Example 1 

This ledger cor:1bines the functions of the traditional cash Look and 
the journals. It is a summary ledger. Details of all the fillancial 
transactions of the society are posted from the records of their 
original entries into the working ledger. This is kept on the double
entry system, so for every debit entry (DR) there is a corresponding 
credit entry ( CR). 

This ledger is a columnar cash analysis book which can usually be 
purchased from a local book-shop and the columns are headed as 
required by the book-keeper. Two separate cash ruled columns, 
one column for debit entries and the other for credit entries, are 
kept for each type of account. The number and type of separate 
accounts kept by a society will depend upon its own particular needs 
and circumstances. 

This example shows the typical accounts which need to be kept. To 
avoid this ledger containing many columns for accounts which are 
not used frequently two columns headed 'other accounts' can be 
opened. Then debit, or credit, entries concerning these accounts can 
be posted into these columns but are posted into their separate 
accounts in the main ledger. 

As entries are made into the working ledger from the original records, 
they show the date of the transaction, the details and any reference 
number from the original ently. Then the appropriate debit and 
credit entries are made into the cash ruled columns provided. All of 
this information is shown on the same line for each transaction. At 
the end of every week the working ledger is closed off and balanced. 
The totals of the debit and credit entries to be posted to the main 
ledger are first checked by the preparation of a trial balance. See 
Example 1 (page 6). 

The working ledger, shown in Example 1, has been posted from the 
summary of the financial transactions for the whole of 197 5 and all 
of these entries are dated as December 31 (see Exercises, page 37). 
When used in a society, the working ledger will have daily postings 
and it will be closed off, totalled and balanced every week. 
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Exwmple 2 

2.5 IIJiain ledger: Example 2 

l--or the purpose of this book the accounts are shown together 
(Example 2). In the main ledger of a society a separate page is kept 
for each account as shown in Example 2(a). 

This example shows the cash account included within Example 2 
as it would appear on its separate page in the main ledger of the 
society. 
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Since they are posted from the working ledger these accounts will be 
kept in the same order as they are kept in the cash ruled columns of 
the working ledger. The pages kept for each account are numbered 
consecutively and contain columns for the date, the details, the 
reference number and three cash ruled columns. In the first cash 
column debit entries (DR) are posted. In the second .::olumn the 
credit entries (CR) are posted. The third column contains the 
running balance, prefixed to show whether it is DR or CR. 
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Example 2 (continued) .... 
At the end of every four weeks the DR and CR balances in the main 
ledger are separately listed on a trial balance shown in Example 1 7 
(page 31 ). This checks that the main ledger balances. At the end of 
every four weeks, after this trial balance is prepared, the monthly 
report to the committee (Example 18, page 32) is prepared. At 
the end of the financial year the production and trading account for 
the year together with the surplus disposable account and bal:mce 
sheet shown as Example 19 (page 34) will be prepared. 
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2.6 Members' share and deposit ledger: Example 3 

Within this ledger a separate page is kept in share number order, for 
each member. These recurds can be kept in a loose leaf ledger or on 
a card system with separate accounts for each member. The share and 
deposit transactions are posted to this ledger from the details of their 
original entries after these have been posted to the working ledger. 
At the end of every four weeks the individual balances for shares and 
deposits are separateiy add-iisted. The resulting share totai has to be 
agreed with the CR balance for shares in the trial balance of the main 
ledger. The resulting balance for deposits is agreed with the CR 
balance for these in this trial balance. 

2.7 Creditors' ledger (accounts payable): Example 4 

Creditors are suppliers who are owed money by the society for raw 
materials or services supplied on credit terms to the society. In this 
ledger a record of the dealings of the society with these individual 
suppliers of raw materials an-d services will be kept. A separate page 
will be opened for each of these suppliers. 

These pages will be kept in surname alphabetical order. They contain 
columns for the date of the transaction, the details and reference 
number. 
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There are also three cash ruled columns. The first column is used for 
debit entries (DR) for cash paid, discounts allowed to the society and 
credit notes. The second is used for credit entries ( CR) for invoices. 
The third column shows the running balance prefixed (DR) when 
there is a balance due to the society or (CR) when there is a balance 
due to the supplier. Postings are made to this ledger from the original 
records after their details have been posted to the working ledger. 

r\t the end of every four weeks the balances in this h::dger will be add= 
listed to produce the net credit balance (CR) due to suppliers. This 
totai is then agreed with the baiance for creditors shown in the triai 
balance of the main ledger at that date. 
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2.8 Debtors' ledger (accounts receivable): Example 5 

Debtors are customers of the society who owe money to the society. 
The society should try to obtain immediate cash for sales of finished 
goods. The balance:> due from debtors will then be kept as low as 
possible. The debtors' ledger contains separate pages for each 
customer who is given credit by the society. 

Example 5 
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Each page contains columns for the date, details and reference 
number. There are also three cash ruled columns. The first column 
is used for debit entries (DR) for invoices issued by the society. The 
second is used for credit entries (CR) for cash received, and credit 
notes. The third column shows the running balance, prefixed (DR) 
or, where the society owes money to the customer, prefixed (CR). 

Postings are made to the accounts in this ledger from the original 
records after their details have been posted to the working ledger. 

At the end of every four weeks the balances in this ledger are add
listed to produce the net debit balance (DR) due to the society. 
This is agreed with the balance for debtors shown in the trial 
balance of the main ledger at that date. 

2.9 Othflr books and records 

There are other books and records in use in the society in which are 
entered the numerous details connected with the business operations 
and, controls. These will be outlined when the accounts are 
con~idered later on in this manual. 

2.10 Annual budget 
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This manual explains a system of book-keeping. The opportunity is 
taken to emphasise that this is only a part of the financial control 
system of a society. The overall financial control stems from the 
preparation and use of the budget. 

The annual budget is the forecast of what the committee hopes to 
achieve from its management of the society. It is prepared in two 
parts before the financial year begins. The first part is the 
operating budget. This contains the estimates of the income and 
expenditure for the coming year. The seconc1. part is called the 
cash budget. This part shows the estimated flow-in and flow-o,lt of 
funds. 

The funds available will finance the operations estimated in the 
operating budg!!t. During the financial year the actual results being 
obtained will be measured against the forecasted results. The 
variances will be investigated and appropriate managerial action will 
be taken to correct any faults revealed. 



2.11 Other book-keeping terms 

Book-keeping is a technical subject. Technical book-keeping terms are 
used in this'manual as follows: 

(a) Financial or accounting period 

The financial period is the period of time covered by 'the final 
accounts. This period is often of one year ending on a date 
stated in the by-laws of the society. 

(b) Final accounts 
These are prepared at the end of the financial period. This 
industrial co-operative uses two final accounts. 

(c) Production and trading account 
This is one of the final accounts. It is a summary of all of the 
income and expenditure for the financial period. This summary 
reveals the surplus or loss. 

(d) Surplus disposal account 
This account shows the proposed disposal of any net surplus. 
It contains the recommendations of the committee on the 
allocations for reserves, education, share interest and bonus. 

(e) Balance sheet 
This is a list of the liabilities and the assets of the society on a 
given date. A balance sheet is prepared after the final accounts 
have been completed at the end of the financial period. 

(f) Surplus and loss 
The income of the society is earned from the sale of finished 
goods. The expenditure includes the cost of producing and 
selling the finished goods. There is a net surplus when income 
is greater than expenditure. There is a net loss when 
expenditure is greater than income. 
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(g) Liabilities and assets 
Liabilit-ies show what the society owes. They include members' 
shares and deposits, reserve funds, surplus not distributed, and 
balances owed to creditors. They represent the source of the 
funds being used by the society. 

Assets show what the society owns. They include land, buildings, 
fixtures, equipment, stocks, investments, cash and balances 
owed by debtors. They indicate the uses being made of the funds 
of the society. 

Fixed assets are held permanently to be used to earn income 
and include land, buildings, fixtures and equipment. 

(h) Auditors 
The auditor is a skilled accountant whose responsibility it is to 

check and verify the accounts of the society at the end of the 
financial year and at any other time as the registrar of 
co-operatives may consider necessary. The auditor is indepen
dent of the society and reports to the registrar and the members. 

Internal auditors are elected under some by-laws by the 
members at their annual general meeting. They are elected to 
conduct regular checks for the members on the books, assets 
and activities -of their society. 
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The working ledger is shown in Examp!t 1 (pages 6-7). This ledger 
is posted at the end of every week from original entries, which were 
made immediately the financial transactions arose. The entries 
posted are outlined as follows: 

3.1 Cash account 

(a) Receipts 

A receipt containing the details shown in Example 6 must be 
issued for ali cash received. 

Example 6 

CASH RECEIPT 

Number: ..... !.?.. ........ 
r "' RECEIVED FROM: .......... :. ... ~~!~0 ..................................................... .. 

r"l. ~ "" , , , , ·-f rJ • ~ . 
.......... <;:.~~ ............ nonars ana ....... :::-:~.--: ........ cems .h I. It' 

~ .' ... '.::' ........ . 

11\1 D/\Vf\,.1:1\IT nc. ShQ..J\_c_ /.tn1_tn?-Jt,fu·n_, Ale hLJ 19 
ll'ljl I I""\ I IVIL..I"ii I VI , ,,,,,.,,~ ... ;-;-,,,;,-,-,,,,,,,,,";'",~O.-;-;--,;,,";,,,,,,j,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 

DATE: J .. Lf: .. ~? .. 

/ /v~ bCLfrJ....,6L """1.. \ 

, pass boo/e. $. 12 51/ 

FOR: ... f!tJ<'j'-;',-!~~---- Co-operative Society Ltd 

SIGNED: ..... S-:.L'i.>M-r.. ............ (.:}~-:e.l:,';_f.!>,-............... .. 

Posted to working ledger page no .... ..!.?. ............... .. 

All cash received is posted into the working ledger as follows: 
n_ ... _ 
VULt:" •••·•••••···• received 

Detail .......... . from receipt book 

Ref no.......... receipt number 

DR ............... cash account - with amount received 

CR ............... provider e.g. debtors, shares or other 
imparting account - with amount received 
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(b) PaynJelzts 
A receipt must be obtained or a voucher be made out in 
support of all cash paid out. This must contain similar details 
as shown in Example 6 and is signed by the person receiving 
the cash. The by-laws should provide that all disbursements in 
excess of say $5 should be paid by cheque. 

All cash paid out, including cash paid into the bank, is pmted 
into the working ledger as follows: 

Date............. paid 

Detail........... from receipt or voucher obtained 

Ref no.......... receipt or voucher number 

DR............... receiving account e.g. bank, other 
expenses or creditors 

CR .... .. .... .. ... casb account - with amount paid 

(c) Casb-m-band 
One person should be responsible for receiving and paying cash. 
This ~hould not be the book-keeper. A cash float sh-ould be 
kept to give change and from which payments can be made. 
The cash-in-hand should be checked from time to time by the 
committee and the internal auditors. The auditor appointed by 
the registrar of co-operatives will also check this on his vi•;its 
to the society. Apart from the cash float, or other cash held to 
make known payments, all cash should be banked as soon 
after receipt as possible. 



3.2 Bank account 

A current account should be opened at the nearest bank. The bank 
will issue a paying-in book and a cheque book after they have 
received a copy of the resolution of the committee to open the 
account. The committee will also inform the bank of the officers 
who are authorised to sign cheques on behalf of the society. The 
bank will require specimen signatures from these officers. The 
person appointed to handle the cash of the society will make the 
deposits to thi'i current account at the bank. All cheques and postal 
orders received are treated as cash. Generally cheques bearing a 
future date (post-dated) should not be accepted. 

(a) Bank deposits 
Entries to be made into the working ledger are: 

Date ............. taken to b .... nk 

Detail........... from the paying-in slip, stamped and 
receipted by the bank 

Ref no ......... number of paying-in slip 

DR .............. bank - with amount deposited 

CR .... .......... cash - with amount deposited 

(b) Bank payments 
The book-keeper will present the bills to be paid with the 
cheque-book to the manager. The manager should make out 
the cheques. The officers of the society authorised to sign the 
cheques should only do so after they have compared the cheques 
with the bills for payment. The cheques are then sent off to 
the creditors concerned. The working ledger is then posted: 

Date............. of cheque as shown on the stub retained 
in the cheque book 

Detail .......... name of creditor (payee) from the stub 

Ref no.......... number of cheque 

DR............... payee- creditor or other receiving 
account with amount of cheque 

CR ......... ..... bank -with amount of cheque 
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(c) Bank statements and reconciliation st,Jtcment 
From time to time the bank will send a statement showing all 
transactions posted to the account of the society by them 
together with the used cheques. When these are received the 
following procedure is undertaken: 

1 The balance to begin on the statement is checked to ensure 
that it is the same amount as shown on the previous 
statement a~ the balance to end. 

2 1 he cheque entnes on the statement are ticked(-../) to 
ensure that all cheques posted on the statement have been 
enclosed. 

3 Items remaining as withdrawals on the bank statement, if 
any, are for such items as commission and interest as will be 
seen by checking the prefix number of the posting with the 
number code shown at the bottom of the statement. 

4 These bank charges are added and the total is posted to the 
working ledger as follows: 

Date............. posted to working ledger 

Detail ...... .... bank statement - charges 

Ref no.......... number of bank statement 

CR................ bank- bank charges 

DR ............... otber expenses - bank charges 

5 When this entry and all entries in the working ledger have 
been posted to the main ledger, the last balance on the 
bank statement has to be reconciled with the last balance 
shown on the bank account in the main ledger. 

6 Cheques are sorted into their numerical order and ticked 
against the entries which were made in the working ledger 
when the cheques were drawn. 

7 Deposits as shown on the statement are ticked against the 
entries which were made in the working ledger when the 
deposit was made. 

8 The bank columns of DR - deposits, and C R - payments, 
now show ticked entries, indicating that they have been 
posted by the bank to the statement. 

I 



9 The reconciliation is then prepared as follows: 

Balance in bank on bank statement 

ADD: deposits in transit (deposit entries in the 
working ledger not ticked (y'l as having been 
shown on the bank statement) 

LESS: cheques not presented (cheque entries 
in the working ledger not ticked (v"l as having 
been shown on the bank statement) 

TOTAL- being balance in bank account in the 

$ 

Total $ 

main ledger ~$==== 

10 Where an overdraft (normally in red print) is shown as the 
balance on the statement- cheques not presented are 
added and deposits in transit are deducted, to produce the 
balance on the bank account in the main ledger. 

11 Overdrafts arise when cheques have been paid from the 
account with the bank in excess of the funds held in the 
account. The bank has then in reality made a loan to the 
society. Overdrafts should first be arranged with the bank 
manager. They should only be used for short periods, since 
the rate of interest charged by the bank for an overdraft 
is very high. 

Example 7 

3.3 Materials account 

(a) Purchase 
Materials should be ordered using a materials order form 
prepared in duplicate. The top copy of the order will be sent 
to the supplier after being signed by the manager of the society. 

When the materials are received, the manager will check them as 
to quality, quantity and price against the bottom copy of the 
order, and the delivery note sent with the materials by the 
supplier. Immediately the materials have been accepted their 
details will be entered into the materials received book shown in 
Example 7, and into the materials stock control record shown 
in Example 8. A separate card is kept in this record for each 
of the different materials used in production. 

MATERIALS RECENEO BOOK Page no: 6 

DatP 
rece1ved 

jq 15 

Supplier Description 
of materials 

Quantity 
units 

Unit 
price I Total 

cost 
Delivery 
note no 

Stock 
control 
page no 

Invoice 
no 

r-------~----------------------t--------------------~--------~-----.----t------r---+---------+---------~--------l 

1Je.L 31 c~r.tn"S ( na""'-"'b) 1;=v<- <ft"\.U01CI2/:> ;;}b50Cl :i 53000 :Jb'6 Cf 1'17 
----~- - -~---r-- ~~~~ -~- r--=-------- -------'---'---~-+---- -----t--------1 

sooo Q 1oooo 3tb 'I 
1------+--~--- -------·--------~-- ~- --<------------------- ---- -------!-------·-- - - r------ -~- ---------r------~----1------l 

1-------~~--------------+------------------+-------~~----+--+------~~~- ----+--------~-------
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Example 8 

MATERIALS STOCK CONTROL RECORD 

Description of material: ........................................................................... .. 

Unit: .............................................. . 

Unit cost price: ....... 3 .................... . 

Date Materials 
received 

book page no 

Production 
card 
no 

Stock 
to begin 

b/f 

+ 
Received 

/q7 '5 

r~ 1-----'-------+-------------- -----
530 

l>ec. 31 6 
----- ---- -- --- ---

3[_ ____ b_-- --

::2b500 

5000 
f- -

31 
-·-------------- --

31 Fmal. A/cs 
1-··-- . -----

Details are recorded in units, e.g. unit for nails could be kilo
grammes or pounds weight, unit for cloth could be metres or 
yards. The cost price, which includes any delivery costs and 
similar expenses, for each unit is shown. This is obtained from 
the invoice. Unit prices should be changed when there are any 
price changes shown on the invoices as new materials are 
purchased and the old stock is used. Material should be charged 
to production at cost price, which includes any delivery costs 
and similar expenses in getting the materials to the society. 

When the invoice for the materials is received it will be checked 
and when accepted it will be signed by the manager. The invoice 
wi!I be numbered by the book-keeper and details of this number 
entered against the entry for the materials made in the materialo; 
received book. 
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Nlaterial no ....... 9 .................................. . 

Issued 
Physical stock 

checked 
Stock 
to end 
c/f on: date by: signature 

:2sooo 

30 

3:.:1.030 

7030 

7(100 

--- -------- --------

The working ledger would be posted from the invoice to show: 

Date .. ........... of invoice 

Detail........... name of supplier 

Ref no ......... invoice number 

DR ............... materials -with total of charge 

CR ............... creditors- with t'otal of charge 

The details of the invoice would also be entered into the 
account .for the supplier kept in the creditors' ledger shown in 
Example 4. The invoice would then be filed in number order 
ready for audit. 

• 



(b) Issue of materials 
For all work to be undertaken, the manager issues a 
production card as shown in Example 9. 

Example 9 

PRODUCTION CARD 

Product number: .... !.?.. ..... Description: .............. Card number: .... li: .... 
Number of units: .. ~~9.9. .......... Started: date/time ............................. 

completed: date/time ........................ 

Ref Number Unit Total 
no of cost Cost cost 

units $ $ $ 

Materials: Descriptions q 25COO :2 50 COO 

TOTAL materials 5_oo_.czQ 
r---~ -----~--1------

Lacour: 1\ames 16 j~Q 3·37 30000 t--. 1- .. ---- --~- --- t--~-------

TO fAL labour 30000 

TOTAL materials and labour 
'?~0000 1---- t---·---- -~ ----- ----~~ 

ADD: Direct expenses /01)0 
Other expenses at oncost rate IC (!(OJ ~ '(100 -- --- ---

%000 
--~---~ --------

TOTAL cost IS9ooo 
---~ 

/0 Unit cost 
f- f - -·- -- ~--- -·-·-·--

Products accepted: Signed: Man ger ~ 

Posted to finished goods control p~ eno.p. .. --
-----1-

The products are standardised as shown on their specification 
card in Example 10, and are produced in batches. The type 
and number of units of material have been ascertained for 
each unit of production. The materials required for each batch 
are then calculated as follows: material required for 1 unit of 
production x number of units of production in the batch. 
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Example 10 

SPECIFICATION CARD 

Production item: ............................. No: .............................................. .. 

Description: 
Length 

Width 

Diameter 

Height 

Surface 

Weight 

Colour 

Pattern 

Other details 

Costs for 1 unit: 

Materials: No 

Labour: 

Direct expenses: 

Type Quantity Price 

Type Rate 

TOTAL 

Type Price 

Other expenses: Oncost at ..................... % 

TOTAL COST 

ADD mark-up at ................... % 

SELUNG PRICE 

Average production time - hours 

Costs 



The materials issued to production are entered on the 
production card and in their materials stock control card. 
Entries are made into the working ledger as follows: 

Date ............. materials issued to production 

Detail .... ... . .. production description 

Ref no . .. . . .. . . production card number 

DR ............... production account - with value of 
materials 

CR ............... materials account - with value of materials 

(c) Control of materials 
One member should be responsible, under the manager, for 
the control of the stocks of materials. The manager, the internal 
auditors and the auditor should check the physical stock with 
the book stock as shown on the materials stock control cards. 
Any differences should be located. 

Material is charged out at cost price. This may mean that 
where old and new stock of the same material are issued to the 
same batch, there will be more than one cost price. However, 
this system avoids the calculations involved by using the 
average price. Price changes in materials should also be shown 
on the specification cards concerned. 

At the end of each financial period the materials in stock will 
also be valued at cost price on the stock sheets. Their total 
cost value should be agreed with the debit balance in the main 
ledger for materials. Any differences will be transferred to the 
production and trading account, as will be shown later in this 
manual. 

3.4 Labour account 

(a) Calculation of earnings 
The manager and the book-keeper are paid a fixed wage. The 
other members are paid on a piece-work basis as far as 
possible. A fixed sum, set by the committee, is paid for each 
unit produced, job performed, or number of operations 
completed. These are shown on the specification cards. The 
labour payment made to the members will depend upon their 
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output, rather than the time they spend at work. Since this 
industrial wciety is producing standardised items, the earnings 
of labour for each item is known. 

Fxample 11 

MEMBER'S OUTPUT C.A.RD 

Name: ........................................................ SharP number: ...................... . 

Occupa~ion: ............................................. .. 

Date Initials Production Output Posted To 
completed of ca•d No of Earnings Total Earnings record 

Jq7S manager no units per unit earnings Date No 

])ec. 31 N'r1 s 'i1oo ;;. 37 3oooo 3, Jec. lb 

Each member will be issued with a member's output card 
(Example 11). As their production is completed and the batch 
of finished goods is accepted by the manager, their output cards 
will be entered and initialled by the manager. At the end of 
every week the book-keeper will collect all the output cards and 
post the entries to the books and records. 

He will then return the output cards to the members. The entries 
to be made by the book-keeper from the output cards will be 
as follows: 

1 Production card: Example 9 
The narne of the members, their share numbers and their 
earnings will be posted to the production cards for the 
batches completed. 

2 Member's earnings record: Example 12 
The total of the earnings of each member is posted to his 
earnings record card. 



,--------------~--~---------~~--~~-~--~~--~.~---· 

Example 12 

MEMBER'S EARNINGS RECORD 

Name: ....................................... Occupation: ...................... Share no: .. !fi. 

Week Production Earnings Month Gross Less Net Signature 
ending card ending earnings tax cash of 
date no date etc member 

1 
2 I 
3 
4 1_,_ 
5 
6 
7 
8 --2 
9 

10 
11 
12 __ J 

and 
so 
on 

49 5000 

50 10000 

51 ~ooo 

52 lD~D 12 3D COD 3000 :21000 

TOTAL earnings 30000 
for year 

Bonus at IO~ 3000 Bonus: 
Received in cash Signature of member 

OR 

Transferr"d to Share account no 
Deposit account no 
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3 ~l'orklng ledger 
The working ledger is posted from the production cards as 
follows: 

/)ate............. week ending date 

J)et,lil ........... production card details 

Ref no ......... production card number 

lJR ............... production account - with total earnings 

CR................ labour account - with total earnings 

(b) Payment of earnings 
The sooner raw materials are made into finished goods and 
sold, the sooner there will be funds from which the earnings of 
members can be paid. This society has a regular market for its 
products. It has obtained a loan to help provide the working 
capital for raw materials, payments to members and other 
costs. This loan bridges the time gap between undertaking 
production and receiving the proceeds for the finished goods. 
The members are aware that without this source of finance 
they would have to wait until the proceeds of the sale of their 
finished goods had been received before they were paid for their 
work. 

At the end of every four weeks the members are paid. Their 
earnings for the four weeks, as shown on their earnings record, 
are totalled. This total is shown on their earnings record as 
their 'gross earnings'. From this any tax or other agreed 
deductions are made. 

The net payment is made to the members by cheque or in 
cash. Where cash is paid the total required is drawn from the 
bank on one cheque. The total drawn is ascertained by add
listing the amounts shown as 'net cash' on all the members' 
earning records. Cheques are also drawn to pay over the tax 
and other deductions to the authorities. As the members are 
paid they sign their member's earniflgS record as a receipt. 



The working ledger is posted from the cheque book stubs as 
follows: 

Date ... ... ... .. .. of cheque 

Detail .. ... .. . ... labour payment 

Ref no .... ..... cheque number 

DR .............. labour- with amount of cheque for net c"lsh 
and for tax deductions 

C R .. .... ........ bank - with amount of cheque for net cash 
and for tax deductions 

3.5 Other expenses 

(a) Charges 
All other expenses, including the wages of the manager, the 
book-keeper and any other members whose earnings cannot be 
charged directly to production, are debited to this account. 
Office and selling expenses together with depreciation charges 
are included. Debit (DR) entries to the working ledger will be 
made for expenses from receipts, invoices, vouchers and cheque 
stubs. Other expenses will be debited and the corresponding 
credit entry will be made in the imparting account. The 
expenses will be charged to production. 

(b) Direct expenses 
Where an expense has been directly incurred by a particular 
batch of production, it can be directly charged to that batch. 

The entries for this would be made on the production card for 
the batch and then from this card to the working ledger as 
follows: 

Date ...... ....... of entry 

Detail .......... . 

Refno ........ . 

DR ............ . 

CR 

description of expense 

production card number 

production account- with amount of 
direct expense 

other expenses- with amount of direct 
expense 
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(c) Indirect expenses 
Generally, the expenses of the society are not directly 
incurred by any particular batch of production. Therefore, the 
expenses remaining after the direct expenses have been charged 
to production, have to be apportioned over production. This 
spreading of the indirect expenses over the products can be done 
by adding a predetermined percentage to the total costs of 
labour and materials directly charged to the units of output. 

This percentage on cost will have been calculated when :he 
annual budget was being prepared. It will be bas~d on past 
experience, current trends and forecasted performance. 

As batches of finished goods are completed their production 
cards will be posted with their part of the other expenses. The 
total cost of each batch as shown on each production card may 
be obtained as in the following example: 

Total units of production 170 S 

Materials - direct charge 500 

Labour - direct charge 1000 

Total 1500 

+ Any direct expenses so 
+ Other expenses at 10% 150 

Total cost 1700 

Total direct materials and labour were $1500 

Other expenses were charged to production at the oncost 

rate of 10% on this amount 1500 x 10 
=$150 

100 

Since 170 units were produced, the average total cost of 
total cost __ 1700 __ $

10 producing one unit is ___ _..:::.__::_::..::.. ___ _ 
number of units produced 170 



.-------------------------------~--~~- --------- - --------

Entnes to be made in the working ledger for indirect expenses 
to be charged to production during the financial period will be 
made from the production cards as follows: 

Date............. of completion of production 

Detail........... production card details 

Ref no ......... production card number 

DR ............... production account- with amount of 
other expenses 

CR ............ ... other expenses - with amount of other 
expenses 

(d) Adjustments 
At the end of the financial year adjustments will be made for 
the charge (DR) for the depreciation of the fixed assets, for 
expenses used but not charged and for the credit (CR) for any 
expenses paid in advance. After these have been calculated the 
ledgers are posted with these adjustments. 

Should the percentage oncost have been completely accurate 
there would then be no balance in the other expenses account. 
Since any forecasting is subject to error, there will usually be a 
balance remaining. Where the balance is a credit, the percentage 
oncost has been too high. Where the balance is a debit, the 
percentage oncost has not been enough. The balance is trans
ferred to the production and trading account as will be shown 
later in this manual. 

3.6 Production account 

(a) Specification card: Example 10 (page 19) 
Each product will be standardised as far as possible. Items to 
be produced will be determined by the committee, based on 
customer demands, for the products must sell. The selling prices 
must be competitive, so costs must be strictly controlled. There 
will be a specification card for each type of product. This will 
show the specification, cost and other details of each type of 
product. These will be followed in the pro 'uction process. 
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(b) l'roduction c,<rd. h'xample 9 (page 19) 
Production is undertaken on the issue, by the manager, of a 
production card. This is the production order for a batch to be 
made. The costs of each batch will be recorded on these cards. 

(c) Rook·keeping entries 
Entries to the columns in the working ledger for production will 
be made from the details on the production cards. 

The debit (DR) entries in these columns will be: 

DR for materials 
DR for labour 
DR for direct expenses 
DR for oncosts for other (indirect) expenses 

l'he credit (CR) entries will be those, made from the completed 
production cards, of the total costs of products completed and 
transferred to finished goods. Any remainin;_:, OR-balances in 
the production account will be part of work-in-progress. 

(d) Work-in-p:ngrcss 
As far as possible all work started by the issue of a production 
card should be completed before the closing of the books at 
the end of the financial period. When there is incomplete work
in-progress at the closing of books, it will be valued by the 
manager. The valuation will include the costs of any materials, 
labour and direct expenses already charged to the batch. 
Oncosts will not be included. 

The production account will be credited (CR) with the value of 
work-in-progress at the end of the old financial year, and the 
debit entry (DR) will be carried down to begin the new 
financial year. The valuations will be shown as a note on the 
production cards concerned. 



3.7 Finished goods account 

(a) Received from production 

As products are completed, they will be checked for quality by 
the manager. When accepted they are transferred into :he stock 
of finished goods section of the shop at the end of the factory. 
A finished goods stock control record will be kept by the book
keeper. An example of this record is shown in Example 13. 

Example 13 

FINISHED GOODS STOCK CONTROL RECORD I 
Product: description Product group no: .... .'.7. ..... 1 

Unrt selling price: ....... U ................. Unit cost price: ..... !.'? ......................... .. 

A separate record \A/ill be kept for each of the separate lines of 
product. The details of receipts of finished goods will be posted 
from the production card into the finished goods stock controi 
record. Entries will also be made into the working ledgf'r as 
follows: 
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Dczte .... ... ...... finished goods accepted 

Det,zil.. .... .. ... from the production card 

Refnu ......... production card number 

DR ............... finis/Jed goods account ~with total costs 
of finished goods 

CR ............... productwn accoullt ~with total costs of 
finished goods 

(b) Casb sales offinisbed goods 
The selling price of items of products will be their total cost 
price plus a mark-up agreed by the committee which is shown 
in the annuai budget on the specificatil'n card. To assist in 
the control of the stock of finished goods a product J[roup 
number is shown on the finished go~ds stock control rec~rd 
for each line of product. These numbers are recorded against 
the items sold for cash on the sales receipt issued for all cash 
sales (see Example 14). 

Example 14 

I CASH SALES RECEIPT 

I Number: ... ?.? ......... 

I 
Sold ~o: .... ~ .. =J.-.. (~:P ............................................................................... 

I I Descnption of goods Product Quantity Selling price 

I 
Total value 

I group per unit 

I I no 

I I ,,{_ I -" " ''· I '~ I 

I I 
IIVUClCL!VlA tAf!U_ ''r IV 

i 
tl' 

I 
IV 160 

I ChaJ.~ 1'1 4 :2 1 oo '8" oa 

I I I I I I 
I I 

$1 
I 

I 115 lbo 
I Cash received: .. J::J!;!;"!?!?.'"!-. .. dollars .... ?.!:~.o/} ...... cents 

I Date: ..... '?::.9 .. ]?.~ .... For ..f).ry':'?.~ .. CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY 
LTD 

I Signed: ....... ::?. .. P.~ ... : ........................................ 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I 



These sales receipts are used only for cash sales and not for 
payments received from debtors for previous sales. They are 
made out in duplicate and the top copy is given to the customer. 
The copies of the cash sales receipts are add-listed at the end 
of each day. This produces the total daily cash sales, and the 
cash must agree with this total. Then the items sold shown on 
the cash sales receipts are analysed and the total units of each 
type of finished goods are found. From the analysed sales 
receipts, the finished goods stock control record is posted. 
From the total of these cash sales receipts, the working ledger 
is posted as follows: 

Date............. of sales 

Detail........... sales receipts details 

Ref no.......... sales receipts numbers from - to -

DR ............... cash - with total cash sales 

CR ............... finished goods account- with total cash 
sales 

(c) Credit sales of finished goods 
Price lists and order forms should be prepared and distributed 
to likely buyers of the products. To encourage wholesale 
orders the society would offer quantity discounts to customers. 
When orders were received, they would be made up from the 
stock of finished goods. Invoices would be prepared in 
duplicate. A copy is shown in Example 15. 

Any quantity discount agreed would be deducted from the 
total selling value of the goods sold. The top copy of the 
invoice would be sent with the goods to the customer. From 
the bottom copy of the invoice the details of the units of 
products sold would be posted to the finished goods stock 
control records. 
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Example 15 

Customer: name 
address 

Product 
no 

f-.- I 7 

NAME OF SOCIETY 

Invoice no: .... !?:."!: ...... . 

order number: 
delivery instructions: 

Description No of Unit 
units Selling 

price 
$ 

Total 
sale 

~ 

'----~-- -··· ~-----~-- -·· ----~--- --· ~-- -----+----t-----1~---+-----1 

f-- -------------------- r-------
---- --- --

TOTAL selling value 

LESS discount 

TOTAL now due 

Posted to tinished goods stock control page no ..... J7. ............ . 
Date: ... J! ... ~:? ... ?.§. ............ .. 

The working ledger would be posted as follows: 

Date .. .. ...... ... of invoice 

Detail............ debtor's name 

Ref no ........... invoice number 

'15000 

DR ................ debtors -with total value of sales less any 
discount 

CR ............... finished goods- with total value of sales 
iess any discount 



(d) Control of finished goods 
One member should be responsible, uncle the manager, for the 
control and sales of the stocks of finished goods. The manager, 
the internal auditors and the auditor should check the physical 
stocks with the book stocks as shown in the finished goods 
stock control record. Any differences should be located. 

At the end of each financial period the finished goods in stock 
would be listed on stock sheets and valued at their total cost 
price. The number of units of each product line on these lists 
should agree with the units shown as in stock on the finished 
goods stock control records. Any differences would be 
investigated. 

3.8 Fixed assets and depreciation 

(a) Purchase of fixed assets 
Fixed assets are acquired and held permanently for the purpose 
of earning income, and include land, buildings, fittings, fixtures, 
equipment and machinery. 

From the invoice obtained when the items were purchased the 
following entries will be made into the working ledger: 

Date ... . ....... .. of purchase 

Detail .......... supplier/fixed assets 

Ref no.......... invoice number 

DR ............... fixed assets - with cost 

CR ............... creditor- with cost 

Details of all fixed assets are also entered into the fixed assets 
inventory and schedule <;>f depreciation in Example 16. This 
inventory can be kept on a card system with a separate card for 
ead\ fixed asset. 

An inventory should also be kept of all tools purchased. These 
are usually for small amounts and their cost may have been 
charged to other expenses. A check should be kept on them, 
and their whereabouts always known to the manager. 
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-- -------~---~--~----------------

(b) Depreciation 
The charges made for d{'preciation in the accounts of the 
society are internal entries, representing the allocation of the 
cost of the fixed asset over its estimated working life. The 
years of useful working life wili depend upon the type of asset 
and local conditions. As the charge for depreciation is made 
each financial year, these depreciation charges are aggregated 
year by year so that the book value of the fixed asset is 
correspondingly reduced, by the total charge for depreciation. 
The equal instalment method of depreciation is recommended 
here. This method spreads the cost of a fixed asset equally over 
its years of useful working life. The annual charge for 
depreciation will be calculated as f0llows: 

Cost of fixed asset = Annual charge 
Estimated years of useful working life 

As a guide, the cost of buildings can be depreciated over 20 
years and the cost for fixtures, fittings, etc over 5 years. In 
some countries land is not considered to be a wasting asset 
and no depreciation charge is made; however in this manual 
depreciation has been charged at the same rate as for buildings. 

After the calculations of the charges have been made at the end 
of the financial year, the details are posted into their inventory. 
The working ledger is posted as follows: 

Date.............. last day of financial year 

Detail . . . . ... . . .. depreciation fixed assets 

Ref no . . . .. . . .. inventory page number 

DR ............... other expenses -with annual charge for 
depreciation from inventory 

CR. .. .... ......... depreciation provision - with annual 
charge for depreciation from inventory 

(c) Insurance 
There are many risks of loss or damage to the property of the 
society. The society can be covered against some of these risks 
by taking out insurance cover with reputable companies. The 
full replacement value of the fixed assets, rather than their cost 
or book value, should be covered. The society will pay an annual 
premium, and receive a policy. These premiums are charged as 
'other expenses' and the policies are safely kept in a separate file. 



Example 16 

J)aJL 

~-

FIXED ASSETS - INV£NTOR.V AND SCHE])UL£ OF :D6Pf?EGIAIION 
- %'"'-a.A'\.c.:...L pb..i.cd... e.M.tkd... : 31 · 12·15" 

l)ehL(L 

B~s 
Ltutd.. 

8..u:~ 
TOTAL. 

F;x.fA.wu R ~ 

s~ 

~lu ~··st;v.. 

Ma.~ & ~mtJNtl; 
s~ mo.ctu.tt.L 

Ma.~ 1 

Ma.~2 

£F-P~ 

TOTAL. 

TOTAL. 

GRAN]) TOTAL. FI'XEl> ASSETS 

I 
I 

b/t 

500 

/500 

:woo 

500 

500 

1000 

1000 

/Ooo 

2000 

4-ooo 

7000 

C!05T 
! 

'DEPR.E.C. IATIDN 

+P~ Tod.JL. b/% +Tk.u ro d.4b.-
-uw, f'tM.oJ.. cf% p€AA.D<L C/'1; 

500 /0 :l5 35 

1500 qo 75 lb5 

:woo lOO 100 200 

500 /00 /00 :200 

500 100 /00 :J.oo 

/000 200 .2.00 4oo 

400 400 f/0 li'O 

/000 :wo 200 4-00 

I 000 ::wo ::wo lj-OD 

2000 3oo 1 4-oo 1oo 

l 4-oo [ 4-troo I ?oo I uo I I 5'60 I 

I Mo ) 7q.oo 1ooo j IIllO ! ,,.. i 

I I I I 
~ ·~~ i II 

I 
wf'"'- Lut'"-. . I 
ba.1a.t.. PAtJ~ 

I 5 k.eR.t CP. ~ tM.i:~ lf{e I j 
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Book. u~ 

4.b5 

J335 

l'lOO 

300 

3oo 

bOO 

3:!0 

i,QQ 

boo 
J3oo 

!Hf;lO 

S' :2:2 0 

a.:J~ 

""'~ b~ 
~ 



3.9 Shares and deposits 

(a) Entrance fees 
An application for membership form should be completed by 
applicants wishing to join the society. After acceptance into 
membership, the applicant pays an entrance fee to the soc:ety 
as may be required under the by-laws. A receipt for the fee is 
issued containing details similar to those in Example 6 (page 15). 

The new member is issued with a pass-book showing the 
member's share number. 1 i1ese numbers run consecutively. The 
details of the new member are entered into the share and 
deposit ledger shown in Example 3 (page 12). 

From the copy of 'he receipt issued for the entrance fee the 
working ledger is posted: 

Date . . . . . . . . . . . . . of receipt of fee 

Detail ... .. ...... name of member 

Ref no......... . share number 

DR ................ cash - with amount of entrance fees 

CR ................ other expenses (or reserve fund if so 
stated in the by-laws) - with amount 
of entrance fees 

The membership register consists of the completed and 
accepted applications for membership forms duly filed in 
surname alphabetical order. 

(b) Share contributions 
Contributions of at least the minimum share holding shown in 
the by-laws should be paid in by the member. Receipts as 
shown in Example 6 (page 15) are issued and the details will be 
posted to the working ledger as follows: 

Date ...... .. .. . . . of receipt 

Detail ...... ... . . name of member 

Ref no ......... share number/receipt number 

DR ....... ........ cash -with amount of contribution 

CR ............... shares- with amount of contribution 

Entries are :1lso made for share contributions into the pass
book of th•c member and the share and deposit ledger account 
for that member. 
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(c) Share witbdrawals 
Share capital is in the nature of the permanent capital of the 
society. Withdrawals can only be made in accordance with the 
provisions in the by-laws. When withdrawals are made, the 
entries into the working ledger will be made from the cheque 
drawn or receipt obtained. The bank account will be credited 
(CR) and the share account will be debited (DR). Entries will 
also be made into the member's pass book and share and 
deposit ledger account. 

(d) Share interest 
Should there be any surplus at the end of the financial year, 
and an interest on shares be declared, it will be distributed by 
credit to the share accounts of the members. The interest to 
each member will be calculated, based on the lowest balance of 
share capital held by the member for each complete three 
months. After a separate calculation has been made for each 
account, the total interest due is ascertained by add-listing the 
amount calculated for each member. The individual share 
accounts will be posted and the total share interest entered 
into the working ledger as a debit (DR) to surplus and a credit 
(CR) to shares. 

(e) Bonus 
Should there be any surplus at the end of the financial year, 
and a bonus be declared, it will be calculated in relation to the 
earnings of each member. The record of earnings for each 
member will be shown on the member's earnings record. These 
earnings will be add-listed for each member. The totals for 
each ,nember will be add-listed to produce the total earnings 
for all the members. The wages of the manager, book-keeper 
and any other staff paid on a time basis will be included. 

The amount of surplus available {or distribution of the bonus 
will be divided by the total earnings and multiplied by 100 to 
produce the percentage rate of distribution. Individual 
members will receive their bonus, calculated as follows: 

Member's total earnings x rate of bonus , b --------=------- = a members onus 
100 



(f) 

Members should be encouraged to leave their bonus with their 
society, either in their share accounts or in their deposit 
accounts. Entries for bonus distributed will be made from the 
member's earnings record. The book-keeper will add-list the 
bonus paid by cash as shown on these cards. The total paid will 
be posted to the working ledger as a credit (CR)to cash and a 
debit (DR) to surplus. The bonus transferred to shares or 
deposit accounts will be separately listed and posted to the 
working ledger as a credit (CR) to shares or deposits and a 
debit (DR) to surplus. 

Deposit accounts 
Since share holdings are not easy to withdraw, members should 
be encouraged to invest with their society in deposit accounts. 
Withdrawals are easier and interest on deposits is at a rate 
agreed when the deposit was accepted. Such interest is treated 
as an expense rather than an allocation of surplus. As an 
expense, the interest is calculated and distributed by credit to 
the deposit accounts before the final accounts are closed. The 
deposit columns in the working ledger arc credited (CR) when 
deposits are received and debited (DR) when withdrawals are 
paid. When the interest has been calculated, the total is 
credited (CR) to deposits and debited (DR) to other expenses. 

3.1 0 Creditors and debtors 

(a) Creditors 
Entries concerning creditors are made in the columns in the 
working ledger and then into the creditors' ledger. 

When materials or services are obtained by the society on 
credit, the creditors' accounts are credited (CR). When the 
creditors are paid, their accounts are debited (DR). Should the 
society obtain a cash discount from the creditor, the entries 
to be made in the working ledger are: 

debit (DR) creditors and credit (CR) other expenses. 

When statements are received from creditors, the entries they 
contain are checked against the entries in the account kept for 
the creditor concerned in the creditors' ledger. Sometimes a 
reconciliation statement has to be prepared in a similar way w 
a bank reconciliation statement. 

(b) Debtors 
Entries concerning debtors are made in the columns in the 
working ledger and then into the debtors' ledger. Any bad debts 
written off are debited (DR) to other expenses and credited (CR) 
to debtors and the details are shown in the debtors' ledger. 

3.11 Loans 

Separate columns are opened in the working ledger, and separate 
accounts are opened in the main ledger for each loan obtained by the 
society. 

When the loan was received the loan columns and account would 
have been credited (CR). When repayments are made the loan 
columns and account would be debited (DR). Interest charged on 
loans owed by the society will be posted as a credit (CR) to loans 
and a debit (DR) to other expenses. 

At the end of the financial year the lender would be requested by 
the society to send a statement of the loan account, showing the 
balance, including interest, due at that time. 

3.12 Surplus 

At the end of the financial year any net surplus from the production 
and trading account would be transferred as a aedit to this account. 

After the annual general meeting the allocations from surplus to 
reserves, education, share interest or bonus would be made in 
accordance with the resolutions of members by debit (DR) to the 
surplus account and credit (CR) to these accounts. 

3.13 Reserve fund 
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The reserve fund is created, held and used in accordance with the 
by-laws of the society. Allocations are made to reserves (CR) 
from surplus (DR). The society should build up its reserves to 
provide a source of operating funds and to give greater financial 
stability to the society. 



3.14 Education fund 

Allocations ;rre made to this fund (CR) from surplus (DR). The~~ 
funds should be increased from year to year, so that eventually the 
society can take a more active part in member training and 
education. 

3.15 Balancing 

At the end of every week the working ledger is ruled off and 
balanced. The entries in each of the columns are separately totalled 
and shown at the bonom of each column. This is checked by the 
preparation of a trial balance, see Example 1 (page 7). When this 
balances, the main ledger is posted. 
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4.1 Posting 

The main ledger is kept as a control record of all the acwunts of the 
society. It contains separate pages for each of the accounts for 
which columns are kept in the working ledger. An example of the 
accounts of the main ledger is shown in Example 2 (pages 8-11 ). The 
opening balances in the main ledger will be the assets and liabilities 
brought down from the previous financial year and shown in the 
last balance sheet of the society. 

At the end of every week the debit and credit entries in the working 
ledger are posted to the main ledger. The number of each account 
so posted is entered into the working ledger underneath the total 
of entries posted to facilitate checking and ease of reference. The 
new running balance of each account posted in the main ledger will 
be ascertained and prefixed DR or CR as the case may be. 

4.2 Trial balance 

At the end of every four weeks a trial balance will be prepared from 
the balances in the main ledger. An example is shown in Example 17. 
This example shows the balances on each of the accounts in the 
main ledger. Where for example the total of share contributions is 
required to be known, all the relevant credit entries in the share 
account in the main ledger are added together. In a similar manner 
debit, or credit, entries on other accounts in the main ledger can 
be 'grossed-up' in this way. 

The cash balance will be checked with the actual cash-in-hand. The 
bank balance will be checked with the bank statement. The share 
balance, the deposit balance, the debtors' balance and the creditors' 
balance shown on the trial balance will be checked with the totals 
of lists made from the individual accounts for these kept in the 
various ledgers. The actual results of the production and trading 
activities of the society will be ascertained using the information 
from the trial balance and they will be compared with the forecasted 
results shown in the budget. 
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Example 17 
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4.3 Monthly report to committee from manager 

The members are the owners of the co-operative society. At their 
annual general meeting they elect a committee who shall conduct 
the business and be responsible for the general direction and control 
of the affairs of the society. The committee appoints the manager 
to run the day-to-day business under their direction. The manager is 
required to submit his report to the committee at the end of every 
four weeks when the trial balance of the main ledger has been 
prepared by the book-keeper. An example of this report is shown in 
Example 18. 
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Example 18 

MONTHLY REPORT OF MANAGER TO COMMITTEE 

4 weeks ended 
1==============-======l 

1 Membership 
Number to begin year 

ADD: New members this year 

TOTAL 

LESS: Withdrawn this year 

Total present membership this year 

To date last year 

Increase or Decrease No ___ _ 

Shares 
$ 

Deposits 
$ 

2 Share capital and deposits 

Total balances to date 

To date last year 

Increase/decrease $ o/o $ o/o 

3 Finished goods This year Last year Increase Decrease 
$ $ $ $ 

Sales this month % % 

Sales to date % % 

Stocks in hand $ __ units 

4 Materials 

Stocks in hand $ __ qu<lntity 

5 Trial balance of main ledger attached 

6 Report on production matters - (including labour and materials) 

7 Report on selling matters- (including ~tocks of finished goods) 

8 Report on education and training -

9 Report on action taken on committee instructions -

Signed: ........................................ Manager Date: ............................... . 



J .Jina( accounts an! hakma shtttJ 
The final accounts and the balance sheet are presented briefly below. 
They are dealt with in detail in the manual on Accounting. 

5.1 Procedure and preparation 

A· the end of the financial year the final accounts and balance sheet 
sh•l\~'11 in Example 19 (page 3 5) are prepared. The following is 
an outline of the procedure to be followed in this preparation: 

1 Stocks of finished goods are listed and valued. These lists would 
be checked with the balances on the finished goods stock control 
records. 

2 Stocks of raw materials are listed and valued. These lists would be 
checked with the balances on the materials stock control record. 

3 Any materials received and not invoiced are listed and priced. 
Details of these items would be obtained from the materials 
received book. 

4 To avoid, as far as possible, numerous adjustment3 with work-in
progress, production authorised by thl" issu~ d production cards 
should be completed. The members' earnings records would be 
posted up to date. 

5 Any adjustments for expenses accrued or paid in advance should 
be listed: 
(a) Expenses accrued 

The benefit of an expense may have been obtained during the 
financial period but no charge has been made in the accounts. 
In these cases adjustments are made for these expenses 
accrued, or owing, by making an adjustment of a debit charge 
in the financial period in which the benefit was obtained. 

(b) Expenses paid in advance (prepaid) 
The full benefit of expenses that have been debited may not 
be received until the next financial period. In these cases 
credit adjustments are made to carry forward part of the debit 
charged, to the next finandal period. 
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6 The charge for depreciation would be calculated and the inventory 
of fixed assets and schedule of depreciation would be completed 
and balanced off. The actual fixed assets would be checked against 
their inventory. 

7 Tools would be checked against their inventory. 

8 Deposit interest would be calculated and posted through the 
working ledger to the deposit ledger accounts. 

9 Cash-in-hand would be checked and certified. 

10 A bank statement would be obtained and a bank reconciliation 
statement would be prepared. 

11 A statement of any loan would be obtained from the lender. Any 
interest due would be posted through the working ledger to the 
loan account as an adjustment. 

12 Share, deposit, creditors' and debtors' balances in their ledgers 
would be add-listed and agreed with their control balances in the 
main ledger. 

13 The trial balance of the main ledger would be prepared. 

14 Adjustments would then be posted through the working ledger. 
(a) Materials received not invoiced 

DR Materials - to be included in production and 
trading a/c 

CR Materials - to be included in balance sheet 

(b) Materials stock to end (at cost) 
CR Materials - to be included in production and 

trading a/c 
DR Materials - to be included in balance sheet 

(c) Expenses accrued 
DR Other expenses - to be included in production 

and trading a/c 
CR Other expenses - to be included in balance sheet 



(d) Expenses prepaid 
CR Other expenses - to be included in production 

and trading a/c 
DR Other expenses - to be included in balance sheet 

(e) Depreciation 
DR Other expenses - to be included in production 

and trading a/c 
CR Depreciation provision - to be included in 

balance sheet 

(f) Finished goods stock to end (at cost of production) 
CR Finished goods - to be included in rroduction 

and trading a/c 
DR Finished goods - to be included in balance sheet 

15 The income and expenditure accounts in the main ledger would 
be closed and their balances would be transferred to the 
production and trading account for the year. 

16 The surplus disposable account would be prepared. 

17 The balance sheet would be prepared from the balance of assets 
and liabilities remaining in the accounts in the main ledger. 

18 The audit would be completed. 

19 The annual return would be prepared and sent to the registrar. 

20 The annual general meeting would be held. 

21 Any surplus would be distributed as resolved by the annual 
general meeting. 
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Notes to Example 19, 

Sales - total of cash and credit sales obtained by adding credit entries for 
year in main ledger account for finished goods. 

2 Costs charged to productwn - details obtained from completed production 
cards. Total production costs will be agreed with the total of debit entries 
made for the y~ar to the main ledger account for finished goods from these 
cards. 

Oncosts - the total for oncosts is obtained from the completed production 
cards. The wages of the manager and book-keeper and the charge made for 
depreciation included in the total of oncosts will be separately shown. The 
otb~r expenses will be the remaining balance of oncosts charged to 
production. 

4 Otber costs materrals. The difference between the value of the actual stock 
of raw materials carried forward to the new year and the balance at the end 
of the old year for matt•rials in the main l•:dger, will be written off by this 
transfer w the final ammnts. Where there is a debit balance to write off, this 
will be debited to the poduction and trading account. Where there is a credit 
balance to write off, it will be credited. Otber expenses. After the expenses 
adjustments are made, any balance remaining in this account in the main 
ledger is written off by transfer to the final accounts. 

Comparisons will be made with last year's results and the forecasted results in 
the budget. 



Example 19 
Ill Balance sheet at end of year 

FINAL ACCOUNTS AND BALANCE SHEET Source of funds (liabilities) $ 

I Production and trading account for year $ $ Members' shares d'f'ilO 

Sales 100000 
Members' deposits :2 ISO C! 

Reserve fund 1 qoo 
LESS: Costs charged to production: Education fund iOo 

Direct materials 50000 Surplus for disposal 7350 

Direct labour 300 00 
TOTAL from members 15b30 

Direct expenses I ( 00 

Oncosts: Wages I 50(\ 

Depreciation I I ~0 

Other expenses '53 20 

Loans 47SO 

Creditors (A/c 3 +12 ) II OO(l 

Expenses accrued ::1SO 

Total production costs <-t>'lCOO 
TOTAL 31 (">?,0 

TOTAL I I CJCO 
Use of funds (assets) 

LESS: Finished goods stocks: 

(Stock to begin $36"10 less stock to end $60Cl j ::wqo Fixed assets Cost Depreciation $ 
Land and building .Jooo ;;Joo 1'1';00 

TOTAL r'"rro 
Fixtures and fittings 1000 lfoo boo 

LESS: Other costs: 

Materiais bO 
Machinery and 

1+4-00 15'60 :2'1\:lD equipment -
Other expenses S.~o 5% 

TOTAL 74-oo ;:J.r·;:;-o 51 ::CO 

NET SURPLUS TO ACCOUNT II 7:?,.20 

Stocks: Materials 14000 
I 

I I! Surplus disClasal account at end of year 

$ 

Work in progress -
Finished goods 6oo 

14-600 
Balance of surplus from previous periods 30 Debtors :2o;w 
ADD: Surplu~ from Account I 73;:1.0 Expenses paid in advance I 5o 

TOTAL FOR DISPOSAL 7350 Cash at bank "1 SOC\ 

Proposed allocations: Cash in hand !4-o 
Reserve fund 3500 

Education fund 500 
TOTAL 31f>30 

Interest on shares 12 

Bonus on earnings 3ooo 

71.20 

Balance of surplus carried forward ::23() 
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60ummart 
6.1 Book-keeping system 

The outline of the book-keeping system for industrial co-operatives 
is now completed. The system can be summarised as follows: 

1 All transactions are immediately recorded in records of original 
enny. 

2 Details of these are posted into the working ledger which is ruled 
off and balanced at the end of every week. 

3 The working ledger total of entries is posted every week into the 
main ledger. 

4 A trial balance of the main ledger is prepared at the end of every 
four weeks. 

5 At the end of the financial period the final accounts and balance 
sheet are prepared. 

6 Any surplus revealed is allocated. 

6.2 Control systems 

Within the book-keeping system control systems operate: 

1 Efficiency 
The actual business performance of the socif:ty is compared from 
time to time with the forecasted results in the annual budget, 
which ought to be prepared. 

2 Materials 
(a) Written orders are made for all materials. 

(b) The receipt of materials is recorded in the :,Jaterials 
received book. 

(c) The issue of materials is recorded on the production cards. 

(d) The stock of materials is controlled in the materials stock 
control record. 

(e) Physical stocks are counted and checked from time to t1me. 
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3 Labour 
(a) Generally, payments are only made for output on a piece-work 

basis. 

(b) The committee decides on the payments to be made for each 
unit of output. 

(c) The output of each member is recorded and valued on his 
member's output card. 

(d) The earnings and payments for earnings made to each member 
are recorded on his member's earnings record. 

(e) Any bonus due on earnings is distributed based on the 
information on these records. 

4 Other expenses 
(a) Where possible expenses are charged directly to production. 

(b) All other expenses are recovered by adding a pre-determined 
percentage oncost to the total of direct materials and labour 
for each batch of production. 

5 Finished goods 
(a) There is a specification card for each type of item produced. 

(b) Production is only undertaken on the issue of a production 
card by the manager. 

(c) Receipts of finished goods are accepted on completion of 
production as shown on the production card. 

(d) Sales of finished goods are supported by the cash sales receipts 
or the invoices sent to debtors. 

(e) Stocks of finished goods are controlled by the use of the 
finished goods stock control record. 

REMEMBER: 

The book-keeper is the key person in the efficient maintenance of 
these systems and controls. 



1 (lxtrcists 
To illustrate the book-keeping procedures outlined, the information 
from the foilowing three exercises has b('en posted imo the exampies 
of the forms, books and ledgers shown in this manual. Teachers can 
change the figures given in these exercises and in that way prepare 
exercises for further teaching purposes. Naturally other changes can 
be made in order to adapt the exercises to local conditions. 

Exercise A 

In this exercise the main ledger for the new financial year beginning 
1.1.75 was opened from the details shown in the trial balance. The 
balances in the accounts for the assets and liabilities shown to begin 
the year were posted to their separate pages in the main ledger 
(Example 2, page 8). 

Exercise B 

From the summary of the financial transactions for 197 5 the working 
ledger (Example 1, page 6) was posted and the trial balance shown 
within that example was prepared. Then the main ledger was posted 
from the details in the working ledger and the trial balance 
(Example 17, page 31) was piepaied. 

As fai as is possible within this manual the other examples show 
the entries and balances included in the accounts concerned in the 
working and main ledger. 

Exercise C 

The dosing entries for stocks and the other adjustments were 
summarised in the working ledger and then posted to the accounts 
concerned in the main ledger. Then the final accounts and balance 
sheet (Example 19, page 3 5) were prepared. 
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Exercise A 
Opening ba!ances from balance sheet at 31.12.74 

1.1.75. Post to main ledger: 

Cash 

Bank 

Account 

Materials - stocks 

Other expenses- prepaid 

accrued 

Finished goods - stocks 

Fixed assets 

Depreciation provision 

Shares 

Deposits 
Creditors 

Debtors 

Loans 

Surplus for disposal 197 4 

Reserve fund 

Education fund 

Notes: 

TOTALS 

1 2 1 2060 1 

3 1060 
5 50 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 
15 
16 

17 

3690 
7000 

1020 

CR 
$ 

100 

1000 
2220 
1050 

3000 

5000 
1090 
1400 

100 

S14960 $14960 

Round $ (dollars) are given. In the books of the society, the exact amounts 
are posted. 

2 To show the use of as many ledgers and records as possible, the totals of 
transactions have been posted to the examples given of these. In the books of 
the society, individual transactions and accounts are posted. 



Exercise B 
Summary of financial transactions for 1975 from records of 
original entries 

31.12.75. (a) Post and balance working ledger 
(b) Post and balance main ledger 

Allocation of 197 4 surplus 
Bonus paid in cash 
Bonus transferred to deposits 
Share interest transferred to shares 
Transfer to reserve fund 

Invoices from creditors for materials 
for other expenses 

Expenses paid by cash 
New tools bought by cash 
New sewing machine bought by cheque 
Cash paid to bank 
Paid net earnings and tax -by cheque 
Bank charges 
Loan interest added to loan 
Paid loan repayment by cheque 
Invoices to debtors for finished goods (8745 units) 
Cash sales offinished goods (455 units) 
Paid creditors by cheque 

Completed production cards 
Materials 
Labour 
Direct expenses 
Oncosts at 10% 

Transfer to finished goods - total costs for 8 900 units 
Manager's and book-keeper's wages and tax paid by cheque 
Cash received from debtors 
Share contributions by cash 
Deposit contributions by cash 
Deposit withdrawals by cheque 
Deposit interest added to deposits 

$ 

100 
400 

60 
500 

53 000 
6000 

300 
100 
400 

101650 
30000 

50 
250 
500 

95 000 
5 000 

61000 

50000 
30000 

1000 
8000 

89000 
1500 

94000 
1200 
2 010 

760 
100 
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Exercise C 
Stocks and adjustments at 31.12.75 
From stock sheets and other records 

31.12. 7 5 (a) Post working ledger 
(b) Post main ledger 
(c) Prepare final accounts and balance sheet 

(a) Materials received not invoiced 

Materials stock to end (7000 units) 

Shortage of matt>::-ials to production and trading 
account (30 units) 

(b) Expenses accrued 

Expenses prepaid 

Depreciation: Land and buildings 5% 100 
Fixtures and fittings 20% 200 
Machinery and equipment 20% 880 

Expenses not recovered by oncost 

(c) Finished goods- Transfer sales to final accounts 

Transfer production costs to final accounts 

Finished goods stock to end (60 units) 

Transfer differences between stocks to begin and 
end to final accounts 

(d) Proposed allocations of surplus: 
Reserve fund 

Education fund 

Interest on shares 

Bonus at 10% on earnings 

$ 

10000 

14000 

60 

250 

150 

1180 

530 

600 

3 500 

500 

120 

3 000 



Notes 
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